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Tuesday, 4 June 2019
The PRESIDENT (Hon. SL Leane) took the chair at 12.03 p.m. and read the prayer.
Announcements
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The PRESIDENT (12:04): On behalf of the Victorian state Parliament I acknowledge the
Aboriginal peoples, the traditional custodians of this land which has served as a significant meeting
place of the First People of Victoria. I acknowledge and pay respect to the elders of the Aboriginal
nations in Victoria past and present and welcome any elders and members of the Aboriginal
communities who may visit or participate in the events or proceedings of Parliament this week.
Condolences
HON. DANIEL ERIC KENT, OAM
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (12:04): I move:
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the death, on 26 April 2019, of the Honourable Daniel Eric
Kent, OAM, and places on record its acknowledgement of the valuable services rendered by him to the
Parliament and the people of Victoria as a member of the Legislative Council for the Gippsland Province from
1970 to 1976 and the Chelsea Province from 1979 to 1985 and as Minister of Agriculture from 1982 to 1985.

Eric Kent died at the end of April—on 26 April—some 65 days short of his 100th birthday. That is
quite a remarkable innings by any measure, and there are many measures of Mr Kent’s life that I am
very pleased to speak of today. He was born in 1919, which was the year peace came to the world at
the end of the First World War. He was a man of peace. One of the most significant events of his
political activism that he fondly referred to in terms of the solidarity and fellowship that was expressed
was the moratorium march in May 1970, where he joined hundreds of thousands of people on the
streets of Melbourne to support the end of the war. In terms of what was a marker of this man’s life,
peace was a marker of his life. His connection to this state and this country and his connection to his
portfolio were other markers of the man.
He was a man who was born in Areegra, which I have to say, with my reasonable working knowledge
of the geography of Victoria, I had to be reminded is literally halfway between Donald and
Warracknabeal. In fact if I have travelled to Areegra, it would have been a very fleeting visit. It is a
very isolated part of Victoria in many ways, but obviously it has a community of spirit that stemmed
from his family settling in the area in 1872.
It led to a life where he was deeply connected to the agricultural sector, including through his own
personal lived experience. Those people in the community and members of Parliament who have
checked his parliamentary record know that one union that is referred to in his affiliations, as part of
his story as a member of Parliament, is somewhat unusual for an Australian Labor Party member,
because it is the Australian Primary Producers Union. If you have a look at his associations, somewhat
unusually for a member of the Australian Labor Party, he was a member of the Victorian Wheat and
Woolgrowers Association. He was also a member of the Victorian Dairyfarmers Association and the
Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association. He was a somewhat unusual—not a template—member
of the Labor Party in those days. Obviously the Labor Party has represented many people in rural and
regional communities over the history of the Labor Party—in fact the Labor Party was formed, by and
large, out of the struggles of working people in rural communities—but indeed to actually see a clear
marker in terms of professional, personal and ultimately ministerial responsibility in relation to
agriculture, there was a continuity in Eric Kent’s life.
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He was a man of great connection to family. In 1949 he married the love of his life, Bette Wallis, who
died in 2002. They shared a wonderful life together. I will always remember the date on which they
celebrated the anniversary of their wedding. It may actually coincide with my birthday, although their
wedding did precede my birth date quite significantly—by at least one or two years. They had together
three children, Elizabeth, Kathryn and Stephen, and they were the proud grandparents of nine
grandchildren and 10 great-grandchildren.
In terms of their life together, one of the touching elements was the fact that Eric and his wife, Bette,
wrote a book together that relates to historical events in Lang Lang, Beams of Light. I think it was very
nice for a member of Labor Party, a member of the local community, to talk about the way in which a
beam of light resonates very strongly both with that community and in terms of the imagery of the
Labor Party.
This was a man who was always well grounded in his politics and his philosophy. Indeed he was a
man that was known as a man of conscience and great stoicism. In fact I remember him as literally a
very straight, upright man both in terms of his posture and in terms of his demeanour. There was no
doubt about it—you knew where you stood. He was a very principled man, a very upright man, who
actually made it very clear to you where he stood, and it was very evident in the way that he stood that
he composed himself with great aplomb.
When he assumed responsibility as Minister of Agriculture, as you would expect of the most
significant issues that he dealt with in terms of his portfolio responsibilities, he unfortunately had to
deal with the rigours of drought circumstances, and certainly that was a feature of his experience. He
led reform in relation to the regulation of the dairy marketing environment in Victoria, and very
significantly he played a role in bushfire recovery following the Ash Wednesday fires in 1983. He
brought to this engagement his personal experience, as his family home had been burnt and destroyed
by fire the best part of a decade before. He had lived experience of the devastation of fire. He acquitted
his responsibilities as a minister in terms of making sure that our community was supported at a most
precarious time in relation to the experiences of Ash Wednesday. He did that with great aplomb and
great commitment.
He was a man who referred to himself—this is unsurprising because of the history I have outlined to
the chamber and his connection to the country and because of his family settling in the Wimmera in
1872—as a son of the soil. Whilst he referred to himself that way, this did not prevent him from
bringing elements of his political thoughts together in relation to two things. He received an Order of
Australia Medal, and he received it on Australia Day. He happened to think of two things that came
out of that experience. One was the incongruity of, in his view, receiving the medal on Australia Day,
which he recognised as a day of great conflict and a day of lack of reconciliation and resolution within
this country. He saw that as something that sat uncomfortably within his personal philosophy.
He also then, following his Order of Australia Medal, took it upon himself to become an ambassador
in the name of making sure that women were more appropriately recognised in the honours system
and the award system across this nation. He only became such an ambassador in 2017, which indicated
at that stage that, as a man of 97 years, he was pretty dedicated to the causes that he was passionate
about right until the very end. If that is a measure of the man, then I think our community can be very
grateful and very thankful for a long life well lived in the name of commitment to better outcomes for
his community. He also never lost sight of his connection to the land which he loved. Our condolences
to the loved ones that he has left behind.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (12:14): I wish to, on behalf of the Liberal-Nationals
coalition, associate ourselves with this condolence motion moved by Mr Jennings on the passing of
Daniel Eric Kent, OAM, a member for Gippsland Province between 1970 and 1976, and a member
for Chelsea between 1979 and 1985.
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In doing so, I acknowledge his service to this place in both those different electorates—or provinces
as they were at that time—and his service to Victoria in a range of ways beyond the Parliament,
particularly through his church, historical society and local sporting groups.
Mr Jennings in his contribution spoke of Mr Kent and his residing in Yannathan and his clear
convictions. I think all of us respect people with clear convictions, particularly in what may generally
be described as hostile territory. I know many farmers in Yannathan and I am yet to meet one who
would share a political view the same as Mr Kent’s view. It is an area where I feel most at home, and
I respect very much that he was of such conviction in that environment, which can be challenging. As
Mr Jennings said, he lived 99 long years, which is a remarkable life, and he did so much with it. In
1949 he married Bette, who pre-deceased him in 2002. He had three children—Elizabeth, Kathryn
and Stephen—nine grandchildren and 10 great-grandchildren. He was recognised in 2008 for his
service to the community through a range of contributions, as I mentioned.
The number of Labor members representing Gippsland province in this place before the constitutional
changes that saw the regions introduced at the 2006 election were not many. So it is a credit to him
that he resonated with the electorate and with the community and was elected as a Labor representative
for an area that has traditionally been the home of Liberal or National representatives in general—not
exclusively of course, but in general terms. It is a credit to his connection with his community and his
electorate that he was elected in the first place, and that no doubt comes from his lived experience as
a farmer and his understanding of the challenges confronting farmers on the Koo Wee Rup swamp
and people in the Latrobe Valley and further east. Those skills no doubt helped him deal with the
challenges as Minister of Agriculture of responding to the bushfires that happened on his watch and
the enormous challenges that any minister in that situation confronts and faces.
It is worth reflecting that when we are acknowledging the contribution of a member of this place often
we highlight the things or the issues where we have a different perspective and a difference of opinion.
But often there are many things where we have a similar outlook. In his speech as part of the addressin-reply on 14 October 1970 he said:
I reaffirm my belief in the Parliamentary democracy in which we are living under the monarchy, which is
ably represented in this State. It is important that we should hold fast to those principles upon which we have
built our system of democratic representation. It is true that sometimes we tend to treat democracy with less
respect than is due to it …

What poignant words, words that have as much or more application in today’s environment where
there is a great deal of cynicism about parliamentarians and the democratic process. We should
acknowledge those things which bind us as members of Parliament and the belief and faith in the
institutions that serve this community so well.
In the same speech I note with interest his commentary in talking about dairy farming, which is
obviously incredibly important in the Gippsland area:
The average size of a dairy herd in 1961 was 39 cows, and it has now increased to 65.

Knowing a number of dairy farmers throughout that region, there are not too many dairy farms
anywhere near that size now. It just shows you how much things change.
Unfortunately for Mr Kent, he was prevented from pursuing another term as a member for Chelsea
Province because of the age restrictions that existed then within the Labor Party. Again that shows you
how things have changed since that time.
I also noticed a quote from the Warracknabeal Herald from 1982 when he said:
I hope to be able to promote an understanding of the interdependence of rural industries and city-based
industries …

That is a noble objective, and that understanding continues to be strived for today.
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On behalf of the coalition, I indicate our wish to associate ourselves with this motion and acknowledge
the significant contribution to Victoria and this place by Mr Kent. We pass our sympathy and best
wishes to his children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren and to his broader family.
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (12:20): I rise today to pay tribute to the life of Daniel Eric Kent
and to all the contributions that he made over his 99 years, not just in the community, not just as a
pillar of the towns and the regions that he represented but in this place as well. One of the things that
Mr Kent has been most lovingly remembered for contributing is a sense of moral and intestinal
fortitude in the way that he saw the world. He was a man of great principle, he was a man who stuck
by his beliefs and convictions and he worked assiduously to make sure that he was delivering the best
possible benefit for the communities that he represented and the communities of which he was such a
valued part.
Alongside his beloved wife, Bette, Mr Kent made sure that there was always an opportunity for people
to have their voices heard and known. Whether it was within the agricultural sector in working in
wool, wheat and dairy or whether it was as a minister for agriculture and in making sure that
discussions were had on drought relief, on the recovery following Ash Wednesday and on deregulation
within the dairy industry, Mr Kent strove with energy, conviction, kindness and compassion to do the
bidding of those who represented his constituency and the communities across Victoria.
Mr Kent was known not just for his work as a minister and local member but also for his involvement
and activity in and his passion for various historical, community and church-based opportunities to
participate. Not only did he fling himself with great enthusiasm into the work of his synod and in being
part of the diocese, he was also very fondly remembered for his work in being able to track down
historical facts and figures and his ability to recount stories of decades past with a relevance that made
them all too keenly felt over contemporary issues.
Mr Kent and his wife, Bette, created three beautiful children, Kathryn, Elizabeth and Stephen, who
now are parents and grandparents themselves. His legacy continues throughout Gippsland. His legacy
continues to be felt in the very personal and very accessible way in which conversations are had about
matters of urgency, about matters of leisure and about matters that impact upon the quality of our
everyday lives. As has been noted, he was very much a man whose achievements lay in people and
relationships rather than in monuments. That is a fine thing to aspire to in a place where too often, as
Mr O’Donohue alluded to in his earlier contribution, we become somewhat immunised from the
importance of democracy and the role that it plays in delivering benefits and conferring opportunity
and equity upon everybody in the best and most meaningful way.
Alongside his relentless commitment to democracy, Mr Kent was also a proud representative in the
battle of the Vietnam moratorium. He marched alongside Dr Jim Cairns in 1970 and proclaimed this
to be an invigorating experience which brought together the very best of the conviction of the
community in a desire to see better outcomes for a war which too many were committed to without
any end in sight and too many resources were wasted without any value being conferred in a
meaningful way.
Mr Kent’s contribution sits most appropriately outside of this house. It sits in the communities that he
loved. It sits in the legacy that he leaves in making sure that people of every voice and of every
community—women, people from regional Victoria, people involved in the theatre of war, our
Aboriginal communities and our primary producers—have the capacity to exercise their voices, and
he did so with gentle, thorough conviction.
Eric Kent was a true gentleman. We are lucky to have had the benefit of his contribution to this place.
Most fundamentally our communities are luckier for all the effort that he made over his 99 years. Our
love and best wishes go out to his family, to his friends, to the many churches that he was a part of and
to the community groups that will miss his wit, wisdom and gentle conviction for those many years
that we were able to benefit from it here in Victoria.
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Ms GARRETT (Eastern Victoria) (12:26): ‘Eric loved his family and served his community’. This
first line of the Honourable Daniel Eric Kent’s obituary seems like such a simple statement, an obvious
statement, but it represents so much love and so much work.
First, to his family. Beloved husband of Bette, they were married for over 50 years and together they
raised Elizabeth, Kathryn and Stephen. Eric and Bette also share nine grandchildren and 10 great
grandchildren—a fair effort by anyone’s standards and an amazing legacy in itself. To his children:
we are all sorry for your loss, and we thank you for allowing the state of Victoria to borrow your father.
It is often the families that sacrifice time with their loved ones when politics is the chosen profession,
and Eric’s chosen profession, politics, was so much richer for the work and commitment of this man.
Others have spoken about the array of portfolios and positions that he held. They were numerous, and
his contribution to all of them was profound. Eric brought his farming background to his portfolios.
He was a wheat and woolgrower on his family property. He then turned to dairy farming and finally
switched to cattle farming. His contribution in Parliament and to the state of Victoria was
comprehensive and quite remarkable, and his contribution to his local community was outstanding.
As we have heard, he held many influential roles in his life outside of this place. He was a delegate to
the Victorian Wheat and Woolgrowers Association conferences, the president of the Lang Lang
branches of the Victorian Dairy Farmers Association and the Australian Primary Producers Union, a
member of the Gippsland Institute of Advanced Education council and a member of the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association. Following politics, he was the deputy chairman of the Melbourne
Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market Trust and a board member of the Westernport Memorial
Hospital. He was a very busy man with a very rich life.
Eric Kent lived and breathed Labor politics. I just love this quote from a colleague in the other place.
In her inaugural speech the fabulous new member for Bass acknowledged the Honourable Eric Kent:
Branch member Eric Kent from Lang Lang, who was first elected to the other place in 1970 and who was the
Minister of Agriculture in the Cain government, at age 99, with tea in his Gough Whitlam mug, held my hand
with strength and sent me on my way after preselection, saying, ‘Return as the member for Bass’.

And return as the member for Bass she did.
We have spoken about Eric’s family life, his political life and his community life, and I would just like
to touch on his spiritual life, which I am sure greatly enhanced and influenced all he did. He was clearly
a deeply religious man who was a member of the Gippsland Anglican Diocese synod and committee
for social responsibility for more than 44 years. Eric is a great example of someone who is passionate
and committed, and he brought those traits to everything he did and to every aspect of his life.
At their best, religion and politics come from the same source. It is a view and a belief that there is
something bigger than yourself, that you have a moral purpose or a guiding principle to light your way
and that your job is to serve the community and put them above your own interests, and Eric clearly
did that. So I finish where I started: with his obituary. The closing words were:
And what does the Lord require of you but to act justly, to love mercy, and to walk humbly with your God?

The Honourable Daniel Eric Kent, OAM, you certainly did that.
The PRESIDENT: I ask members to signify their assent by rising in their places for 1 minute.
Motion agreed to in silence, members showing unanimous agreement by standing in their places.
The PRESIDENT: As a further mark of respect for the memory of the late Honourable Daniel
Eric Kent, OAM, the sitting will be suspended for 1 hour.
Sitting suspended 12.32 p.m. until 1.38 p.m.
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AUDIT AMENDMENT BILL 2018
GUARDIANSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION BILL 2018
SALE OF LAND AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Royal assent
The PRESIDENT (13:38): I have a message from the Lieutenant-Governor:
The Lieutenant-Governor, as the Governor’s deputy, informs the Legislative Council that he has, on this day,
given the Royal Assent to the undermentioned Act of the present Session presented to him by the Clerk of the
Parliaments:
12/2019

Audit Amendment Act 2019

13/2019

Guardianship and Administration Act 2019

14/2019

Sale of Land Amendment Act 2019.

GOVERNOR’S OFFICE
MELBOURNE, VIC. 3002
4 JUNE 2019

Questions without notice and ministers statements
GLYPHOSATE
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (13:38): My question is to the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, as
the Minister for Agriculture you are responsible for the regulation of agricultural chemicals in Victoria.
Can you explain to the house what the Victorian government’s current advice is regarding the use of
glyphosate products such as Roundup?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (13:39): Thanks, Ms Bath, for your question. In terms of Roundup, it is
obviously a commonly used chemical. I used it on the weekend on my blackberries. In relation to the
regulation of it, there is a commonwealth regulator, the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary
Medicines Authority, and it has primary responsibility for regulating the use of chemicals such as
glyphosate, which is found in Roundup. So obviously with recent events we are keeping a close eye
on the research around health impacts of this chemical, but advice from the APVMA is that approved
products containing this chemical can continue to be safely used according to the label directions and
the safety data sheet. I understand it is obviously very commonly used in the agricultural sector, so I
accept the member’s question in my capacity as Minister for Agriculture. The review that has been
announced by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning is an internal review looking
at the use of such chemicals on public land.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (13:40): Noting the minister’s response, if the Victorian government’s
official advice is that Roundup is safe, can the minister explain why another government body is
looking into the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, and why is it reviewing
Roundup in that case?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (13:41): I thank Ms Bath for her supplementary question. The review is a
precautionary measure. It will look at where and how the chemicals are being used, making sure that
they are used safely.
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E-CIGARETTES
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (13:41): My question is for the Minister for Health.
May the 31st was World No Tobacco Day, and the health minister made several appearances in the
press to talk about the good work that has been done by Quit Victoria and others to reduce smoking
rates. Studies of long-term smoking trends from the USA and the UK show that the reduction in
smoking rates is between two and three times the pre-vaping trend. The Australian Medical
Association, Quit Victoria and Cancer Council Victoria maintain their opposition to vaping despite
this. The most recent robust data on vaping rates are from 2016 and state that 1.2 per cent of the
population regularly used e-cigarettes. If members walk out onto the streets of Melbourne, they will
note that vaping certainly has not declined in popularity, so it seems reasonable to assume that those
rates are higher today than three years ago. Does the minister acknowledge that a significant proportion
of the success in reducing smoking rates is due to people switching to vaping?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services)
(13:42): I thank the member for his question. We have had a number of these issues raised now by
both the member and Ms Patten, particularly a series of questions on notice around these issues. I
acknowledge the member’s interest in these matters.
I was very pleased to stand with Cancer Council Victoria representatives as part of that announcement—
it was a few days before World No Tobacco Day—to release the latest smoking data, and I am very
pleased that we have significantly reduced smoking in recent years. In the last three years the data has
gone from 13.5 per cent in 2015 to 10.7 per cent in 2018, if my memory serves me correctly. The
significant thing about this reduction is that a number of demographic groups in the community who
have traditionally been over-represented as smokers are now heeding the message and are not
smoking, and they are people in rural and regional Victoria and they are people with a higher level of
socio-economic disadvantage. So it is clear that more people are heeding the health messages about
the impact of smoking on their health.
As I have indicated to the member and to other members around this issue in the past, we do take the
view in Victoria that the use of smoking and the use of e-cigarettes is harmful to Victorians. This is
why we have taken a safety-first approach by regulating the advertising, sale and use of e-cigarette
devices in the same manner as tobacco products to minimise potential harm. This is in fact in line with
other jurisdictions. There is a lot about vaping and e-cigarettes that we do not know. We obviously
continue to monitor the evidence. But I think it is important that the member and others are well aware
that big tobacco internationally has launched a very significant public relations blitz in relation to
trying to convince the community that somehow vaping is a safer option. I think it is important that
the community are aware that big tobacco have their fingerprints all over this. There is research being
commissioned by big tobacco and being presented as—
The PRESIDENT: Thank you, Minister. Before I call Mr Limbrick on a supplementary, can I just
advise the chamber that the digital countdown clock is not working.
Members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT: We have got it going? It is working. Scratch that. I call Mr Limbrick on a
supplementary question.
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (13:46): I thank the minister for her answer. Quit
Victoria has a range of advice on ways to help quit, such as ‘Sit in another chair’, ‘Embrace your inner
child and do some colouring in’, ‘Rearrange items on your desk’, ‘Jump into the shower’, ‘Listen to
the radio’ and ‘Change the hand that you hold your drink in’, and there are also about five tips on
drinking tea. While these tips may be helpful to some people, it is at least possible—I would suggest
likely—that vaping has been even more successful in helping some people to quit smoking. So my
question to the minister is: if vaping rates are not acknowledged as contributing to the reduction in
smoking rates, how is the success or failure of these different programs accounted for?
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Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services)
(13:46): Unfortunately I did not know when my time was running out before. I do know now, so I will
be more succinct. I did quite like having unlimited time.
We do not know that e-cigarettes are an effective smoking cessation aid. That has just not been proven.
I know that big tobacco is trying very hard to make that case. We also do not know the long-term
health effects of e-cigarettes or the liquids used in them. I am grateful for the work that Quit Victoria
and others do to assist people to give up smoking. There are many strategies that people are employing
as part of this step to take better control of their own health outcomes—talking to their GPs or calling
Quit Victoria are just some of those—but there just is not the evidence there around the effectiveness
of e-cigarettes at this point. I have spoken about this before. International evidence shows us that
vaping and e-cigarettes are a gateway for young people. Overseas more young people are taking up
smoking. (Time expired)
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: REGIONAL SMALL BUSINESS
Mr SOMYUREK (South Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for
Small Business) (13:47): I am pleased to be able to update the house on the efforts being made by the
government to support small businesses in regional Victoria. Recent employment figures show that
regional unemployment is at a record low at 4.6 per cent. Since we took office the regional
unemployment rate has dropped 2 percentage points, which stands as testament to the important work
we are doing to support regional small businesses and regional Victorians.
As part of this important work, I was pleased to visit Bendigo a few weeks ago to meet the chair,
Marika McMahon, and the chief executive of Be.Bendigo, Mr Dennis Bice, and hear firsthand from
them and members of the small business community in Bendigo about the challenges and
opportunities they face as regional business owners. At the meeting I was also pleased to announce
our government’s commitment of $30 000 to Be.Bendigo’s local business events program. This
money has already supported some important events for the local business community, starting with
the Bendigo business trends survey and the Bendigo business excellence awards, which will be held,
by the way, in August. The results from the business trends survey will provide local businesses with
a better understanding of the environment in which they are operating and the chance to discuss
common issues that can be resolved through working together as a community.
This funding, along with our recently announced cuts to regional payroll tax, is all part of our
government’s commitment to put regional Victoria at the heart of our decision-making and make
Victoria the best state in Australia to own and operate a small business.
WEST GATE TUNNEL
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (13:49): My question is to the
Minister for Regional Development. Minister, I refer to the Andrews Labor government’s decision to
allow John Holland and the consortium building the West Gate Tunnel to source 33 000 tonnes of
steel in China, in flagrant breach of the Andrews Labor government’s promise on local steel content,
and I ask: as Minister for Regional Development, with many small steel and engineering works
throughout country Victoria, do you accept that the breach of Labor’s commitment will sacrifice
regional steelworks jobs in favour of the China Communications Construction Company, the major
shareholder of the company producing that steel—the same company that owns the West Gate Tunnel
builder John Holland?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (13:50): I thank Mr Davis for his question. I do understand that this is a
question that was directed to the Premier in the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee hearings,
but I would like to comment in relation to regional jobs and our commitment to creating more than
60 000 jobs since we were elected in 2014. We now have the lowest unemployment rate in regional
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Victoria since records started being kept. I think we have a pretty strong record on supporting regional
job creation and will continue to do so.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (13:51): I notice that the minister
in her response did not respond with respect to steel or engineering jobs in country Victoria. I therefore
ask: were you consulted about this extraordinary decision to break the promise on Australian steel jobs,
including regional jobs, and too ineffective to negotiate for regional steel jobs, or were you bypassed?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (13:51): Mr Davis, this was a commercial decision, not made by government.
I did not have consultations with the private company on their private decisions.
REGIONAL LAW AND ORDER PROGRAMS
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (13:52): My question is to the Minister for Training and Skills,
representing the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. Last week the Andrews government
handed down a state budget which included additional funding for law and order programs in regional
communities. The budget papers state that $28.8 million is being spent in the 2019–20 budget in order
‘to prevent reoffending and keep communities safe with programs targeting people at risk’. My
question is: is the minister able to provide any insight into what specific programs this additional
funding will go towards?
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (13:52): I thank the member for his question. It is a question that obviously is of particular
interest to him and others that he has known for a long, long time. I will refer the matter to the relevant
minister, and I am sure that she will provide a written response.
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (13:53): Thank you for your response. Can the minister please
provide further information about where in regional Victoria this funding will be directed?
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (13:53): Again, I thank the member for his supplementary question. I will refer that also to
the minister for police.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: PARENTING SERVICES
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services)
(13:53): I rise to inform the house on how the Andrews Labor government is continuing to provide
world-class services to support all Victorian parents. The 2019–20 budget invests nearly $214 million
to deliver on our promise to parents with Victoria’s largest ever parenting support package. This
includes $135.1 million to establish seven early parenting centres across our state, with new locations
in Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong, Casey, Frankston, Whittlesea and Wyndham. We are also providing
$9 million each for upgrades at the Tweddle Child and Family Health Service in Footscray and the
Queen Elizabeth Centre in Noble Park.
Our package includes a range of supports via our maternal and child health (MCH) service, including
an expanded maternal and child health line, with experts on sleep and settling to take a further 20 000
to 25 000 phone calls from parents and caregivers 24 hours a day, seven days a week; extra first-time
parent group sessions with a focus on sleeping and feeding, and we will also look at providing extra
sessions at more convenient times for both parents to be able to attend; and home-based sleep support
for 7000 vulnerable families, giving sleep-deprived mums, dads and caregivers assurance and advice.
Our baby bundles are well underway and will provide around 35 000 first-time parents with a small
bundle of essentials to make sure every child gets the very best start in life. We are also providing free
child car seat checks to give parents the peace of mind that their car seats are appropriately fitted. We
know that raising a child is not easy, which is why we are doing what we can to ensure Victorian
families get the support they need when they need it.
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As a child’s first and most enduring educator in life, we know parenting has the strongest effects on
child development. This is why with our investments, including the investments in our last term of
government, we have more than tripled investment in Victoria’s MCH service compared to the
previous Liberal government. I have had the pleasure of meeting many of our dedicated MCH nurses
across Victoria, and their passion and commitment to supporting parents and children is second to
none. Only the Andrews Labor government will back our nurses and deliver the services that Victorian
parents need.
DRIVER TRAINING
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (13:55): My question is to the Minister for
Road Safety and the TAC. In 2014 Daniel Andrews and Labor promised to, and I quote, ‘enrol every
year 10 student in a free defensive driving course’, which was to last for half a day. Why hasn’t that
been done?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (13:55): I thank Mr Rich-Phillips for his question and for his interest
in road safety, and I say that we are likely to have some further discussion about that in the house
tomorrow, which is of course something that I welcome. On the specifics of the delivery of the election
commitment that was made in 2014—well prior to me taking responsibility for this portfolio—I will
seek some advice and provide the member with a written response tomorrow.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (13:56): I thank the minister for her response.
The commitment was that this would take effect from 2018, which is into the currency of her period
as minister. Given that, Minister, can I ask: what contribution has a lack of driver skill made to the
youth road toll in 2019?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (13:56): Again, I can provide some more detailed data on that in a
written response, but certainly I am advised that the graduated licensing scheme—that is, the 120 hours
for young learners—has been really quite effective, and what we have seen in spite of an absolutely
horrific increase in the number of lives lost on Victoria’s roads this year is that young people are not
as dramatically over-represented as they have been historically. The early evidence on the GLS is that
that is having quite a positive impact on driver behaviour. Certainly at the road safety summit and in
correspondence and meetings in recent times I have certainly noticed a great interest from driver
educators about the opportunities that exist and their desire to further explore skills for drivers, not just
young drivers but drivers of all ages, as part of a suite of measures as we tackle this ongoing issue.
VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (13:58): My question is for the Minister for Health. At a
recent voluntary assisted dying information session the chair of the government’s implementation task
force stated that two GPs could not complete the certification process as one of them must be a
‘specialist in the terminal disease under consideration’. That advice is not in fact what the act says. It
says that at least one of the two doctors must have relevant experience and expertise in the particular
terminal illness, not that they must be a specialist. A GP can have relevant experience and expertise in
some conditions. Most terminal diseases that will come up for consideration will be malignancies,
heart complications or neurodegenerative diseases, leaving a very limited number of doctors termed
as specialists available for an opinion. My question is: knowing that officials in charge of this process
are using their own understanding of the wording in the act, how will you ensure that the legislation is
being interpreted correctly?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services)
(13:59): I thank the member for her question. I know she has been very busy today doing a bit of media
around the assisted dying scheme. The assisted dying scheme, members would be aware, is
commencing soon—in fact in a few weeks time, on 19 June—and there has been a great deal of work
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undertaken in the 18 months since the legislation passed the Parliament to ensure that we get every
aspect of the implementation right. I want to pay credit to and acknowledge the support of members
present who supported this groundbreaking legislation that will enable Victoria to be the first
jurisdiction in Australia to give patients in those very difficult circumstances the choice around endof-life care, not taking away in any way from other choices that will continue to exist for patients. If
you look at the state budget handed down last week, we have put in a very significant amount of
funding for palliative care, which will continue in all likelihood to be the end-of-life choice that the
vast majority of people continue to make.
As part of the implementation, a number of navigators have been employed that are available to
patients but also to clinicians to make contact with and seek advice from about medical practitioners
in their locality who have undertaken the requisite training and have the requisite expertise to assist
them with these decisions. In fact I am pleased to inform the member that there has been a considerable
increase in the number of clinicians who have been undertaking the relevant training in recent weeks.
As we are getting closer to the start date, I guess the interest has been heightened, and I think there
will continue to be continued interest amongst clinicians, even once this has commenced. I think over
the period of time we will see more and more uptake around these issues.
I think it is absolutely important that people are given information that is accurate. There have been a
vast array of resources and tools that have been prepared to support both patients and their family
members and clinicians with these issues, including videos, the member might be aware, that have
been produced. So I am very happy to sit down with the member and have a discussion about specific
concerns that she might have, because the last thing I want to be— (Time expired)
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (14:02): Thank you, Minister, and I absolutely concur that
the work that has been done in these last 18 months has been really great. In attending that
implementation conference I was greatly impressed by the careful consideration that has been made.
But just going back to that point: the information does say that it must be a specialist and cannot be
two GPs. I would ask the minister if she is able to seek some clarification on that, because as we all
know, we spent many hours dissecting this legislation very carefully. It was scrutinised, as many of us
remember, at great length and in great detail, and I think in actual fact that was very helpful. A lot of
it was very helpful; let us just say that. My further question is: how will the secretary in charge of the
voluntary assisted dying process establish that one of the two certifying doctors has relevant
experience and expertise in the terminal illness, which is what the act says, rather than being a
specialist?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services)
(14:03): There is a review panel that, the member would be aware, will be examining these matters
after the event, and that is to ensure that there is demonstrated expertise. A second GP would need to
be able to demonstrate required specialised experience.
I am very happy to sit down with the member to have a discussion around where different information
is circulating around these issues, because I think it is really important. This is why I guess I am being
very cautious in what I am saying about these matters, so that we do not have misinformation
circulating about the implementation and the operation of this legislation. I am very happy to examine
what more can be done in this space and, if there is any further guidance that needs to be provided, to
have a look at what further advice needs to be provided to clinicians working in this field. So I
undertake to have a discussion with the member in relation to these issues that have arisen.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: TAFE FUNDING
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (14:04): Today I want to inform the house of yet another example of how the Andrews
government’s revitalisation of Victoria’s TAFE system is changing people’s lives. In March I had the
pleasure of opening the Berwick Centre for Health at the Chisholm Institute of TAFE. Built with a
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$10 million grant from this government, the centre features nurse training and simulation laboratories,
learning areas and of course staff accommodation. Its location in the Berwick health and education
precinct provides opportunities for partnerships with local hospitals and universities. The centre is
providing hands-on learning and practical work experience for Victorians to get the skills they need
for the jobs that they want.
Many of the students at the centre and at Chisholm TAFE more broadly have been able to take
advantage of this government’s free TAFE initiative. I met dozens of students at the opening, including
Marty Lasker, whose story I want to share with you today. After leaving school in year 9, Marty was
homeless for many years and suffered from addiction. In the months before he started at Chisholm,
Marty had begun to turn his life around and so, when the opportunity arose to study for free, he grabbed
it. Marty is now undertaking a certificate IV in youth work and hopes to lead a community centre or
open his own youth refuge. I will give the last word to Marty, who said, and I quote:
Free TAFE has honestly given me the chance to follow what I’ve always dreamt of doing. I used to have a
really bad life on the streets but now because of free TAFE it’s given me the chance to do something good.
Then I can give back and work with the kids on the streets—I can do that well because that’s where I’ve
come from.

PROFESSIONAL LOBBYIST CODE OF CONDUCT
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (14:06): My question is to the Leader of the Government.
Minister, I refer to your responsibility for the lobbyist code of conduct and note that in October 2018
the Minister for Planning, Richard Wynne, gazetted the extraordinary windfall amendment opening
the way for the convicted Corkman hotel demolishers to potentially achieve planning approvals for an
apartment block up to 40 metres in height. Will Fowles, now the member for Burwood, was the paid
lobbyist for the reprehensible Corkman demolishers. Did Mr Fowles, Minister, in his former role
secure this crooked and grubby deal for the developers for which he was officially listed to act under
your code?
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (14:07): I think at the heart—or
perhaps at the centre, more accurately—of Mr Finn’s contribution to the chamber today is a question
which relates to Mr Fowles’s involvement in what Mr Finn describes as a deal. The answer to that
question is no.
A member interjected.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (14:07): Yes, it is confident indeed. Minister, does the code of
conduct under which you have indicated Will Fowles was registered until February 2019 allow
lobbyists to advocate for those who have had criminal convictions, as appears to be the case for
Mr Fowles?
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (14:08): In my answer to
Mr Finn’s substantive question today, I did not confirm what he purports that I confirmed. If there is
a question that is entwined in his supplementary question that actually mixes the tense and the timing
of various aspects of Mr Fowles’s professional engagement and his life as an MP, there is no
connection between his professional life before entering Parliament and his activity subsequently.
FIRST PEOPLES ASSEMBLY OF VICTORIA
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (14:08): My question is for the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs. Over the weekend nominations opened for candidates for the First Peoples Assembly of
Victoria. From the information provided it is clear that very little in the model proposed for this body
and its election has changed since consultations were held in September last year, when many concerns
were raised. One concern is about the integrity of the electoral process and whether it can and will
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achieve outcomes in a way that is transparent, representative and fair. In particular, there is concern
that enrolment levels might be extremely low and that this could allow these results to be easily and
unduly influenced. My question, Minister, is: for the First Nations assembly election process to be
legitimate in the government’s mind, what proportion of the eligible Aboriginal people in Victoria
would have to register and vote, and will you ensure that enrolment numbers in each region are
published and updated in real time to bring greater transparency to the process?
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (14:09): I thank Dr Ratnam for
her question and her concern about the way in which the election of the First Peoples Assembly of
Victoria will be acquitted in accordance with the process that was established by Victorian law that
this Parliament passed in 2018, the importance of its establishment in the name of establishing a
negotiating framework and the method by which Victoria may reach a treaty or treaties with the First
People of this country. I understand from her contribution previously on this matter that she supports
it and her party supports it, and indeed that unites her with the government in terms of our commitment
to making sure that this is a meaningful, deep-seated and broad engagement across the Aboriginal
communities in Victoria.
The government’s interest in this is to support the process that was established under Victorian law
and directed and formed by Jill Gallagher as the treaty commissioner, supported by a working group
of Aboriginal elders across the community, to recommend a model by which that election would be
undertaken and the rules by which that election would be undertaken. The government is obliged, in
my view, to support that model, and it continues to support that model.
I am also aware that there are contested views about whether the rules of that election are potentially
as inclusive as they might be. Some members of the Aboriginal community believe that they may be
disadvantaged in some way through the electoral process and have been active in voicing those
concerns and actually perhaps raising alarm in the community about the validity of the election. Indeed
I know that that is not necessarily what Dr Ratnam is doing, but I think that she should be aware that
that is occurring. In terms of that confidence that the Aboriginal community needs to have, ultimately
at the end of the day it is the confidence that the Aboriginal community across Victoria would have in
the validity of this, rather than the government’s assessment.
The government wants all members of the Aboriginal community to participate. The government
wants all traditional owner groups to believe that they have a stake in this process. Our interest is to
encourage that at every turn and to maximise that participation. Even in the first iteration, that may not
be achieved. The government has put on the record—in fact privately and publicly I have said, and I
will continue to say—that the government’s interests will be best served if all Aboriginal people feel
as if they have a voice and all Aboriginal people participate and support the process. At the moment
there is a potential within the Aboriginal community for that not to be the consolidated view
represented by Aboriginal people. It is their choice, but in fact they have an opportunity to maximise
participation rather than to talk down the process.
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (14:12): Thank you, Minister, for your response, and I note
that the question was specifically about participation rates. I would appreciate more information or an
ongoing dialogue about how to maximise those participation rates and enrolment rates. As a
supplementary question concerning the model, the adopted model for the assembly still only provides
reserved seats to the 12 registered Aboriginal parties and still excludes 23 other First Nations. It risks
a small group of better funded First Nations dominating the body. There is a lot of concern across the
Victorian Aboriginal community about the exclusive nature of the model. My question is: does the
model have the public support of First Nations or any Aboriginal organisations? If so, could you please
identify those nations and organisations?
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Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (14:13): I think I would have
been happier if Dr Ratnam had actually listened to my substantive answer and perhaps modified the
supplementary question in accordance with my substantive answer. The issue is: do people want to
participate or do they not want to participate—in the Aboriginal community? It is the choice of the
diversity of traditional owners across Victoria whether they participate or not. All Aboriginal
traditional owners in Victoria and those traditional owners who are living interstate are eligible to be
on the roll and to vote. If they choose to be on the roll and choose to vote, then there is an excellent
opportunity for them to participate in the First Peoples assembly. The commissioner made a decision
about those traditional owners who are recognised under Victorian law as actually having traditional
owner status in relation to cultural heritage—whether they have a predetermined seat. That, over time,
will increase as more traditional owners are recognised under that act. But in terms of participation
there is no barrier to any traditional owner participating—getting on the roll, participating in the ballot
and being elected.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: ROAD FUNDING
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating) (14:14): The budget that the government delivered last week
delivers significant investments for all road users in Melbourne’s growing suburbs, whether it is the
roundabout at the end of the local street or the state’s biggest transport projects, like North East Link,
to highlight just one from a $46 billion program. Our government did go to the Victorian community
last November with an ambitious roads agenda—one that was, I think, warmly endorsed—and we are
now getting on with delivering it. As is the style and tempo of our government, we have not wasted a
single minute in that endeavour, and this budget does include $16 billion to make North East Link a
reality, $6.6 billion to remove another 25 congested and dangerous level crossings, hundreds of
millions of dollars for suburban roads and $45 million for new and upgraded bike and pedestrian paths,
as well as the many, many projects that are already underway.
But of course as members know well, as local members, it is the local upgrade, maintenance, a new
intersection or a safety measure that means the most to local communities, and this year’s budget
provides $53 million for the local roads and intersections upgrades program, with many of these
13 projects in metropolitan Melbourne. Some stand out as projects that are absolutely community
driven and led: $11.9 million to fix the notorious Gaffney and Sussex streets intersection, $2.3 million
to make the intersection of Lyrebird Drive and Ballarto Road safer for those in Carrum Downs,
$1.6 million to upgrade the Canterbury and Bedford roads intersection, and of course many others.
This is in addition to a record maintenance spend of $653 million over two years to ensure our roads
are smoother and safer. We are investing in the big projects and we are investing in the small
projects—the ones that matter the most to those in the Victorian community.
WRITTEN RESPONSES
The PRESIDENT (14:17): As far as today’s questions go, can I thank Minister Pulford for getting
written responses to both Mr Rich-Phillips’s questions in line with the standing orders, and also can I
thank Minister Tierney, who will get written responses, in line with the standing orders, from the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services for Mr Grimley.
Constituency questions
EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (14:17): My constituency question is for the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change, and it relates to the erosion of beaches at both Inverloch
and Cowes. The previous member for Bass, Brian Paynter, committed on behalf of the coalition before
the last election $3 million to upgrade and renourish the Cowes east beach and foreshore, including
the creation of a partial rock wall. Since that time there has been enormous erosion at Inverloch, which
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has compromised that beach significantly. Bass Coast Shire Council estimate the funds required at
$6 million to implement upgrade works in the short to medium term, with obviously a longer term
solution also required. The question I have for the minister is: will she work with Bass Coast Shire
Council, the relevant agencies and the local community to fund this important upgrade?
WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan) (14:18): My constituency question is directed to the
Honourable Marlene Kairouz, the Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation and
Minister for Suburban Development. The Andrews Labor government is working to prevent gambling
harm in culturally and linguistically diverse communities across Victoria. The Victorian budget
2019–20 invests $153 million for the Victorian Responsible Gambling Foundation to support at-risk
Victorians, including $3 million for targeted programs to support communities in a number of areas.
As you would know, a project named Young Leaders of the West was launched last year. This project
aims to engage young men and women to lead and highlight the role they can play in preventing harm
from gambling. My question to the minister is: can the minister provide details around the timeline of
this project and outline the stages planned for constituents in my electorate?
NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (14:19): My constituency question is for the Minister for Health
and relates to the location of new early parenting centres to be established around Victoria. Last week’s
state budget provided funding to upgrade two existing early parenting centres in Footscray and Noble
Park and build seven new early parenting centres around Victoria. While four of the seven new centres
will be built in metropolitan Melbourne, only three will be built in regional Victoria—in Geelong,
Bendigo and Ballarat. With various parenting support centres already in these locations, I wonder why
the minister has ignored the needs of new families in Mildura, which has a very high rate of
disadvantage and the highest teenage pregnancy rate in Victoria, at 21.1 per 1000 women—
significantly higher than Greater Bendigo, Ballarat or Geelong. These new parenting centres need to
be located where they are most needed. Considering Mildura has the highest rate of teenage pregnancy
in Victoria and is in need of additional support for new parents, will the minister provide additional
funding to establish an early parenting centre in Mildura?
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (14:20): My constituency question is to the Minister for
Transport Infrastructure. The Andrews government has promised to get on with the job of removing
Victoria’s dangerous train level crossings, yet when offered the funding by the federal government to
remove the Glenferrie Road, Kooyong, crossing, they rejected the offer. Constituents have asked me
why Glenferrie Road has not been given a higher priority, given it is a key intersection and exchange
for rail, tram, commuter and pedestrian congestion and there are about 15 schools that sit around this
area. Visually impaired users of Vision Australia have to navigate this dangerous crossing, as do
thousands of schoolchildren every day. Boom gate closure times are excessive and there is horrific
traffic congestion in the area. Why will the government not accept the federal government offer and
get rid of this crossing urgently?
WESTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (14:21): My constituency question is for the Minister for
Resources and concerns the gold royalty that was introduced in last week’s state budget, which will
hurt local economies in Western Victoria Region. The government has demonstrated once again its
neglect for the prosperity and livelihood of regional communities by introducing a tax that punishes
enterprise and aspiration. Businesses and their employees will suffer significantly under this tax,
especially when they are just making progress in this very tough and expensive area of exploration
and extraction. Castlemaine Goldfields in Ballarat directly employs 160 people and contracts another
70 to 80, and the general manager has said that the tax is ‘a very real and present threat to our viability’.
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My question to the minister is: what is she going to do to ensure her government does not crush this
regional industry—that she should naturally be supporting as a regional MP—with a tax that punishes
those who live, work and create employment outside the tram tracks of Melbourne?
NORTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (14:22): My question is for the Minister for Roads and
concerns promises made by VicRoads for traffic improvements in the Brunswick district. I recently
met with cycling and pedestrian advocate—and, I may add, part-time archaeologist—Nic Dolby. He
has lobbied extensively in regard to issues facing both pedestrians and cyclists in Brunswick and
surrounding suburbs, matters that now fall squarely within the new super Department of Transport.
There is concern amongst the local population that traffic is soaring without enough being done to
maintain livability and safety for both cyclists and pedestrians. A number of pedestrian crossings and
traffic islands had been promised by the department for the Moreland area but are yet to be delivered.
Could the minister please outline how the government is improving pedestrian and cyclist safety in
the inner north, particularly in the Moreland area, and what priority has been given to crossing and
traffic island upgrades?
WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (14:23): My question is for the Minister for Transport
Infrastructure as part of my ongoing plan to find out which roads the Minister for Roads is responsible
for and which she is not. I referred in my previous question to the Minister for Roads to the delayed
budget in the hope that we may be able to get a changed outcome to the duplication of Sunbury Road.
I was suggesting that the government’s current plan will merely relocate current bottlenecks and as
such is a monumental waste of money. I ask the Minister for Transport Infrastructure the same question
that I asked the Minister for Roads before I found out that she is not actually the minister for that road:
will the minister cancel the current flawed plan for Sunbury Road and redirect the savings into a project
to duplicate it in its entirety, including the construction of the Bulla bypass?
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (14:24): My question is to the Minister for Housing,
Mr Wynne in the other place, and it is in relation to some political signage that was placed on the
fencing around the public housing estate of Park Towers in South Melbourne. The candidate, Josh
Burns—and congratulations to him for his win—would know that this is not allowed because he
obviously worked for the Premier. I note that the Department of Health and Human Services site says
that, ‘Advertising, posters, signs or promotional material must not be placed on’ public housing
property, such as this fencing. The question I ask of the minister is: who from the department
sanctioned the political material, allowing it to be on public fencing, and why was it not removed, as
it clearly breached the rules of DHHS?
Committees
SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 7
Ms TAYLOR (Southern Metropolitan) (14:26): Pursuant to section 35 of the Parliamentary
Committees Act 2003, I lay on the table Alert Digest No. 7 of 2019 from the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee, including appendices. I move:
That the report be published.

Motion agreed to.
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Papers
PAPERS
Tabled by Clerk:
National Parks Act 1975—Minister’s notice of consent of 28 May 2019, pursuant to section 40 of the Act, in
relation to Beach Energy Limited undertaking operations within Port Campbell National Park.
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003—Government response to the Environment, Natural Resources and
Regional Development Committee’s Report on the Inquiry into the sustainability and operational challenges
of Victoria’s rural and regional councils.
Planning and Environment Act 1987—Notices of Approval of the following amendments to planning schemes—
Frankston Planning Scheme—Amendments C132 and C133.
Kingston Planning Scheme—Amendments C163 and C183.
Manningham Planning Scheme—Amendment C104.
Maribyrnong Planning Scheme—Amendments C155 and C156.
Whittlesea Planning Scheme—Amendment C229.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament—
Domestic Animals Act 1994—No. 36.
Local Government Act 1989—No. 37.
Supreme Court Act 1986—No. 38.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994—Documents under section 15 in respect of Statutory Rule Nos. 30 and 33.

A proclamation of the Governor in Council fixing an operative date in respect of the following act:
Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Act 2019—31 May 2019 (Gazette No. S205, 28 May 2019).

Production of documents
ENERGY SUPPLY
The Clerk: I lay on the table a letter from the Attorney-General, dated 30 May 2019, in response
to the resolution of the Council of 6 February 2019 and further to the government’s initial response of
20 February 2019, providing some documents and requesting further time to assess the order
‘Victorian power supplies for January and February 2019’. The letter notes that, in addition to the two
documents previously identified as falling within the scope of the Council’s order and which were
released in full on 20 February 2019, the government has identified a further 154 documents falling
within the scope of the order.
I also lay on the table 73 documents in full and a schedule of these documents. A claim of executive
privilege is made in relation to 23 documents in full and 58 documents in part, on the basis that their
disclosure would be contrary to the public interest. I lay on the table a further 58 documents in part
and a schedule of these documents, along with a schedule of the 23 documents over which a claim of
executive privilege has been made.
GJK FACILITY SERVICES
The Clerk: I lay on the table a letter from the Attorney-General, dated 30 May 2019, in response
to the resolution of the Council of 1 May 2019 relating to GJK Facility Services. The order requests
documents relating to contracts between the government and GJK Facility Services and associated
companies and documents provided in response to Ms Margaret Fitzherbert’s freedom of information
request for each public housing facility for which GJK is contracted. The letter states:
Given the breadth of the Legislative Council’s resolution, the date for production of the documents does not
allow sufficient time for the Government to respond to the Council’s resolution.
The Government is in the process of collating and considering the relevant documents for the purpose of
responding to the Order. The Government’s initial estimate is that there are approximately 100,000 pages
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within the scope of the order, and that it will take up to four years to collate, consider and obtain advice in
relation to the documents. The Government estimates that it would cost approximately $1.5 million to prepare
the documents for a final response to the Legislative Council.
To avoid the estimated onerous time and expense, the Government invites the Legislative Council to pass a
motion to amend or replace the current order with an order seeking documents within the revised categories
set out in Attachment A. There is no change proposed to category (1). The proposed revised categories (2)–(4)
have been developed having regard to the intention of the order expressed in Legislative Council debate on
1 May 2019, and seek to capture all documents relevant to how contracts are awarded in public housing, and
the performance of GJK Facility Services specific to high-rise tower public housing facilities and, more
generally, over a relevant period.
The Government estimates that, if the order were revised as proposed, it would take approximately four
months for the Government to provide its final response at an exceedingly lower cost.
If the Legislative Council is not minded to re-issue the order in the terms the Government proposes, the
Government’s intention is to produce documents in response to the original order in tranches over the next
four years at the significant cost estimated.

I wish to advise members that copies of attachment A referred to in the letter I just read are available
to members at the table and on the tabled documents database.
Mr Davis: On a point of order, President, the government is of course trifling somewhat with the
chamber. Notwithstanding that, we will examine this closely. I do make the point that in the case of
Ms Fitzherbert’s FOI request, on which this was founded, the government fought that all the way until
they were guided by a court to provide those documents. So the government is very sensitive, but we
will examine that closely.
A member: That’s not a point of order, just a random gratuity.
The PRESIDENT: It is like there was a voice in my head that said that was not a point of order.
But good for you.
Business of the house
NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices given.
NOTICES OF INTENTION TO MAKE STATEMENTS
Notice given.
GENERAL BUSINESS
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (14:40): I move, by leave:
That precedence be given to the following general business on Wednesday, 5 June 2019:
(1) notice of motion 74 standing in the name of Mr Barton referring a matter to the Economy and
Infrastructure Committee relating to Melbourne’s public transport;
(2) the notice of motion given this day by Mr Rich-Phillips in relation to the establishment of a joint select
committee to inquire into Victoria’s road toll;
(3) the notice of motion given this day by Dr Cumming in relation to food waste;
(4) the notice of motion given this day by Mr Davis in relation to the Corkman hotel in Carlton;
(5) the notice of motion given this day by Dr Ratnam in relation to World Environment Day;
(6) the notice of motion given this day by Ms Crozier, in lieu of notice of motion 79, in relation to CFMEU
state secretary Mr John Setka; and
(7) notice of motion 21 standing in the name of Ms Patten referring a matter relating to e-petitions to the
Procedure Committee.

Motion agreed to.
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Members statements
HEADSPACE
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (14:41): I am sure many of you in this place and indeed the
other place have heard of Headspace. The bright green jigsaw puzzle logo signifies a place young
people can walk into and ‘put the pieces together’. Here they can have an honest, no-judgement
conversation about mental health issues and prepare a positive way forward. Too often we hear of
instances of depression, anxiety and, most unfortunately, suicide in our adolescents, and this needs to
change. Youth suicide is the leading cause of death among young people, with around 350 young
people aged 15 to 24 dying by suicide each year. This is terrible, but what makes this worse are the
numbers we do not know. It is thought that for every one suicide there are anywhere between 100 and
200 suicide attempts.
After meeting with Headspace CEO Jason Trethowan I have to commend their forward thinking when
it comes to mental health. The team at Headspace been having the tough conversations for years—
over 2 million occasions, with great results. Having their management overwhelmingly filled with
young people allows Headspace to connect with our youth extremely well. It is getting them to seek
help that is often the issue. I look forward to the federal election pledge of new Headspace centres
eventuating in my electorate, including in Colac and Ocean Grove, but there is more to do to reduce
youth suicide from a state Parliament perspective and also as an individual. So let us all start the
conversation about mental health today. Congratulations to Headspace for all the work they have done
and continue to do for our kids.
ALEX FRASER GROUP
Ms TAYLOR (Southern Metropolitan) (14:43): As a self-confessed eco-nerd, I can say it was
amazing to attend Alex Fraser Group’s new $20 million state-of-the-art glass recycling and high-tech
recycled asphalt plants in Laverton on Friday, 31 May, with colleagues Sarah Connolly, Cesar
Melhem and the Honourable Lily D’Ambrosio. The Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change officially opened the site. It was exciting to visit two groundbreaking recycling plants that will
be instrumental to the growth of Victoria’s circular economy and will mark a new era in the use of
recycled materials for the state. Our government, through Sustainability Victoria’s $3 million research,
development and demonstration grants program, supports projects that can increase the quantity of
recycled products being sold in Victoria. Alex Fraser received funding from this program to partner
on a research project with Swinburne University to develop a VicRoads specification to include
recovered concrete, brick and glass in Victorian roads. The development of this specification will
support the increase in the percentage of recycled content in road construction across the state. Alex
Fraser’s new glass recycling plant is capable of recycling up to 150 000 tonnes of recyclable glass
fines a year, equivalent to 4 million glass bottles a day. This alone has the potential to end glass waste
in Victoria and will contribute to a thriving circular economy. Giddy up!
FEDERAL ELECTION
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (14:44): I want to take this opportunity to congratulate the
federal members of the Morrison government from Eastern Victoria Region who were re-elected:
Tony Smith, the Speaker of the House of Representatives; Darren Chester in Gippsland; Russell
Broadbent; Jason Wood, who despite all the pundits had a swing to him and delivered a great result;
and Greg Hunt, the member for Flinders. Despite the left-wing leviathans coming out in force against
the federal Minister for Health, he achieved a fantastic result, beating off exceptionally well-resourced
independents, Labor, GetUp! and a whole gamut of other money that flowed into Flinders against
Greg. I congratulate him on his re-election, his reappointment as the Minister for Health and his focus
on mental health and youth suicide in particular.
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I would also like to acknowledge the contribution of Mr Chris Crewther, who did a great job as the
member for Dunkley. Unfortunately the redistribution was very unkind to him, but he should be very
proud of his service to the Australian Parliament and his constituents.
MORNINGTON PENINSULA BUS SERVICES
Mr O’DONOHUE: On another matter, Chris Brayne has not only failed to secure funding for the
Jetty Road grade separation and a range of other projects that the commonwealth government has
money on the table for but he has also failed to secure the new money needed to upgrade the
Mornington Peninsula bus services, which after five years of this government are deeply inadequate.
I call for him to work with the minister to fix this terrible problem.
TIANANMEN SQUARE COMMEMORATION
Dr KIEU (South Eastern Metropolitan) (14:46): One of the defining photographs of the last century
was that of a nameless white-shirted defenceless young man standing in front of a whole column of
tanks. Armed with nothing but courage and fearless unquenchable human spirit, he managed to stop
the tanks, even though it was for just a moment. His fate and whereabouts are still unknown today, but
his confrontation has become an iconic symbol of the democracy movement and the horrendous
aftermaths 30 years ago to the day, 4 June 1989 in Tiananmen Square. The whole world was shocked,
but only Bob Hawke and the Australian government at the time did something deeply compassionate,
above and beyond the call of duty. Australia accepted 40 000 Chinese students to stay on permanently.
Thirty years on in China the tank man has never been mentioned. The Tiananmen carnage has not
been openly talked about. Thirty years on, on the other side of the ocean in Australia, the Chinese
community, including those in my electorate of South Eastern Metropolitan, has grown in size and in
contributions to the state of Victoria. Together with the many other ethnic communities, they help to
weave the multicultural fabric of our society, being a most precious asset, as we often celebrate. No
words could describe my deep respect for that indomitable act of a lone human being and my
admiration for the compassion displayed by Bob Hawke, one of the Labor greats. In human spirit and
in humanity I have learned never to lose faith.
LEONGATHA ROTARY ENERGY FORUM
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (14:47): Last Saturday, 1 June, I had the pleasure of attending the
Leongatha Rotary energy forum. I wish to congratulate president Jeremy Curtis and other members of
the Rotary Club—a very good man is Mr Jeremy Curtis. It was a very informative event. Speakers
covered a wide range of topics, including the trends in climate change, the need to keep global
warming at or below 2 per cent, the implications of climate extremes on farming practices and
opportunities for adaptation. Energy Australia’s Julian Turecek unpacked the national energy grid, the
potential and importance of pumped hydro, the benefits and limitations of battery storage and the need
for recycling of e-waste. Dr Morag Mackay and Ian Southall shared some of their experiences with
community renewable projects that are making a difference in Bass Coast and South Gippsland. They
also talked about home audits, solar power and specifically the Star of the South offshore wind
generation that has much potential for energy and jobs in our region.
NATIONALS CLIMATE CHANGE FORUM
Ms BATH: Similarly, it was with great interest that at our recent state conference, under the support
and commitment of Steph Ryan in the other house, The Nationals held a climate change forum with
expert panels, including Mark Wootton from Jigsaw Farms, who is doing amazing things in terms of
farming practices, improving biodiversity and reducing greenhouse gasses, but he needs support from
all levels of government, and I commend him for his work as well.
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WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (14:49): In 2016 journalist Peter Greste said the
following:
A free media is a fundamental part of a functioning democracy. Anything that degrades that freedom also
damages the system that has made Australia one of the most peaceful, stable, prosperous places on the planet.

While efforts have been made to protect whistleblowers, including in this place, there is more that
could be done. Our offshore detention centres are still veiled in secrecy, with harsh penalties for anyone
who tells the truth about them. When a whistleblower made claims alleging that Australia had bugged
the cabinet office of East Timor they were charged and had their passport cancelled to prevent them
testifying in an international court case. A whistleblower from the Australian Tax Office was charged
after releasing information on how the ATO was aggressively targeting small business.
Meanwhile, Melbourne man Julian Assange has been hounded around the world and is currently in
prison in the UK. His work with WikiLeaks has exposed corruption and war crimes and illuminated
the actions of some of the world’s worst despots. Whatever else he may have done, his work in helping
to uncover war crimes should be acknowledged.
WERRIBEE MERCY HOSPITAL
Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan) (14:50): On Thursday, 16 May 2019, I had the
opportunity to attend the Werribee Mercy Hospital to tour their mother-baby unit and learn more about
their services, including their early intervention psychosocial support response. I was joined by my
parliamentary colleagues the Minister for Mental Health, the Honourable Martin Foley; the Treasurer,
Tim Pallas; together with other state and federal MPs, Sarah Connolly, Ingrid Stitt and Joanne Ryan.
During our visit Minister Foley announced funding to support the early intervention psychosocial
support response program. I was delighted to hear that the Mercy Health initiative was successful in
receiving $2.8 million over two years in partnership with Breakthru to deliver psychological support
to people with mental illness.
The mother-baby unit at Werribee Mercy Hospital is a mental health inpatient unit where mothers and
babies can be admitted to receive care for mental health conditions from birth up until their baby is
12 months old. I would like to extend my thanks to the staff at Werribee Mercy Hospital for their
hospitality and to the clients of Werribee Mercy Hospital for sharing their experiences with us. I am
glad to be part of an Andrews Labor government that is committed to ensuring Victorians who have a
psychological disability in my electorate of Western Metropolitan Region have access to high-quality
and timely support services.
WORLD FALUN DAFA DAY
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (14:52): I recently had the very great honour of again addressing
World Falun Dafa Day festivities on the banks of the Yarra River here in Melbourne. For those who
may not know, Falun Dafa arose out of the so-called qi gong boom of the late 1980s. Qi gong is an
umbrella term for a number of practices involving meditation, slow-moving exercises and regulated
breathing. Falun Gong differs from most qi gong groups in that it combines exercises with moral and
spiritual teachings. Adherents claim to cultivate truthfulness, compassion and forbearance and refine
their ‘xining’ or ‘moral character’.
While not a practitioner of Falun Dafa myself, it is with considerable pride that I support those who
are, particularly in the face of appalling persecution by the Chinese communist government. This
persecution involves arrests, executions and forced organ donation. The Chinese government’s
treatment of Falun Dafa practitioners shows the world it is a barbaric regime with no respect for its
own people or basic human rights. Indeed the comments of the Chinese defence minister this week
justifying the Tiananmen Square massacre in the interests of ‘stability’ display just how evil the
communist regime is.
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Practitioners of Falun Dafa are peaceful and compassionate and are most welcome in Australia. Their
presence adds much to this nation. It is my fervent hope that the Chinese government will one day set
aside its barbarity and stop the persecution of these good and honourable people.
WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
Dr RATNAM (Northern Metropolitan) (14:53): Tomorrow is World Environment Day, with the
theme this year of air pollution. Air pollution contributes to the deaths of approximately 7 million
people around the world every year. More than 90 per cent of people worldwide do not breathe clean
air. In Victoria air pollution in our own Latrobe Valley contributes to premature deaths, chronic health
conditions and low-birth weight babies. Just two weeks ago residents in the valley were advised to
stay inside to avoid dangerous pollution.
We cannot take our clean air for granted. Whether it is smoke from logging burns, toxic mercury and
sulphur dioxide from coal-fired power stations, smoke plumes from the burning of hazardous materials
or increased car and truck pollution, Victoria faces a future of poorer air quality if we are not vigilant.
World Environment Day is a day to ask ourselves what we can do for a healthier environment and
cleaner air. Three things Victoria can do right now to clean up our air are: require our coal power
stations to meet global best practice, with new limits on toxic emissions; put a stop to new pollution
projects to burn our rubbish; and make public transport and active transport like walking and cycling
a priority in our transport system.
I hope to see all of these addressed in the Victorian government’s upcoming 2019 clean air strategy
for Victoria. Keeping our environment healthy is critical to the health and survival of people and all
the other life that inhabits our world. It is about making sure future generations have a habitable home.
We must do all that we can to preserve and protect the air we breathe, the oceans and rivers we love
and the land we live on.
Business of the house
NOTICES OF MOTION
Ms STITT (Western Metropolitan) (14:55): I move:
That the consideration of notices of motion, government business, 10 to 85, be postponed until later this day.

Motion agreed to.
Bills
APPROPRIATION (2019–2020) BILL 2019
BUDGET PAPERS 2019–20
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms SYMES:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Ms STITT (Western Metropolitan) (14:56): I move:
That the Council take note of the budget papers 2019–20.

I will be very brief in my contribution. I am very proud of the Andrews government’s 2019–20 budget,
so much so that I want to see it go into committee as quickly as possible and allow for other members in
this place to make a contribution today in as timely a fashion as possible. I will leave my comments there.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (14:56): That might be one of the
shortest budget contributions, and least substantial, that we have heard in a long, long time in this
chamber. Nonetheless, I am pleased to make a contribution to this budget debate, but I do want to do
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so by saying that this is a very disappointing budget. It is a budget that sees increased debt, increased
tax and broken promises. This is a budget that does not deliver on what the government said it would
do. It is a budget that delivers much increased debt, and it is a budget that, despite the government’s
promises before the election and before 2014, delivers yet another tranche of massive taxes that will
hit consumers.
The gold tax is a tax that was not promised to the community. There is also the tax on properties
adjacent to residential homes, where people have vegie patches and very modest additional space that
they use for their activities and recreations, and the taxing of this is a step towards taxing the family
home. You can only see this as an attempt to nibble away at that longstanding exemption to land tax on
the family home. We are very concerned about the government’s direction on this new and nasty tax.
There is a tax on so-called luxury cars. These are going to mostly be Toyotas; they are the largest
single group in this group of cars that will be taxed. It will have a very significant and negative impact
on the choices that people are able to make, people who have worked hard, people who have saved
up, people who want to buy a new car—not a modest new car, but a reasonable new car; not a
Lamborghini, not a Maserati. In these cases they are simple new cars that people want to purchase.
The government is clearly determined to engage in a measure of class warfare to ratchet back its taxing
problem. It is clear the government’s revenues have fallen in respect of land tax and stamp duty, and
those falls are being covered by the government introducing a raft of nasty and unpromised new taxes.
I want to step through a number of portfolio areas where I have responsibilities. One of these is the
transport portfolio. What is clear when you look at the transport portfolio outputs is that the
government is failing to deliver punctual and reliable transport services. The punctuality and reliability
of our trams and trains have fallen. The most recent figures show that on eight out of 16 lines the
punctuality targets were not met. The worst lines were the Craigieburn line at 86.6 per cent, Belgrave
and Pakenham at 87.9 per cent and Lilydale at 88.7 per cent. Note the presence of Cranbourne and
Pakenham in these very poor performing figures. This is after the government spending almost
$2 billion on removing level crossings along those lines. What has happened since the completion of
that elevated rail between Caulfield and Dandenong is in fact that the performance of the rail lines has
deteriorated. The punctuality has fallen and the reliability has fallen, and you would have to say that
that is very poor value to have a huge amount of capital money spent with the claim that there would
be an improvement in performance of the lines when in fact there has been a decline in performance
of the lines.
Metro Trains Melbourne is also a very significant failure. It is clear in the budget papers themselves
the failure of Metro Trains more generally to meet their performance targets. In three out of the last
four months this year the 82 per cent target has not been met. The trams are also failing to meet their
performance targets. Excluding the city, 14 out of 23 tramlines did not meet their targets, with route 70
being the worst at 71.6 per cent, followed by route 86 at 73.4 per cent. Excluding the city, the
performance of a number of these tramlines has been very poor. In the case of V/Line there has also
been a shocking performance—the 92 per cent punctuality target was not met; it was 86.8 per cent in
April. Only two of the 12 lines met the target. This is just pathetic.
If you look at transport performance in 2018–19, Labor failed on their bus punctuality target and failed
to reach the target for passenger numbers on metropolitan buses. On train services Labor failed their
metropolitan punctuality target, and scheduled services delivered by metropolitan trains also fell short,
as I said. The regional train services fell dramatically short. The tram services failed their punctuality
targets. All of this is a sign that the government is not delivering for the community.
New franchise agreements were signed in 2017. This is the result of the new franchise agreements.
The government has gone soft on the operators. The government has not got the outcomes from the
operators. In fact the performance of the last coalition government, between 2010 and 2014, in terms
of punctuality and reliability was far, far superior. This is a bad outcome. Let us face it: Labor have
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been in power for 16 of the last 20 years, so the lack of investment in infrastructure, the declining
performance of the infrastructure—
Ms Taylor: What? Are you serious?
Mr DAVIS: Indeed. You should be concerned about the performance in Southern Metropolitan
Region. You know the Belgrave and Lilydale lines are not performing, the Pakenham and Cranbourne
lines are not performing and the Frankston line has often not been performing in a way we can be
proud of, because it has actually been well short on punctuality and well short on reliability outcome
measures. And that is despite, Ms Taylor, in our electorate—Southern Metropolitan Region—the
expenditure of an enormous amount of money on the Cranbourne and Pakenham lines. The
performance has deteriorated since the completion of that elevated rail through Murrumbeena and
Carnegie, the CD9 project—billions spent and the performance has been falling. That is a shocking
outcome. You may laugh, you may think it is funny, but in fact it is not funny—it is actually directly
impacting on people trying to get to work every single day.
On another of my portfolio responsibilities, I want to say something about arts and culture. I note that
there are a number of lapsing programs this year and that does lead to some concern. I am pleased to
see that the summer programs will be renewed at the National Gallery of Victoria. I have to say that
the NGV is a great asset for the state. The number of visitors is more than 3 million a year, far above
what is achieved by the equivalent gallery in Sydney or by the National Gallery of Australia. I think
we are on 3.1 million visits a year, Sydney is on about 1.3 million a year and the national gallery in
Canberra is on about 400 000 on a similar budget to our gallery. I make the point that those
performance figures—the number of people getting to see our gallery—are a sign of the achievement,
the huge cultural significance of that gallery and the enormous economic and tourism significance of
the gallery, which is providing a huge generator for our state.
I am concerned about a number of points about our major cultural institutions, though, and the need
to renew predictable future funding for cultural facilities maintenance is one of those points that I think
needs to be focused on. There is new uncertainty in the budget with the allocation of just $5 million
from one fund for 2019–20 and nothing at all in future years. Key programs that are designed to
provide predictability and ongoing support to the contemporary arts and music industries have not
been provided with the predictable and ongoing funding that they need. Small dollops dropped in in a
single year is not the long-term approach that we need. I remain concerned about what appear to be
cuts in regional cultural programs, community engagement and partnerships with regional councils
and regional galleries, and I will be focusing on these to ensure that these are not left without the
support that they need. The ongoing funding does appear to be absent, and I will certainly be following
up closely to make sure that we have got the support in a number of those areas.
In the equality portfolio I notice the fall in the amount of money that is provided, and I understand that
fall. That is due to the allocation in previous years of capital money for the Victorian Pride Centre. In
terms of recurrent programs, that gives a slightly distorted view, and I make that point up-front. My
question then comes to: when will the Pride Centre be completed? I think the community are wanting
to see that outcome. It is not good enough we are now almost five years down the track. We need to
see the actual outcome rather than just the allocation of money and a lot of talking; we actually need
to see the conclusion of that. I certainly have been supportive of that Pride Centre. I have been
supportive of private involvement in it to ensure that it has got the broadest base of support, but we
need to see an outcome. We will certainly be following up on a number of those points.
When it comes to transport infrastructure there are real issues that have developed here, and the
government has not provided the outcomes that I think the community wants. Many projects are
significantly over budget. The Level Crossing Removal Project, we know, is now more than 60 per
cent over budget, and the state government has still not provided the list of costs expended—the
amount expended—on each and every one of the individual projects. We will certainly be asking in
the committee stage for some of that information. We actually want to see the outcome—the result—
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of the spending, and we want to see the performance outcomes. It has not, as I would say, delivered
as many as the community would have expected.
Many of the capital commitments, though, in this budget, are pushed out into the further distance. The
$750 million Cranbourne line duplication seems to contain just $19.2 million—a tiny dollop of
planning and development money—with any real spending beyond that way off into the distance past
the forward estimates. Likewise the Hurstbridge line upgrade is allegedly $530 million but has just
$21.5 million committed in this budget.
The airport rail project is still hopelessly mired in the planning phase. The government should get on
with this project. There is no reason why they could not have allocated money to this. Indeed the only
allocations to the project that are there in the budget is federal money washing through. The state
government have said that they will match the up to $5 billion that the federal government has
committed for the airport rail project but none of that is transparently visible in the budget. The
Suburban Rail Loop is allocated just $50 million over the forward estimates with no further money
until out past the next election. My question is: where is the real money for this project? When do the
actual works begin?
We saw the Premier in the federal election campaign out in Box Hill with Mr Shorten announcing that
he was getting on with the project. With all the words, it sounded like he was actually digging it. In
fact no-one knows where to dig because the project is not , scoped or planned. The fact is the digging
was not actually happening. Acting President Melhem, a project dear to your heart is the east–west
link project, which you supported when you were at the union. You were a big supporter, as was Bill
Shorten, of the east–west link. I welcome the federal government’s $4 billion commitment to that project.
Members interjecting.
Mr DAVIS: He was great; he was a very strong supporter. He went into print. In fact I have got a
copy of his enormously supportive document.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem): There is going to be a bigger one.
Mr DAVIS: Hey?
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem): The North East Link is going to be bigger.
Mr DAVIS: The North East Link is another project that we support, although we want the
government to engage properly with communities to actually moderate some of the impacts on local
communities, some of the loss of vegetation, some of the loss of businesses and some of the impact
on a whole range of stakeholders. The government again has been up to its tricks of riding roughshod
over and not actually working with communities and councils. We support the North East Link, Acting
President, but we also support the east–west link, and we welcome that $4 billion contribution by the
federal government. We know that the state government wasted $1.3 billion by cancelling the project,
but please do not look at $4 billion and say no. We should take that money, we should use that money,
we should integrate the projects and we should plan them together to deliver what is needed for the
Victorian community.
The truth is the North East Link will funnel people onto the Eastern Freeway and they will come to a
screeching halt at Hoddle Street with nowhere to go. Despite some works on Hoddle Street which
have tinkered around the edges—some P-turns and other things—none of that has the capacity to deal
with the huge volume of traffic that feeds down that road. This is about freight, it is about commuters
and it is about the shocking congestion in Melbourne. People know the congestion is getting worse;
they can feel it every day. They try to get home to their kids; they cannot get home to their kids. They
cannot get home on the trains either, which have become less reliable and much less punctual, as have
the trams and the buses, which are also very difficult in this respect. I say the government ought to get
on with the job in some of these areas.
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Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (15:12): I have crossed out ‘I will be brief’ because this will be
a fraction longer than normal. I will take feedback from the chamber about how brief it was.
The Liberal Democrats believe Victorians deserve a low-tax future. High taxes discourage Victorians
from working and saving, buying homes and creating businesses. Individuals know how to spend their
own money to get value; government cannot do that. But even when there is a lot of money being
spent, not much is available for regional Victorians, it seems. For every pound being spent in
Melbourne, there is only a penny spent in the regions. The government has whipped out the taxpayers
credit card and is refusing to put it away until Victorians are $55 billion in debt.
Debt is just future taxes. Increasing borrowing now imposes higher taxes in later years. While all
taxpayers will foot the bill, regional voters will see little in return. I do not like to be the one who pulls
out the calculator at the end of dinner, but Melbourne is getting the steak while regional Victorians
need to be content with stale crusts and crumbs, and that will be followed by a split bill for dessert. Of
the $55 billion in new debt, only $2.6 billion will make its way to the beautifully named Delivering for
Regional and Rural Victorians program. Delivering? Perhaps the government has taken delivery lessons
from Australia Post: slip a note in the mailbox, run off with the package and pretend you rang the bell.
And here is a tip for government members who have never been out of Melbourne: regional Victoria
is bigger than just Geelong and Ballarat. The government will also slug the regions with a new
goldmining tax. This industry used to be a Victorian powerhouse, and it could be again. It has only
just begun to re-emerge, and the government is already circling around it, licking its lips like Wile
E. Coyote. There are new taxes on cars and foreign investors too. Government does not target these
people out of spite; it targets them because they are easy to target. They are minorities who hold little
political power. They are easy for government to exploit, so the government exploits them.
But wait, there’s more. To fund the spending spree, the government must also raid the accounts of the
Transport Accident Commission and WorkSafe. These organisations are government-enforced and
administered monopolies. They should not have profits to steal in the first place. This is simply a tax
by stealth on Victorian motorists and Victorian businesses. The fox is running the henhouse.
Additionally, despite the drop in stamp duties, the government continues its addiction to stamp duty.
Stamp duty is inefficient, unreliable and economically disastrous. Yet it is the government’s favourite
tax. Nevertheless, perhaps we can forgive all this theft—because taxation is theft—and all the other
thefts. After all, the government is much better at spending our money than we are! Just look at the
proof: primary school funding increased significantly but student reading results barely budged and
parent satisfaction took a dive; secondary school funding rose but year 9 reading skills fell; housing
department funding increased but the department provided fewer people with social housing; and train
service funding increased but satisfaction dropped.
Normally I would point out that spending money is not an achievement. However, I think spending as
much money as this government has while achieving so little with it is a special kind of achievement.
As we see so often, the government is keen to focus on just how much money it is spending and not
on what it is achieving with the spending. This focus tells you everything you need to know about this
budget.
If you are still confused about why the Liberal Democrats dislike tax, let me help you. Tax does not
create wealth; it destroys it. There is no such thing as ‘government funded’. The government has no
funds. There is no such thing as a ‘free’ government project. All of the money that the government
spends is money that the taxpayers earn and money the taxpayers would normally spend on what they
feel is valuable. Yet instead of spending our own money, we have to vote for politicians that we hope
will spend our money the way we would. This rarely happens. When you spend your own money you
have an interest in achieving value-for-money results. The government, regardless of the party, has no
such interest. The Liberal Democrats do not want to control your money. We would rather that you
had control over your own life and your own spending. As such, we reject this budget.
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Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (15:18): I rise today to talk about the budget but
importantly to talk about how Independents can make a difference to a budget like this. You may
think, ‘How can an Independent make a contribution to a budget such as this?’, so I am going to tell
you a little story. The story I am going to talk to you about is the Footscray Hospital.
I ran as an Independent for the lower house for Footscray four or five times. At the last state election
when I ran for the lower house I met with the CEO of Western Health, and they gave my council a
briefing explaining that the Footscray Hospital was their number one priority. There was money that
needed to be spent on the emergency department and the outpatient facility. But the then state
government made a priority of spending $500 million for a hospital, a women’s and children’s
hospital, in Sunshine. I am extremely happy that the women’s and children’s hospital was built in
Sunshine, and it was built within the four years, as promised, but it did irk me that there was no money
in the budget for Footscray.
Then a couple of years back I became mayor of my city, and at that time I had the privilege of attending
the opening of a private hospital in Footscray. The then Minister for Health, Jill Hennessy, also
attended the opening, and she rose to speak. I was sitting next to the owner of that private hospital in
Footscray, and I politely asked them what the government had put in for that hospital. I was told that
no money had been put into the hospital by the government at that time. I became quite angry that Jill
was speaking at the opening of the private hospital when the government had not spent any money on
it. As I walked around that new private hospital with Jill and others, my anger rose and rose. At one
point I got into the lift with Jill and I explained to her that if she had fallen over and broken her leg by
accident—maybe by tripping over my leg or foot—she would have ended up in Footscray Hospital,
and that Footscray Hospital had not had any money properly spent on it for 60 years.
The next meeting I had with Jill was at the launch of the Footscray AFLW team at Whitten Oval. At
that time I apologised to Jill for being so angry. I said that I hoped she did not break her leg but that I
really hoped the government would spend money on Footscray Hospital. She assured me that there
would be some time and money spent looking at Footscray Hospital.
Within that year of being the mayor, I—as all mayors do—went to the Treasurer, Tim Pallas, and gave
him a wish list. On that wish list I again had the Footscray Hospital. He said to me that they were
looking into it and looking at sites. He said that one of the sites was in Footscray but they were also
looking at another site in Maribyrnong. I assured the Treasurer at that time that my council and I would
be extremely disappointed if they took the cheap option and went to Maribyrnong. I went down in the
lift and again I bumped into Jill, and I explained to her that the right place to put it would be opposite
Victoria University and the right thing to do for the western suburbs would be to make it a big spend.
I said that I knew it was more expensive, but the right thing to do was to build the brand-new hospital
across the road from Victoria University.
You have to understand that a lot of the things in this budget are two years in the making. All member
councils in the western suburbs go to the Treasurer and give them a very long and extensive list of
infrastructure projects and of the wants and wishes of the community. The state government actually
requires every council to do community surveys, and each council understands their community
extensively to the point where they come up with very long wish lists.
Here I am today very proud to be elected and standing in this house and to see the $1.5 billion spend
for Footscray Hospital—in the right location, opposite Victoria University, something that every
Victorian should be proud of. I would also like to explain to the community how an Independent works
with their local lower house members.
During the last election campaign, in every early voting booth, I got around. I had the opportunity to
stand with every local member and speak to them at length about the things that their community had
come to me saying they wanted. Those little snippets of information that you get from the community,
when they approach you at shopping centres or playgrounds or schools, form a budget—they form
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ways for me to be able to lobby the government for these infrastructure spends. I must say I am
extremely pleased to see a lot of the community’s wants and wishes within this budget, one being a
spend at Williamstown High School. The principal of the school probably did not even know at the
time that I was a parent of a student at the school, but I was standing at reception waiting to pay a bill
and he pointed out the auditorium to me and showed me that it needed some additional funds. I am
pleased to say that, working with Melissa Horne, the money is actually in the budget for those works.
Another thing about being an Independent is that I am very supportive of local communities at train
stations having the amount of car parking around stations that they need so that people can drive to
stations and be on their merry way. The difference between me and the person who sat in my seat
before, who was a member of the Greens, is that she was very adamant that somehow everyone was
going to ride their bicycle to the train station and catch the train, without any thought about the fact
that what the community wants is car parks at those stations. I have argued with the previous member
numerous times about my feeling that in the future there will be cars and that they will be green cars,
but those cars will still need car spaces. Yes, there will be car sharing, but respectfully, we still need
car spaces so that people are able to get onto the train system. I must say I was very pleased to support
additional car parks for Tarneit train station, Wyndham Vale station and Airport station. There is a
very big difference between me and the previous member on that matter.
I am very pleased to say that I support the West Gate Tunnel Project. I am also pleased that there is
$7.5 million, and part of that money will be actually spent on the Hobsons Bay transport planning
study. I have listened to the Spotswood and Kingsville communities as well as the Millers Road
community. They have protested very loudly over the fact that they have missed out, that somehow
the Maribyrnong transport action group were listened to and the Maribyrnong council were somehow
given special treatment—but no. Yes, there will be bans in that particular area when the West Gate
Tunnel work occurs, but I can assure the people of Altona, Spotswood and Kingsville that I am
listening and that I do understand the transport needs. I live in Williamstown at the moment—
temporarily—and I do understand how Williamstown Road, Hyde Street, Millers Road and Greaves
Parade become quite choked. I do understand that there needs to be a focus on Greaves Parade, and I
will lobby this government strongly to make sure that the Spotswood-Kingsville area does get their
structure plan so that they are able, as part of the West Gate Tunnel works, to have improvements
made to those areas to ensure that the majority of truck traffic gets onto the West Gate Freeway and
that those immediate areas are looked after, just as Yarraville is being looked after. I can assure them
that I will be continually working hard so that those things occur.
I have not apologised and I will not apologise for the amount of infrastructure works that I want for
the western suburbs. I know that the western suburbs have been ignored for 30 years and that there is
a lot of catch-up to do. I am pleased that this government has listened to the community of Melton—
and the Melton community lobbied extremely hard to get money in this year’s budget to do the plans
for the Melton hospital. The Melton community should be thankful and the Wyndham community
should also be thankful that there is money in the budget for the electrification of those two rail lines.
You must understand that the Werribee and Melton communities are still extremely angry—and why
would they not be? This should have been done 30 years ago. I can assure the community that it is on
the agenda now and it will actually get done.
The Sunbury community is the same. The Sunbury community and the Broadmeadows community
feel they have been completely ignored for 20 to 30 years, but I can assure them also that there is
finally a government that is actually listening to them. Finally, there are large sums of money going
towards the Sunbury and Broadmeadows communities; those communities are being heard. But there
is a lot of catch-up needed. I can assure those communities that I will continue to get up in this chamber
and continue to push for the additional funds that are needed to be allocated within the budget.
I understand Hume council’s disappointment that in this budget the Bulla bypass, the duplication of
Mickleham Road and Somerton Road and the redevelopment of Broadmeadows railway station have
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remained unfunded. I can assure the community and this government that I will be pushing every year
until it actually gets into the budget. The Broadmeadows community deserves an upgrade of their
facilities. Just 2 minutes ago I ran into students from the Broadmeadows catholic college, and they
expressed to me how their school is close to the Broadmeadows train station, how they have to walk
in the rain and how they really should have a proper interchange in the Broadmeadows area.
I would also like to highlight the residents of Werribee and Wyndham Vale and their disappointment
in that they are still looking for $50 million to fund the much-needed Ison Road bridge as part of the
Wyndham West link redevelopment. The residents are going to continue to wish and argue and lobby
for that to occur. I will quote the mayor, who says:
It’s great news that we have received funding for construction of the Wollahra Primary School in Wyndham
Vale and Truganina South East Primary School but it’s disappointing that primary schools in Point Cook,
Williams Landing, Tarneit and Werribee are not funded this year.
The funding for secondary schools in Truganina and Tarneit was also missed. The Truganina South secondary
school, in particular, is well overdue and should have been funded last year to meet population growth.
We will continue to advocate to the Victorian government to include these essential funds to meet priorities
and improve the livability for our residents in next year’s Budget.

I guess I am putting the government on notice by telling them that when I was standing at polling
booths in that area during the last election, mums and dads were coming to me explaining to me the
problems of growth in that area. My crossbench colleagues would be shocked to hear that schools
have a staggered playtime because there are so many kids. They cannot allow all the children out to
play at the same time because there are so many children. When a mother came to me and explained
the staggered playtime system, I was in shock and completely aghast that that could be occurring in
Tarneit, Point Cook and Truganina. That is just due to the government not putting in schools that were
large enough at the time when those areas were being developed. There are clear gaps within the
system, and these new schools need to be built.
When it comes to Brimbank council and Sunshine, they obviously are going to be feeling the pressure
of the airport rail link coming through. The Brimbank council wishes the government to make good,
to somehow lever the money from the federal government to make sure that the Sunshine interchange
in that particular area is built to a standard that can actually last for the next 100 years. I can assure you
I will continue to be pushing for those infrastructure spends in that particular area for that community.
I have heard from my friends on the crossbench, ‘Catherine, you’ve got a lot of infrastructure spends,
billions and billions’. Yes, and I make no apology that I could happily spend the whole budget in the
western suburbs for all the infrastructure needs in the western suburbs, because we have virtually been
ignored for a good 20 or 30 years. It is a shame that Mr Finn is not here at the moment to hear this. I
will say this to opposition members who are here: in this last federal election, when Bill Shorten was
walking around the western suburbs handing out promises, why weren’t the opposition, the Liberals,
matching those promises? How can you get up in this chamber and ask where the money is for the
St Albans pool when the Liberal Party did not match that promise? The only promise that they matched
in the federal election was for the Vietnamese museum and cultural centre in Footscray.
Ms Crozier: Hear, hear!
Dr CUMMING: With respect, Georgie—
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem): Ms Crozier.
Dr CUMMING: Sorry—Ms Crozier. Bill Shorten came out in January and made that promise. In
the last week of the election the Liberals came out and matched that promise—the last week. Now,
where is the money for Stony Creek?
Ms Crozier interjected.
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Dr CUMMING: Don’t you worry, Liberal Party. I will be getting stuck into the government as
well, because I believe that if Bill Shorten made these promises, the government needs to look for the
money that its own party actually promised. Where is the money for Stony Creek? Where is the money
for the St Albans pool? I will not listen to the Liberal Party arguing about things that they did not even
promise or that they did not even match.
My community is absolutely sick of the Liberal Party not actually partaking in any of the elections in
the western suburbs. Mr Finn, where are you today? It is fantastic to have him on the first day of the
budget get up in his adjournment matter and say, ‘I’ve read the budget three times’. Well, you know
what? A deadset lie, because it took me a whole week to read the budget. For him to get up on the first
day and say, ‘Where is the money for the St Albans pool?’ when, seriously, he obviously did not read
the budget. He did not, within his own party, match that promise—quite simple.
For myself, I may be criticised because, you know what, I am an Independent. Yes. Where are the
Greens now? But I tell you what, because the Greens are not here I am getting car parks that my
community wants. I am getting infrastructure programs that they refused. They were just continually
wishing to be oppositional rather than working with the government. I am not going to apologise for
the amount of infrastructure spends that I have got in my area due to working with this government
and making sure that money is being spent in this budget in my area. I do know that it is only halfway
there and that there are still major gaps. Being a previous mayor, I do know that every single council
comes to the government with an infrastructure list, a wish list, and that only a small amount of those
wish lists make the budget. I can assure you that what gets missed every single year and where those
spends need to be, which are what the community wants, I will be fighting for. I will be continually
saying, ‘Where are these major spends?’.
It is great to see some money in the budget for pocket parks for the inner areas, but where are all of
them? It is great to see money for dog parks, but there are major spends that are needed in the western
suburbs because of the way that we have been ignored for the last 20 or 30 years. I think I will leave
it at that. I am pretty sure I could speak on the budget for 2 hours straight, with all the gaps. I am
extremely disappointed that Mr Finn is not here so that we could have had that debate.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (15:40): I am pleased to be able to rise and make a
contribution to this debate today. Can I say, Dr Cumming, that Mr Finn is not the government; he is
not making the decisions in relation to this budget. He is in opposition and highlighting the shortfalls
for his community, but nevertheless he is working hard for his community and would agree with some
of the issues that you raise in relation to the shortfalls in what the government has provided.
There is no doubt that the government, in changing the date for bringing down this state budget, did
so for a reason. They had a reason to hide this budget, which is a budget of broken promises, more
taxes and an increase in debt and issues that have been promised to the Victorian public that have just
not transpired—and I think that is incredibly disappointing. The number of projects that have blown
out because this government has failed to manage taxpayers money is evident. I will list some of those
projects in a moment, but can I say that the number of broken promises that the Premier continues to
make to Victorians is just a never-ending list. We have seen that through the four and a bit years that
he has been Premier. He went to the 2014 election promising Victorians that there would be no
increase in taxes, no new taxes. That promise has been completely broken. There have been 20 new
or increased taxes under the reign of Daniel Andrews.
We have seen things like land tax increase by a staggering 109 per cent and other taxes that have gone
up on various issues that others have spoken about. One that has been introduced in this budget is the
gold royalty. I note from a newspaper report today that the industry and those that would be affected
were not consulted and still have not been advised, even today, how the royalty would be charged. I
am reading from a report in the Australian Financial Review where it is reported as being an issue for
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those companies that are actually undertaking this work with very important regional jobs. It states in
this report:
Beside the fact there has been no consultation, we are not fully understanding how the tax is going to be
calculated, so that is something we need to understand.

The reason I am highlighting this tax specifically is that it goes to the heart of what this government is
about. It is very short on consultation with those who will be affected by these tax grabs.
Again, in terms of the land tax, so many people who are just getting on with their lives have had these
extraordinary increases in land tax and now have to find huge amounts of money that they previously
did not have to find, because the government has not been able to manage taxpayers money properly.
We have seen that, as I said, in those project blowouts.
I just want to list a couple of those before I go into my health portfolio responsibilities, where there
have been some massive cuts and where Victorian patients are definitely the losers with the Andrews
government. Those cost blowouts in projects amount to a staggering $24.5 billion—that we know
of—and that would be increasing because some of these are growing by the day and the projects are
blowing out each and every day too. There are blowouts for things like the North East Link,
$10.79 billion; the West Gate Tunnel, $5.84 billion; level crossing removals, $3.3 billion; the Metro
Tunnel, $2 billion; the Victorian Heart Hospital, $414 million; and the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear
Hospital redevelopment, $73.6 million. The list goes on and on and on. I have got an extensive list
here to demonstrate just how bad the government is at managing Victorian taxpayers money.
There were many pre-election commitments made, and the government has come in saying that they
are meeting all those election commitments when in actual fact they are breaking huge promises. They
are really just giving out tokenistic amounts to keep their so-called promise that, ‘We are delivering
on our election commitments’. Of course, you make promises to your community when you are the
local member, such as in the case of Paul Edbrooke in Frankston, who went out and said, ‘This is our
election commitment for the redevelopment of the Frankston Hospital’. It was promised $562 million
but got a mere $6 million for planning. In actual fact he said in November of last year that the planning
had all been done. So you have got a very sneaky, shifty government saying, ‘We are delivering on
our election commitments by giving you $6 million, Frankston Hospital’, when in actual fact they are
not—$6 million is a long way short of $562 million.
Again there were promises in regard to places in rural and regional Victoria where really necessary
infrastructure is required, such as in places like Warrnambool, where they are crying out for funding
for the critical infrastructure that they need for their growing population. Their population has
increased. Patient numbers at the hospital have increased by 47 per cent, and the population itself is
growing at around 1.1 per cent. There is that huge demand in regional Victoria and yet they got
nothing. Likewise, the Wangaratta hospital was given a token $2.4 million out of Labor’s election
promises.
But the real loser in this budget is community health. Community health delivers so many services to
the ageing and elderly but also to younger people who require services such as occupational therapy,
physio and diabetes education. There are issues that need to be dealt with—chronic diseases which are
increasing all the time. More and more people are developing chronic diseases and yet we do not have
the services there. Community health has been absolutely slaughtered in this budget. It is a disgrace
for the government to say that they are delivering on this. There was $675 million promised to build
10 community hospitals and only $2 million in the budget has been put aside. So those areas where
they said they would build 10 community hospitals—well, what an absolute joke. All the government
is doing is keeping their backbench busy by having them go out and have a few cups of tea in a socalled consultation process. You know, it is probably $2 million worth of Teddy Bear biscuits—I do
not know what is being spent. Nevertheless, that is a long way short of the huge amount that was
promised—$675 million.
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A member interjected.
Ms CROZIER: Well, it is afternoon tea time, but I digress. What I am saying is—the point is—
that it is only $2 million out of the $675 million that was promised for those community hospitals. We
have got growing needs with a growing population, and as I said, services where chronic diseases can
be managed and treated in that setting rather than in the acute setting are desperately required. The
government has seriously let down the community in so many areas.
What is more, there is uncertainty in and around rural and regional health. The very vital bush nursing
services—we have had the debate in here and I have asked the minister about that. Yes, she is
concentrating on maternal and child health, which is laudable, but there are other issues in the
community as well that have been neglected and which the government has not taken into
consideration whatsoever. I think this just demonstrates the priorities of this government, who have
gone out there and promised the world and yet again cannot deliver. They are using these weasel words
to get themselves out of a pickle, but you know, this contradicts the financial statement they took to
the election and I think it is very disingenuous for the government to be doing that.
As I said there are other hospitals and other services that have missed out. The Latrobe Regional
Hospital got just $7 million of the $217 million promised. There were IVF services which were
promised. If you look at the Premier’s media release from last year, his election commitments, he was
again promising the world to disadvantaged Victorians and disadvantaged women and their partners
in regard to access to these services, and again there is just $2 million for planning. These things that
were put out to the community prior to the election, I think, are incredibly disingenuous in terms of
what the government has actually been able to deliver.
We have got so many blowouts and I have not even got onto the dental van policy yet, which again is
lauded by the minister. She comes in here and talks about ‘Dan’s vans’ and says that the Smile Squad
is going out in a few pilot test cases. That policy is targeted at disadvantaged children, but there are
very many disadvantaged children at some of the independent schools. Some are situated in your
electorate, Acting President Melhem. You would know that at some of those independent schools,
whether they are Islamic schools, Catholic schools or other religious schools, some parents struggle to
get their children into those schools. I would not describe them as being ‘top-end-of-towners’, as the
Labor Party constantly loves to do. These children are missing out on vital dental care too because of
this discriminatory policy of the government. I will be saying more about the dental vans in the coming
weeks.
In terms of where this government has gone and what Treasurer Tim Pallas has done, he is trying to
scuttle away from a shocking budget that has, as I said, broken promises and has doubled debt. You
know, a debt going from $20 billion when Daniel Andrews was first elected to $54.9 billion—I mean,
it is an extraordinary amount of money that the government thinks that they can just go and borrow
because they cannot manage projects. That borrowing is to pay for those project blowouts. It is
absolutely incredible that the Treasurer thinks that that is okay and that Victorians will accept that.
I think the comments of the Treasurer to those people who aspire to have a good, safe car, such as a
Toyota—those people who aspire to have a vehicle that might cost in excess of his Toyota tax policy—
to ‘get a life’, I mean, the arrogance and the demeanour of this government is quite stunning. I think
Victorians will probably be quite wary of where this is all going because we have got another three
years of this government, unfortunately. Considering the last four years and what they have promised
and what they have delivered and what they have mismanaged, it does not all bode well for the
Victorian taxpayer because taxes will continue to increase. I am sure projects are going to continue to
blow out because there is no turning back on what they have started. As I said, there are huge numbers
of projects that have blown out. That debt—where are they taking Victorians? They keep talking about
a AAA credit rating, but it will not take much for that to trip over with the amounts of money we are
talking about.
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I think we are in a very dangerous zone in terms of the fiscal management of this state. I do not have
a huge amount of faith in the Treasurer or the Premier because of the way they have handled, overpromised and overseen the extraordinary amounts of money that have been wasted. I hark back to the
east–west link because that was a gross mismanagement of taxpayers money in their ripping up of a
contract that the Premier said would not cost a cent. I go back to where I started in relation to the
Premier promising no new taxes. On the eve of the 2014 election when he was asked, ‘Do you promise
Victorians here tonight that you will not increase taxes or introduce any new taxes?’, the Premier
responded, ‘I make that promise, Peter, to every single Victorian’. Well, he has broken that promise.
He has broken it—
Mr Finn: To every single Victorian.
Ms CROZIER: Every single Victorian—because there have been 20 new or increased taxes and
people are starting to see that hit their budget, hit their bottom line. We have got a divisive government
who does not care about the aspirations of everyday Victorians. It is a shame that that has come to pass
but nevertheless I think that Victorians will see and will wake up to the broken promises that are in
this budget. It is no wonder that the government and the Treasurer, Tim Pallas, needed to move it until
after the federal election: they were hoping and praying for Bill Shorten to come in and win so that he
could pork-barrel and bankroll them, basically, out of this mess that they have put all Victorians in.
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (15:56): I rise to speak on the Appropriation (2019–2020)
Bill 2019 and in doing so respond to the budget as well. Probably unlike some of our previous
speakers, I will give credit where credit is due. I was chastised for the way I did my grading of the
budget on budget day. A number of teachers told me that the C+ that I gave the budget was possibly
harsh, but listening to the contributions today I would say some people would say that was generous.
I think we have a budget where we are still achieving our AAA rating, and most of the rating agencies
have indicated that that credit rating is safe despite a $5.2 billion hole in our state revenue.
Also we have seen writedowns, which have meant new measures to protect state revenue—measures
that obviously are not popular in this chamber. Certainly some of my colleagues here, like Mr Quilty,
who would like to see no tax whatsoever for this state, would not be happy with the government’s
decisions. But I do respect the government’s decision not to use the stamp duty writedown as an excuse
to exculpate themselves from honouring those election commitments.
Going to the Treasury briefing last week it seemed that we are growing, our growth is strong and most
of the figures are quite good. I am pleased to see Northern Metropolitan Region mentioned in this
budget. As a region that has so many safe seats, both sides of this house quite often ignore it. I happily
do touch on Dr Cumming mentioning Broadmeadows, in my electorate, which yet again has missed
out on some really basic and urgent upgrades to its station.
But I have certainly seen some new schools in my region and some much-needed upgrades to some
of our schools. We are going to see a new campus at the Fitzroy gasworks. We are going to see
significant upgrades to some of my primary schools, Brunswick North West in particular. I apologise
to Merri Health. I did try and get a significant commitment for the Moreland Road facility, but
$300 000 will not go a long way. I will continue to campaign for Northern Metropolitan Region. It is
growing and we need some significant investment. Children are bursting out of schools and we need
infrastructure. However, I also would note—and certainly I have had a number of constituents talk to
me about it—that we are finally seeing the level crossing come off Bell Street, which is one of the
most significant. People are waiting 20 minutes on some of those crossings.
There are some good things in the budget—as I said, satisfactory, could do better but tracking along.
On that point, I have raised in this place other ways that we could help with the budget. While I do call
for money to be spent in my region—I will passionately talk about that, and I will talk about other
areas where I do not think this government is investing enough—how about we crack down on forprofit businesses that take advantage of charitable tax exemptions while not actually performing
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charitable works? This was conservatively rated to bring in $55 million; this was by the Parliamentary
Budget Office. It would bring $55 million to our bottom line. I would encourage the government to
be thinking outside the square and looking at other ways we can ensure we have got the money that
we need to spend on the wellbeing of Victorians.
I also looked at our modern criminal justice policy. We looked at this and were suggesting new ways
for this government to address some of their criminal justice expenditure. The Parliamentary Budget
Office said that our policy would save Victoria $216 million. The government are spending
$1.8 billion to build extra beds and they are spending $20 billion on trying to reduce the incarceration
of women, which I certainly commend them for doing, but we are spending more and more on crime.
We are building more and more hospitals. Our courts are bulging; we are seeing them overworked.
We are seeing more and more money being spent on our courts when there are other ways to do this
if we do try to think laterally.
One of the centrepieces of our policy around this was looking at Spain’s Diagrama youth re-education
model. This is a strong, evidence-based policy proven to dramatically reduce reoffending by
addressing the causes of children’s offending behaviour. That does not sound like rocket science; that
sounds quite sensible. If we can reduce reoffending, we will not be spending as much and we will not
have as many offenders. Spain has been doing this for about 24 years. Twenty-four years ago Spain
had a youth detention system similar to Victoria’s. Today in Spain there is a 75 per cent success rate
of reintegrating youth offenders into society without further offending. We, on the other hand, are
spending billions on prisons and there is no real measure to test that success. I will talk about this a
little bit later, but I think our performance measures in the budget really need to be looking for
outcomes, not public servant pen strokes.
Treating drugs as a health issue, not a criminal one, is something we consistently hear both sides of
this house talk about. We cannot keep arresting our way out of the drug war, but we keep trying. If we
were to adopt Portugal’s model, they actually treat drug use as a health issue, not a criminal one. Drug
use does not go through the criminal system. Drug use does not go through the courts. It goes through
a largely civil system that costs a fraction of the court system.
We are rolling out millions of dollars on some of these services, but how are we measuring them? And
is this government really being ambitious? I will just take an example of this. In budget paper 5 we
look at perinatal mortality rates per thousand babies of Aboriginal mothers using a three-year average.
This is trying to reduce the mortality of babies from Aboriginal mothers. In 2017–18 the mortality rate
was nine, and we have set our performance target for this year at 11, so we are going up; we are
actually not reducing it. Is it necessary that we have a performance measure on public hospitals being
accredited? We have got a performance measure that 100 per cent of our public hospitals will be
accredited. Really? I would expect that. I would not expect that that needs a budget measure.
I think our greatest measurement should be futureproofing our state. To this end I have a parliamentary
internship project that is looking at legislating for future population wellbeing, examining the construct
and building the framework. Ethan Katz, our intern, is doing some great work in this area. It will look
at the importance of legislating for future population wellbeing and may put those measurements into
something that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee (SARC) could look at. I certainly
note that New Zealand’s budget has been what they would call a wellbeing budget. They are measuring
wellbeing. They are measuring the successes of their budget—not measuring whether they have just
done what they said they were going to do but whether what they said they were going to do actually
achieved something. This is something that I will continue to campaign for over this next term of
government. It might be that something like SARC could consider this mechanism and assess new
legislation through that lens, not just for human rights but also for wellbeing. I think there is a bigger
conversation about whether what we are spending on really does work. I do not think our budget
performance measurements really give us any information on that.
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Futureproofing our state of course is going to be inextricably linked to the climate emergency.
Victorian infrastructure and industry must be audited with new extremes in mind and mitigation plans
implemented. More than this, we must be addressing this existential threat of climate change. The
forecasts are compelling and the scenarios are devastating. This is probably the most important
question of our time, and certainly it is something that was raised with me during the state election and
during this most recent federal election. I am pleased to see that the government has put in $2 million
for a climate change strategy, and I will watch that with interest. I am hopeful that in future budgets
we will see what we are going to do around climate change.
To return to the specifics of the budget, homelessness is not mentioned. It is not mentioned in the
performance measures, so we are not measuring reducing homelessness, even though I know that there
probably would not be a single one of us who has not received correspondence about homelessness.
There is not a single one of us who has not talked about the importance of it. Certainly there is a very
modest public housing investment. I will be interested to ask how we are going to get 1000 new
properties out of $209 million, but I am sure in our committee of the whole we will be able to find out
how they are building 1000 houses for such a small amount of money. This sector is screaming out,
and housing, as we know, is linked to poor health and crime. So again, by not spending on housing we
will have to spend extra on building prisons instead of homes and on building more hospitals because
we cannot maintain people’s health. I think homelessness should be a measurement, and these are the
sorts of things that we should be measuring in our budget.
There is $1.8 billion for the prison system, which includes 1600 new prison beds. There is $1.8 billion
to build new prison beds, yet only $20 million for rehabilitation services to reduce the rates of
offending. Again this seems like a missed opportunity. We know that reducing reoffending is good for
the system. We know that we have a 60 per cent recidivism rate here, so if we could cut that, the
savings to our justice system would be phenomenal. Wouldn’t that be something we would like to
measure in the budget? So out of that money that we are spending, what do you expect to reduce the
rates of recidivism?
We are funding 1600 prison beds and 58 treatment beds—58. Two-thirds of the prisoners who are
locked up in Victoria have drug and alcohol issues. It very often will be that their drug use has led
them to that prison door, and yet rather than spending money on addressing rehabilitation and
addressing drug use, we are building more prisons and we are building more beds. Again, with mental
health and addiction services, this is a missed opportunity. We are spending money on the ambulance
at the bottom of the cliff and not the fence at the top.
The government admits that they are not doing enough in the area of mental health, and certainly
Victoria has been far behind other jurisdictions in its attention and expenditure on mental health. This
is not just this government; this has been the situation for a decade. I welcome the investment in
inpatient beds, the $10 million investment into the Hope Restart facility in Gippsland and the
$8.5 million to support Aboriginal Victorians with severe and complex mental health needs. We have
got a mental health royal commission, but we do not need it to tell us some of the urgent and immediate
things we need to do to address the obvious shortfalls in the system.
In the lead-up to the budget we looked at how an investment of $543 million could save the state
$1.1 billion, so that is a $2 saving for every $1 spent. This would involve a range of things but largely
early intervention, additional mental health funding that would look at the serious wait times for mental
health referrals, increased training for health professionals to identify and support people with early
onset mental health, expanding combined mental health and drug treatment services and a new focus
on trauma-informed practice. The Parliamentary Budget Office, as I said, costed this at about
$543 million but also noted that it would bring savings of $1.1 billion.
I am pleased that the government has listened and we are seeing an expansion of the availability of the
drug naloxone. We know this does save lives, and hopefully we will be getting some of the most easy
to use nasal spray naloxone out there. This saves lives, and in doing so it saves money. We are
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expanding our needle exchange programs. I would hope to see naloxone actually being given to
prisoners on their departure from prisons, particularly those with a drug history before they go in,
because we know that they are in one of the most at-risk groups. We know that prisoners die at an
alarming rate in the first three months of release from prison, so naloxone would go a long way there.
I am very pleased to see that the government is finally funding their commitment to increase the
operating hours of the medically supervised injecting centre. This is something that we called for last
year. It was something that I felt had been committed to last year, but we will see it, and this will be
very welcome to the North Richmond community. It is not all that we need in that community. We
need investment in a whole range of infrastructure in that area, not necessarily expensive infrastructure
but infrastructure that brings that sense of community to North Richmond, which is a place that really
has been at the coalface of drug use in our community.
Finally, with health, I am proud to see that the government has put a significant investment into endof-life choices care and the implementation of the voluntary assisted dying laws. As well as that we
are seeing some great injections of money into palliative care. I note that Palliative Care Australia
recently brought out a report that looked at the effects of assisted dying laws on palliative care. In
every jurisdiction where assisted dying laws had been implemented, palliative care funding had
expanded and access to palliative care had improved. So again, assisted dying is part of that toolbox
and I think it adds to providing far greater choice for people at the end of their life. I am very pleased
to see that a lot of the investment into palliative care is going into our regional and rural areas, which
is something that we found when we were looking at the end-of-life choices inquiry.
In conclusion, despite much of the criticism, this is not a bad budget. I think there are better ways to
spend, and I do think that prevention is a far more cost-effective way of using a budget and of investing.
I do not see enough of that, and I will continue to advocate for that. I will also continue to advocate
for proper performance measures, of properly measuring if it is achieving what we want to do. Does
spending $1.8 billion on prisons reduce the crime, does it reduce recidivism? Is spending $29 billion
on different areas of mental health reducing it? Is that reducing mental health issues? Is that improving
our mental health rates? Is that improving our dreadful and tragic suicide rates? I would like to see our
budgets having greater consideration of wellbeing, and I would like to see us working towards
different ways of judging the budget, because I do not think that public servant performance measures
are adequate for that. On that basis, I will commend the bill.
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (16:17): I am pleased to speak on the Appropriation (2019–
2020) Bill 2019, the Victorian state budget for 2019–20. No matter how much money Labor have,
they spend more. No matter how many windfall gains they receive, they want more. No matter how
much money they get from one-off property booms, they spend it, plus more. They got $10 billion
from the lease of the port of Melbourne, but it is gone and they want more.
Too much money is never enough for Labor and Daniel Andrews. We saw it with the federal election.
Bill Shorten was coming after retirees; he was coming after any number of Australians with more
taxes. We see with this budget: in total nearly 20 taxes either new, raised or varied to garner more
revenue—more revenue for Daniel Andrews to spend. Despite receiving record amounts of money
during his four and a half years in government, despite enormous windfall gains, he is going to double
our debt. He promised there would be no new taxes. He told Peter Mitchell before the 2014 election,
while staring down the barrel of the camera, there would be no new taxes; he promised it. But we have
nearly 20 new taxes.
Tim Pallas would say, ‘But we need to double our debt to pay for all that infrastructure’. Well, what
is happening in New South Wales? The Berejiklian government is prudently managing its state
revenue—the precious taxpayer dollars it is receiving—and it is building new infrastructure. A new
train line was opened last week with driverless trains. Are they doubling the debt like Daniel Andrews?
Are they seeing cost blowouts like Daniel Andrews has seen? No. The Victorian government is a stark
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contrast with the New South Wales government, which is managing its finances prudently and
investing for the future.
Sometimes the debate about economic management, taxes and debt gets lost in the political debate,
but what Daniel Andrews, Tim Pallas and members of the Labor Party are saying is, ‘We can’t afford
to pay for this infrastructure now so your children and your grandchildren will pay for it’. With the
proportion of working people in the economy diminishing as our population ages, those fewer working
people as a percentage of the community will have to pay more. They will have to pay for today’s
infrastructure and their own infrastructure requirements because of this government’s inability to live
within its means.
Again the Andrews government would say they are building new infrastructure, but really this new
debt is just paying for their cost blowouts, such as the North East Link, which was promised at
$5 billion and is now over $15 billion, or the West Gate Tunnel—remember when that was promised
initially? It was shovel-ready back in 2014; they were ready to go. Remember Mr Donnellan saying,
‘We can’t wait to get into it. We’re shovel-ready and we’re ready to go’? Three iterations and millions
of dollars in planning and revised plans later, it is now going to cost over $6 billion—from
$500 million to $6 billion.
Level crossing removals have gone from $5 billion to $8 billion and the Metro Tunnel has gone from
$9 billion to $11 billion. And of course there is $4 billion on the table from Scott Morrison, Josh
Frydenberg and the federal coalition government to build the east–west link. All Daniel Andrews has
to do is not say no. All Daniel Andrews has to do is facilitate the project. But he is too stubborn, he is
too pig-headed to actually allow this important piece of infrastructure to proceed. His nonsense
argument that there are simply not enough people in Victoria to build it is ridiculous. We can recruit
engineers to Victoria. Victoria is growing. We can recruit new engineers. We can recruit people who
can help with the design and the development of what is a critical piece of infrastructure.
The previous speaker, Ms Patten, spoke about the $1.8 billion for new prison beds. The coalition had
a plan before the last election to take the $689 million allocated in the previous budget for the new
700-bed prison at Lara and, by making it a PPP model, converting that at zero cost to 1300 beds. So
we would have taken a 700-bed prison with the money allocated in the previous budget and turned it
into a 1300-bed prison at no extra capital cost for the Victorian taxpayer—an extra 600 beds basically
for zero capital cost, signed off and agreed by the Parliamentary Budget Office. The Andrews
government is building prison beds at roughly $1 million a bed. The New South Wales government
has built new prison infrastructure at half that cost in recent times. Why does it cost so much to build
that new infrastructure?
I agree we need new ways of tackling recidivism, but because of the crisis in our justice system—
where court delays are ballooning, remand numbers have ballooned, prisoners are being remanded,
doing time without having access to programs and being released—we have a rising recidivism rate.
We have police cells that are bursting at the seams and court waitlists that are ballooning and blowing
out in time. We have victims of crime turning up to have their day in court—who have taken a day off
work and mentally prepared to face the accused, the perpetrator—turning up at 10 o’clock to be told
by the court, ‘The police cells downstairs are full. The prisoner couldn’t be dropped off in the van.
He’s gone back to the Metropolitan Remand Centre or the Melbourne Assessment Prison or Port
Phillip Prison, and we’ll have to reschedule your day in court for another time’. Meanwhile the
taxpayer continues to foot the bill for these constant adjournments because of the government’s
inability to present prisoners at court. The justice system is literally grinding to a halt.
I mentioned some of the multibillion-dollar cost blowouts. One that I think is having an enormous
impact in a human sense for the community is the Fines Victoria fiasco. A $20 million cost blowout
means it will not be completed for yet another year, despite previous assurances from the government
that all would be resolved imminently around this time. People are getting messages from Fines
Victoria chasing fines that they did not incur and people have had their licences cancelled for fines
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that they did not incur. When people seek to nominate another driver who actually was driving when
a fine was incurred that is not being processed. The human cost to people who rely on their licences
to drive to work, to gain employment and to pay their mortgages is enormous.
Similarly with the Victorian Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages database, that has again been
just a classic IT bungle by the government in the finest traditions of HealthSMART and all the other
Labor-bungled IT projects. Death certificates are not being received, meaning people who rely on
access to bank accounts cannot access them. There is a whole range of personal consequences that
cause enormous grief and pain and that would be completely avoidable if only these situations or these
IT systems had been implemented appropriately.
In my electorate of Eastern Victoria Region there is no funding in the budget—no line item—for a
new Clyde North police station that is definitely needed. Crime is up over 100 per cent under Daniel
Andrews in Clyde and Clyde North. There is no funding for an upgraded Narre Warren police station.
There is no funding for tasers, which are an important tool for Victoria Police in managing situations.
They give them something else to resort to to try and manage people who are violent, who are
aggressive and who are perhaps high on ice or other drugs.
The cut in road safety funding is an absolute disgrace. We are seeing breath-test numbers cut under
Daniel Andrews. Despite the prevalence of drug drivers there is no change in the number of drugdriver tests that will be undertaken at a time when the road toll is an emergency. It is an absolute
emergency. It is a time to work together as a Parliament and as a community to try and tackle this
terrible, terrible start to the year we have seen when it comes to deaths and injuries on our roads. It just
beggars belief that in the context of the soaring road toll we are cutting funding for blood alcohol tests.
We all know that drink-driving is a major risk on our roads. Drug-driving is an enormous risk on our
roads, yet the number of drug-driver tests has not changed. It just beggars belief.
There is no funding to complete the Princes Highway duplication between Sale and Traralgon. There
is no funding for school upgrades at Bairnsdale, Korumburra and Foster. There is no new funding to
upgrade the Bairnsdale rail line. There is the axing of the Regional Growth Fund and the delays to the
much-promised Frankston Hospital upgrade.
I know I have mentioned it in the house before, but I think it is symbolic of Labor’s disregard for
volunteers that we have got the Firefighters’ Presumptive Rights Compensation and Fire Services
Legislation Amendment (Reform) Bill 2019 coming in this week. The government is going to try and
rush it through.
I have spoken before about the great work that the lifesavers do. The Wonthaggi Life Saving Club has
been destroyed. A freak storm destroyed it and it needs a complete rebuild. It requires a multimilliondollar investment. This is not news to the government. The Wonthaggi Life Saving Club has been
lobbying for years for an upgrade to the old and tired buildings that the volunteers do their best to
maintain. Brian Paynter committed $2 million on behalf of the coalition before the last election. The
now member for Bass had made positive noises about supporting the club. Where is that translated
into actual dollars and cents in this budget? They need millions of dollars to complete a rebuild because
their buildings have been trashed. These volunteers give thousands of hours in educating people on
how to swim, in undertaking programs, doing the nippers programs and patrolling the beaches. Surely
the government, with $70 billion at their disposal, can find some money to help the Wonthaggi Life
Saving Club rebuild.
I have to say too that the new member for Nepean has talked a big game since his election last
November, but that big game is not matched by this budget. The federal government has put on the
table hundreds of millions of dollars for various projects across the south-east and the Mornington
Peninsula: the electrification of the Stony Point line from Frankston to Baxter; the grade separation at
Jetty Road and the Mornington Peninsula Freeway; money for noise barriers along the Mornington
Peninsula Freeway at Safety Beach, Dromana, McCrae and Rosebud; and upgrades to the Forest Drive
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and Nepean Highway, and Uralla Road and Nepean Highway intersections. None of that has been
matched by this government, which is an enormous disappointment because there is actually an
opportunity there for the state and federal governments to work together with the federal government’s
contributions that are on the table for these very, very important infrastructure works on the
Mornington Peninsula.
Of course with the Clyde area booming and with Koo Wee Rup and Lang Lang booming, it is
extremely disappointing that the policy of the coalition to extend the Cranbourne line to Clyde has not
been matched by this government. It makes absolute sense to get the rail line into Clyde now before
all that area is developed and all the houses have three cars and their travel patterns are established.
The time to build this new infrastructure is when or before these new housing estates are developed.
The time frame for the government to do its project to Cranbourne will mean that the extension to
Clyde is years and years away. By then, as I say, the travel patterns of the tens of thousands of people
that will live in that part of the City of Casey will be well established, and it will be very difficult to
get them onto public transport. With rising taxes, cuts to services—nearly $2 billion of cuts to
services—increased taxes and cost blowouts, it is a very disappointing budget for the people of Eastern
Victoria Region.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan) (16:32): I am very pleased to be able to follow
Mr O’Donohue in relation to the budget because, similarly, I am very concerned that this is a very
Labor budget. Taxes are up, projects have blown out, funding is not there despite promises in relation
to many different issues, and debt is up yet again. What we are seeing, though, is that economic growth
is slowing, unemployment is rising and the cost-of-living pressures that families are feeling right across
the state are increasing each and every day. Unfortunately the only answer the Premier has for this is to
introduce more taxes and to increase our debt. It is very concerning for the state and very concerning
particularly in my portfolio areas that I wish to focus on specifically in my contribution today.
In the area of vocational education and training what the budget shows, once again, is that students are
deserting Daniel Andrews’s VET system. The number of student enrolments plummeted again from
2017 to 2018 with a 10.5 per cent decline—that is 37 000 fewer—in enrolments. This is despite a very
significant additional investment in our VET system. Only a Labor government could put more money
in to train fewer students. This follows a decline in the previous year of 9.2 per cent, and we are seeing
these declines year after year of students not choosing to enrol in Daniel Andrews’s VET system. The
government has failed to make the changes needed.
The unfortunate aspect of this is that, while the decline is significant, those declines are particularly
hitting our most vulnerable students. They are the students who live in rural and regional Victoria,
where the decline is actually 13.6 per cent. It is a decline for students who could most benefit from
vocational education and training in that they are students who have not yet completed year 12. So
those who are most vulnerable in our system are the ones who are not enrolling even more so than
other students. It is very concerning that the reforms that the government keeps trumpeting are actually
not having the desired effect in relation to students in the TAFE system.
Further, the Premier trumpeted a $220 million Building Better TAFEs Fund for building projects
around the state. What we have actually seen in the budget is that there is $163 million missing from
this fund. There are some projects funded, and a number were identified as election commitments, but
$107 million was promised for redevelopments of both Melbourne Polytechnic in Collingwood and
Chisholm Institute of TAFE in Frankston, and they have not been funded in this budget. There is
another $56 million that has not been identified either, and that is for projects that there have not been
election commitments in relation to. The feedback from the sector is, ‘We do desperately need some
flexible funding for capital investment’, but it is not forthcoming in this budget.
What we have seen with the government’s free TAFE initiative, which the government I think believes
will be the saviour in relation to those concerns that I have raised about plummeting enrolments, is
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that, as we learned at the time, there was no consultation when this was introduced and certainly no
modelling on the impact that free TAFE would have not only in terms of enrolments but on the broader
sector as well—for other TAFE courses and for the broader vocational education system. What we
have seen in this budget already is that a significant additional investment is needed in 2018–19, in
this financial year, of $20 million. So the cost has already blown out; it is nearly double what was
anticipated when this was first funded, and it is another $21.4 million next year.
It is unclear, and the minister has refused in this place and more broadly to say how many enrolments
they are anticipating. That is because there was no modelling, there was no analysis and there was
very little knowledge or even thought in relation to the impact that free TAFE would have on both
TAFEs and the sector more broadly. So there are great concerns in relation to our TAFE system, the
investments that are being made and the lack of forethought and planning in relation to them.
In regard to innovation and industry, obviously the budget has some very significant infrastructure
investments, but there has been a dramatic cut in investment in innovation in industry and investment
to help businesses and industry create jobs, attract investment and ensure that we have an innovative
ecosystem in relation to start-ups and new businesses. There were three funds—the investment
attraction and assistance program, the Future Industries Fund and the Premier’s Jobs and Investment
Fund—and these three funds basically had millions of dollars to support businesses to expand, increase
efficiencies, develop Victoria’s future industries and support start-ups and innovation. They have now
been reduced down to one single fund. Those three funds in 2017–18 had $375 million. In 2018–19
that had been cut to $250 million, and the sole fund that is now represented as covering those three has
only $90 million in the budget for next year. So we have seen a very dramatic decline in our investment
in industry assistance and innovation.
With these concerns that I have raised—with economic growth slowing, with unemployment rising—
now is not the time to be cutting programs that help our businesses keep competitive in a global
economy. Business confidence is at a very significant low—the worst since November 2012—and the
Premier cannot just rely on infrastructure investment as the basis for a stronger economy. We need
innovation and we need our industry supported as well.
As part of those cuts, very concerningly, there was in fact a 50 per cent cut to LaunchVic’s funding.
LaunchVic is the state’s start-up agency, and it has seen its budget slashed in half as part of the funding
cut with the establishment of this new investment fund. In 2015 the agency was launched. The
objective was to make the location—that is, Victoria—the choice for start-ups worldwide. It was given
$60 million effectively over three years—$20 million a year—but what this budget confirms is that
there is only $10 million in the budget next year for LaunchVic and it has only been given one year of
funding, so there are serious questions about the government’s commitment to this ongoing new
agency. There is only a single year funding, which makes it very hard to plan for the future, and,
secondly, there is a halving of the funding that was available.
We are just outside the top 30 cities worldwide in terms of the ecosystem that we create for innovative
companies, and I think the objective is to try and get into that top 30. I am not sure how cutting funding
to the key agency that is meant to drive and support start-ups in Victoria is actually going to help us
achieve that objective, but it is consistent with the theme of a Premier that is fixated on infrastructure
at the expense of industry and innovation, which is very, very concerning.
In relation to my electorate, Eastern Metropolitan Region, there are a number of things I want to raise,
but nothing more so than the Premier’s refusal of $4 billion for the east–west link. There is no doubt
that the east–west link is absolutely crucial in our infrastructure investment, going back to where the
Premier does like to be talking and focusing on. He often talks about the missing link in the ring-road.
North East Link is supported by all and very important—there is that missing link—but there is also a
very significant gap where the Eastern Freeway comes to a T-intersection on effectively a suburban
road. Many, many tens of thousands of cars every morning are driving onto Alexandra Parade and
Hoddle Street, and there is all the congestion and concerns about that. We need to be able to do both
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the east–west link and North East Link. But the Premier continues to say no to what is effectively a
free road from the perspective of the Victorian state budget. It is a mistake; it is wrong.
Infrastructure Australia and Infrastructure Victoria both consistently say this is a road that needs to be
built and that it is a priority. Infrastructure Victoria especially was set up as the agency to take the
politics out of infrastructure funding, but all we can see from the Premier is that he continues to put
the politics back in by refusing to fund such a critical part of our freeway network—people spend
many long hours and minutes waiting in the traffic jam that is created by the lack of an east–west link.
In relation to the electorate of Box Hill, while there was some funding for Koonung Secondary
College—this is a high-performing school but a school that still has buildings from the 1960s—there
was $6.05 million funded in this budget. That was an election commitment. There was some
commentary about planning prior to the election, but the Liberals made a commitment of $9.5 million,
and that followed a commitment at the 2014 election to upgrade the buildings particularly and the
facilities. But what we saw is that this was not followed up in 2014 by the Labor government, and now
there is just a $6 million investment. That will go some way but I think there is a serious question
about what does not get done. What of the critical rebuild does not actually get delivered? Is it the
science wing? Is it the sporting fields? Is it the performing arts area? What at Koonung Secondary
College does not get built because all Labor has been prepared to commit is $6 million for the
redevelopment versus the $9.5 million which we identified as needed for the school.
In Eltham obviously the main investment promise that was made by both sides was for the duplication
of the Hurstbridge line. We obviously had a different view in terms of how that was to be done,
including a duplication all the way through to Eltham. The government, in their wisdom, are
duplicating only to Montmorency and then further up the line—a $530 million election commitment.
Once again, $21.5 million has been provided in this budget. Just a tiny fraction—less than 5 per cent—
of the commitment has been funded. The budget estimates a completion date of ‘TBC’. Daniel
Andrews was at odds to promise that this duplication would be finished by 2022, but the budget
allocates less than 5 per cent of the funding and he is not prepared to put a completion date on it. It is
very concerning that this will not be delivered, but it is very consistent.
The Eltham community hospital was another promise. Once again, very significant funding is required
to deliver the community hospital, but only $2 million has been provided for the planning of all
10 community hospitals. This is on the never-never. This is going to happen probably well beyond the
next election, and what we know is it is really a glorified community health centre. There are no beds;
it is not delivering the hospital-type services that the community had been given the impression would
be delivered. There is limited support for some schools but once again not full funding, and many
schools have missed out on getting the investment they need.
Finally, I just want to mention there is no money for two schools in Mount Waverley that we thought
were very deserving: Mount Waverley Secondary College and Glen Waverley Primary School. These
are schools where we made election commitments in relation to funding, and there is no money in this
budget.
As I said, this is very much a Labor budget—it is a Labor budget of cost blowouts, it is a Labor budget
of tax increases, it is a Labor budget where debt goes up—but it is also a budget that lacks the insight
into understanding how innovation and industry will help be part of the vibrant economy that we need
for this state, and in fact in many ways Daniel Andrews has walked away from those areas and that
community in relation to this budget. This is very concerning for the future of both the state and these
particular areas in my portfolio.
Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (16:48): This is a time when I think that we need less
rhetoric and a little bit more reality, a little less focus on PR and a lot more focus on priorities, a little
less concentration on headlines about massive spending and a little bit more focus—greater
concentration—on outcomes. Today the Reserve Bank of Australia cut interest rates to an all-time
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low—1.25 per cent. The reserve bank did not do that because the economy is firing and doing well.
The reserve bank did that because they have real concerns about the Australian economy. There is a
disconnect between what governments, federal and state, are saying about how great this economy is
here in Australia and what is really happening—what is really affecting households in Victoria—a
disconnect between the lofty figures that governments talk about and the figures that people talk about
around their kitchen tables when they are trying to pay bills.
The reserve bank suggests that its real concern in this latest rate cut is unemployment. Yet the
government’s budget, which has been presented to this Parliament, suggests that there is a very rosy
unemployment figure. The government suggests, in fact—and has predicated its budget on—an
unemployment figure of around 4.5 per cent, and we have heard various speakers say how terrific
things are in regional Victoria and indeed in the metropolitan area. Then why is the reserve bank so
worried if in fact the unemployment rate is so low? Well, it is worried because the unemployment rate
is understated by at least half—in other words, the unemployment rate is really double what the official
figure released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics says. Then you can add on underemployment,
and you see that the reason the Reserve Bank of Australia actually cut interest rates is that it knows
the figures that governments have been working with are a charade and that in fact the system, our
economy, is in much more difficulty.
In that context, what Labor is trying to do, what this government is trying to do, is to spend its way out
of a sluggish economy, and in my view it is doing it the wrong way. Incidentally, from the reserve
bank’s point of view, I am in the camp that says that they should not have cut the interest rates, because
I do not believe that that interest rate cut will do anything to stimulate the economy. I do not believe
that it is an effective tool anymore, but I think that they have run out of tools to try and kickstart this
economy. From that point of view, even in terms of household interest rates, housing interest rates, it
will have limited impact on the economy as a whole, because only around a third of households
actually have a mortgage. Interestingly enough, what it is likely to do is encourage more people to get
into more difficulty down the track by taking up this interest rate cut and not really providing prudently
for the future.
It is interesting to note in terms of housing—
Mr Somyurek interjected.
Mr ATKINSON: The fact is that it is not going to work that way, and as I said, the reserve bank
was talking more about unemployment and stimulation there than it was in terms of housing, and
construction rates are down, as you know, Minister. There are not necessarily indications that they are
going to bounce back anytime soon. There are just too many issues that are involved in this economic
performance.
It is interesting when you look at this budget and consider it against economic performance over the
past decade or so, in the last 10 years the prices of computers, of food, of household goods, of cars, of
everything that the private sector produces have gone down. It has kept the inflation rate down, despite
the fact that governments have been doing their darnedest to actually push the inflation rate up by
increasing the cost of government services. And one of the problems with this budget is that it is all
about more spending, and more spending requires more taxation. It is not about cutting costs, it is not
about trying to contain costs; it is about expanding the workforce of the public service rather than
trying to encourage greater business employment in the private sector.
The remarks that Ms Wooldridge just made about the innovation funding and things like LaunchVic
resonate very strongly with me, because we need to be building our economy in the private sector, not
simply focusing on projects that are government funded and on areas of employment growth that are
entirely either direct government employment or indeed are in subsidised industries such as vocational
training, aged care, education generally and certainly health and those sorts of areas.
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Government-subsidised jobs are where the growth has been in our economy. We cannot simply rely
on those service areas, which are increasingly costly, to drive our economy forward. We have actually
got to invest more in and we have got to encourage the private sector more to return to job growth and
to invest in technology, yes, but technology that actually incorporates employment of people and skills
that people can use to continue to develop new products, new services and export opportunities. At
the moment it is not happening.
This budget that we have seen has come down with $70 billion of expenditure. It has been lauded by
members of the government, who read from their hymn sheets about how wonderful it is, but the
reality is that there are enormous gaps in this budget. The fact is, as Mr O’Donohue reflected on in a
contribution this afternoon, there are billions of dollars of cost overruns on these major infrastructure
projects, and the infrastructure projects themselves are driving up debt. Gross state product—10 per
cent of that is going to be tied up with debt going forward. It is an enormous figure in this context and
particularly in a world where the global economy itself is stuttering. Reserve banks around the world
are printing money as fast as they can to try and keep their economies flourishing, but indeed it is not
working. It is actually imperilling the world economy even more.
There is no doubt that this government—whilst it says that it is doing great things, its economy is
terrific and it is creating all this employment—has in fact wound back the growth rate in its forecasts
going forward. It realises but tries not to have as part of the public narrative of this budget that in fact
this economy is not as strong as it ought to be, and it realises that in fact it is continuing to pile greater
pressure on this economy by its taxation.
What this government has done with land tax, what this government is doing with stamp duty and
what this government is doing with its costs on luxury cars and investment from foreigners who are
investing in land or housing here in Victoria, or in commercial property for that matter, is actually
going to have another negative effect on the state economy. Indeed what the reserve bank might have
achieved—I do not believe it would have—in some sort of a lift is going to be again thwarted by the
very policies that come as part of this budget. That is a major concern to me.
The debt levels in this state are about to increase dramatically. They have already increased
significantly over the past five years, the five years of the Andrews government, but they are set to go
up from $24 million by another $32 million. That is a massive jump in debt. I am one of those people
who actually does believe that when you have got prevailing low interest rates there is a credibility,
there is a logic, to building long-term assets and having them paid off over a period by the people who
use those assets. There is some credibility in that, but on this scale it is just too much. The cost of debt
servicing going forward, particularly if there are further glitches in the economy, means less money
for education, health, emergency services and all of the other things that governments are expected to
provide.
We saw it previously in the Cain-Kirner governments. We saw the way that debt servicing got out of
control and was preventing the government from actually delivering the basic services that Victorians
expected. There is a real danger in the way this government has approached the framing of its budget.
It is a delayed budget, a budget deliberately delayed, of course, because it was concerned that
Victorians would pick up negatively on what this government was trying to do and it might well have
affected adversely the Labor Party’s federal campaign. Well, they damaged themselves with, again,
overcommitment, which Victorians were awake to, that Australians were awake to, and they decided
that the price tag of a Shorten Labor government was going to be too high. I think now Victorians are
very concerned about the price tag of this Andrews Labor government when it anticipates such an
escalation of debt and when it cannot manage that debt, because it cannot manage the infrastructure
projects that it is committed to. As Mr O’Donohue said, there are billions of dollars in blowouts—and
add that to the cost of wages and the expansion of the public sector.
In an interesting twist the government in fact has put a 2.5 per cent ceiling or cap on wage growth for
the public sector going forward, and already the transport unions are saying, ‘No way, José. We want
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12 per cent. In fact even 12 per cent is probably below our expectation’. How long is the 2.5 per cent
cap going to hold, and what damage does that do going forward in terms of stifling the very programs
that are so important in this economy?
I am concerned about even the costs going forward which are not budgeted for at this stage, such as
outcomes from the royal commission into mental health, which is going to have a serious price tag.
Victoria will also have commitments that will arise out of the federal royal commissions into aged
care and disability services. These are essential services for Victorians, and it is going to be very
difficult to address the needs of those areas of the community when in fact we are lumbered with high
debt, high debt servicing costs and billions of dollars in outlays and waste because the government
cannot manage its projects.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The question is:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Question agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
APPROPRIATION (2019–2020) BILL 2019
Committee
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Just before I call the first speaker, I remind the house that as per an
agreement of the house the opposition will start the committee process and will have 110 minutes to
ask questions. At the conclusion of that, each of the crossbenchers will have 10 minutes.
Clause 1 (17:05)
Ms WOOLDRIDGE: Minister, I just have a couple of random questions. I thought I would ask
them on clause 1 to get them out of the way before you and Mr Rich-Phillips have a more detailed
discussion in relation to aspects of the budget. Last year the government purchased the Heyfield mill,
and my question is: where is either that acquisition or that asset holding reflected in the budget?
Mr JENNINGS: Yes, indeed, this is a random start. The matter in terms of the purchase of the mill
was dealt with as a Treasurer’s advance, and it is covered within schedule 3 of the Appropriation
(2019–2020) Bill 2019. I will identify exactly where it is. Yes, it is in the DEDJTR output group in
schedule 3 of the appropriation bill. It is under the Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources, and it should be somewhere on that list. It is on page 16. It is the third item
under that department in schedule 3.
Ms Wooldridge: Sorry, which budget paper?
Mr JENNINGS: It is in the appropriation bill. It is in schedule 3 of the bill, page 16. That is
probably my biggest success in the whole of the committee stage.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE: Great start, thank you. Obviously the value of the acquisition is $61 million,
as outlined in schedule 3. Minister, are you able to tell me what proportion or what percentage of the
mill that $61 million purchased?
Mr JENNINGS: What proportion of the purchase? I think in fact it accounted for the entire purchase.
Ms Wooldridge: The shareholders have a share.
Mr JENNINGS: That is a different question. In relation to that question I think that is actually
something that probably would be best dealt with by the minister who is responsible for it. It is not
really an appropriation matter; it is a matter for the ongoing policy and accountability framework of
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the minister who is responsible for that. I am trying to remember off the top of my head whether that
minister is Minister Pakula; I think it is Minister Pakula. That may be a matter that people wish to
pursue at the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC), but it is not a matter that is actually
outlined within either the appropriation bill or the budget, and I would prefer to leave those policy
matters or the management of those matters to the appropriate minister.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE: Thanks. We were going so well for a moment there. My second random
question actually relates to a budget item that has previously been called ‘Public transport concessions
for international students’ in both the 2018–19 and the 2017–18 budgets. This line item was separately
identified in the output measures with specific funding. Now, it did not have in either of those two
budgets funding for the 2019–20 year, so my question to you is: is this project—the iUSEpass for
international students—funded in the 2019–20 budget, and if so, where would that sit and why hasn’t
it been identified separately?
Mr JENNINGS: Well, as a general rule, just in terms of what you and I could or should be talking
about, if I am a wise person, I am wise to actually stick to what is in the appropriation bill or what is
in the budget papers, as distinct from extrapolating in terms of things that are in the base or might be
covered by appropriations that are not included in either the bill or the budget papers. So as a discipline
upon me, rather than taking responsibility for all the administrative functions and all the programmatic
functions of the government, it is sensible for me to limit formally what I am responsible for in this
discussion.
In relation to this program in terms of its continuity, again I would suggest that PAEC would provide
the opportunity for that to be explained at a programmatic level. If it is not in the budget paper—I
believe that I can confirm to you that it is not in the budget paper and not identified as an initiative—
then it would be accounted for in the ongoing output group that it was funded in in last year’s budget,
if it continues.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE: Thanks, Minister. My last question is: on what basis, then, does the
government determine that an initiative—that is separately identified as a line item when there is
additional funding provided to it but only for one year—can continue? I understand often on a fouryear basis there is then ongoing funding after that point, but if funding is only identified as one-year
funding, on what basis can the government determine that a project continues without identifying
additional output funding versus specifying it individually?
Mr JENNINGS: I think the purpose of your question is to get me on the record, because you would
know that it is quite possible for ongoing funding to be found through reprioritisation within
departments to allow for the continuation of certain programs once the individual line item has been
exhausted through reaching its time limit. Other activity can be modified or savings found to enable it
to continue. That would be the basis by which it could continue.
Mr DAVIS: I have a series of questions related to transport infrastructure matters. I want to look
at budget paper 4, ‘State Capital Program’, and just understand some of the funding questions around
the Metro Tunnel. I look at ‘Existing projects’ on page 159, Minister, and my question to you is: the
$4.46 billion that is estimated to be expended by 30 June—does the government have a breakdown of
that spending in terms of payments to different firms and for what those payments were made? Is it
possible to obtain that given that they are expenditures that the government has in fact undertaken?
Mr JENNINGS: Not at this time.
Mr DAVIS: Why is that?
Mr JENNINGS: Because, Mr Davis, as you know, the purpose of this committee stage is to
explore the appropriation bill. I am not going to be the personal embodiment of replacing the process
of the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee or other avenues by which ministers may be
accountable to the Parliament in relation to programs and expenditure within their departments, so the
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annual reports and other reporting requirements that may be incumbent upon them, such as the
assessment of the Auditor-General. I will not be the catch-all for those matters. What I am responsible
for is to explain to the chamber where matters may or may not be accounted for within the budget
papers at the level of detail that has been provided within the budget papers. Most importantly, my
role is to explain the appropriation bill and to answer questions relating to that.
Mr DAVIS: Let me just say that I find that wholly unsatisfactory with respect to that program. It
is listed at page 159 as a $10.883 billion project. In round figures, $4.46 billion has been expended, or
will be expended by 30 June, and it is entirely within the purview of this chamber to seek details. I
understand you may not have all of those details with you now, Minister, and I certainly would be
satisfied to have material presented later, but I am going to record my lack of dissatisfaction—well,
my lack of satisfaction—with that approach that you have adopted.
If I move to another question, in the same budget paper on table 3 at page 12—
Mr Jennings: Budget paper 4?
Mr DAVIS: Budget paper 4—same budget paper. In table 3 on pages 12 and 13 of the ‘State
Capital Program’ budget paper you will see that the government lists the 29 level crossing removals
that it says are completed. I wonder if you would provide to the committee either now or later a list of
government expenditure on each of those level crossing removals. The government has to date not
provided publicly the expenditure on each of the 29 level crossing removals that it says it has completed.
Mr JENNINGS: Mr Davis, there may be ongoing opportunities for you to report formally your
lack of satisfaction—or your lack of dissatisfaction, whichever is appropriate—in relation to that
matter. If this is the level of detail that you are interested in, then I would suggest to you that the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee is the better place by which you could have, through your colleagues
on PAEC seeking this information through the questionnaire or other forms that may be available to
the opposition or to the Parliament, requested that level of detail. It is not a matter of the appropriation.
Mr DAVIS: I am sorry. To understand the cost structures of the government’s 75 level crossings
that it seeks to remove—some of which are completed and some of which are yet to be completed,
obviously—it is significant. It is significant to understand the cost structures of this program. The
government has not provided the details of the costs for this program. It has provided no breakdowns
of the costs for individual projects. You must, Minister, or the government must—not you personally
at this time—have figure work that shows how much those costings were.
Indeed if I look across into the projects that are listed there, elsewhere in this same budget paper it
actually lays out a schedule of expenditure which shows certain amounts expended on this program.
So the government must understand what those programs have cost to date, and consequently I think
it is entirely within the chamber’s purview to ask questions about the expenditure and on what that
money has been expended. So I ask you again, Minister: will you provide the expenditure on the
29 level crossings which the government has completed?
Mr JENNINGS: Mr Davis, my answer to you is the same as the answer I have just given. There
are ways that the Parliament can ask those questions, and through the release of publicly available
information, both in relation to the nature of contractual arrangements and final budget allocation
annual reports, there are ways in which that can be ascertained. There is an opportunity through the
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee process to test these matters and to seek those answers.
The committee stage of the appropriation bill in my view is not the place to do that. In fact given that
you and your colleagues have asserted in the second-reading debate on the appropriation bill what you
believe to be cost overruns in relation to the infrastructure program, this must surely be based on
information that is already available to you, otherwise you would not be able to assert that so confidently.
Mr DAVIS: Well, let me state for the minister’s knowledge that I have sources inside government
that actually do provide that information but do not provide it in a sense that is able to be quoted
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publicly. So it is quite clear that there is a very significant cost overrun on the level crossing removal
program. Indeed the auditor has pointed to some of that, but his figures are not the most up-to-date
because his report was some while ago, as you will well know. So let us be clear: level crossing
removals are more than 60 per cent over budget, up from $5 billion to $8.3 billion on the auditor’s
figures, although they are not the most up-to-date figures, and that is what we are seeking here. I make
the point that the minister is intending to block the release of that information. He is intending to
obfuscate, and we will call him out on that.
My next question relates to budget paper 3, and I want to ask the minister about page 339, ‘Transport
safety and security’. I want to point to a particular performance measure here, ‘Regulatory
interventions conducted on high-risk or accredited rail transport’. I would seek an explanation from
the minister for the divergence in the 2017–18 actuals—the fall in the target in 2018–19 and an
expected outcome which is even lower at 81, compared to 142 at an earlier period, and then a target
of 80 here. What is the minister’s explanation? He may have some explanation he wants to provide to
the chamber before I ask further questions.
Mr JENNINGS: Mr Davis, I know that you are wanting to create a narrative that may appear that
you are reasonable and I am unreasonable, but you have been in Parliament for longer than I have—
and I have been here for a very, very long time, and it seems to be longer by the minute. These are
performance measures. Performance measures are the purview of PAEC. They are not the purview of
the appropriation.
Mr Davis interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: Well, you are entitled to ask a question. I am not denying you the right to ask the
question, but it is not the right place to ask the question. I am not the minister at the table who is
responsible for talking about performance measures in the budget; I am responsible for talking about
the budget allocation and the appropriation.
Mr Davis interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: There may be lots of things that I would like to talk about, but it is unwise for me
to do so, and it is very unwise for me to be talking about matters that do not relate to the appropriation
bill. PAEC is the place where your question should be considered.
Mr DAVIS: I have got to say that for a minister to casually disregard a transport safety measure
and to refuse to respond to legitimate questions regarding such a measure I think is extraordinary. The
point is I am informed from sources—you may disagree with me if you wish—that in fact these
regulatory interventions relate to testing of track. I am happy to provide the minister with a picture if
he wishes. I do not want to deprive you of that, Minister.
Mr Jennings: The footage is going to be compelling for all those people watching.
Mr DAVIS: I do not know about that. You might like to make light of such safety matters, Minister,
but I do not. The truth of the matter is that this performance measure relates to a fall in the amount of
testing and the amount of work done to ensure that our track, both in the city in the Metro system and
in the country, is safe. I understand that the vehicle I have just handed you is currently off the track.
The picture is, I think, significant in the sense that this vehicle is no longer operating in either the
country or the city. This has diminished the safety of our system, and I should say that I think there
are real concerns about how this will come to end. But what I would seek from the minister is an
assurance that the diminishment of the testing and regulatory interventions in this output measure will
not compromise safety in any way.
Mr JENNINGS: It is very difficult to respond to Mr Davis in a way that both conveys the gravity
of rail safety, which I totally appreciate and totally support—that we have an obligation to maintain
safe working systems in the transport network, including public transport—and I share his concern
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about making sure that that is able to be provided. So I appreciate the gravity of that, but for Mr Davis
to hand me a picture which is not conclusive about whether a rail carriage that checks transport is
indeed on the tracks or off the tracks—from this picture it looks as if they are on the tracks—
Mr Davis: That’s an earlier picture.
Mr JENNINGS: What is the point of showing me an earlier picture if your point is about a different
circumstance that is not in the picture? So in terms of what on earth the public would make of your
inquiry and the evidence that you have brought to bear and how I respond to it, I will take it seriously,
but you are making it difficult for me to treat these questions seriously if we are going to have theatrical
displays of pictures that do not even convey the point that you are seeking to make.
Mr DAVIS: Minister, you are not going to answer the question. Can you convey to me that the
diminishment of these measures, which I assert is in part related to the removal of this testing rail
carriage, is not something that will impact on the safety of either our metropolitan or our country
system? Because the information I have is that it will.
Mr JENNINGS: Well, Mr Davis, I am sure that you will assert that in the public domain, and I
think the best place for you to test the veracity of that would be through your colleagues at PAEC.
Mr DAVIS: Again I put on record my disappointment with the minister’s response and the fact
that this is entirely unsatisfactory. This chamber is quite entitled, in relation to appropriating large
amounts of money, to ask questions about the acquittal of that money and how it will be used. I just
put on record that the minister is point-blank refusing to answer direct and simple questions about the
expenditure of money on safety, and I think that is an outrage.
I want to ask about high-risk, high-value projects, and I refer again to the capital project budget paper
and table 1 on page 8. This is the list of high-risk, high-value projects. Is that list complete, or are there
other high-risk, high-value projects that government is either undertaking or considering undertaking
with the money?
Mr JENNINGS: Mr Davis, I did actually prepare for quite some time in relation to this committee
stage, and I have to say that Ms Wooldridge took me off on a tangent and you have taken me off on a
tangent. For all my preparation, for all my years of experience, I was not expecting to be asked such a
question. Nonetheless, it does say ‘Major new high-value and high-risk projects’, so I believe that that
is not a complete list and that there would be others beyond that. In fact, as you would note, the page
that you are referring to and the table do not have appropriations assigned to those specific projects.
As you would also understand, a number of projects go through the high-value, high-risk assessment
process, which has a number of gateways to it. That means that many emerging projects are
somewhere in preparation—their business case and their evaluation are being assessed prior to them
coming to fruition. I believe that all of these major projects have come to a degree of maturity.
Mr DAVIS: I thank the minister for indicating, as I understand what he said, that that is not a
complete list of all the current high-risk, high-value projects. I therefore ask whether the minister will
provide such a list of high-risk, high-value projects that are currently on the list, the complete list—
the long list, if you will. Also, are there any newly funded projects in the 2019–20 state budget, this
budget—newly announced projects—that will be added to the high-risk, high-value category?
Mr JENNINGS: I am just going to ask a question about that.
Thank you for your forbearance in relation to waiting for my return. My colleagues in the box have
indicated to me that they are confident that these projects are the complete list of new high-value, highrisk projects. Ones that have not been announced in this budget may be subject to internal
consideration in the deliberative stage of decision-making. These are the ones that have got to the stage
of decision and commitment in this budget.
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We did spend some time talking about what would be a commonsense explanation for me to provide
you and the committee in relation to what constitutes a project that would get on this list. Generally
the rule of thumb is it is for projects that will have a total estimated investment (TEI) of over
$100 million, but not necessarily exclusively; it may actually be a lower value project that may involve
a degree of complexity. IT projects, for instance, may be on that list despite having lower values. For
instance, the tram automatic vehicle monitoring system replacement program, which does appear in
the output group for the transport department, is included because of its complexity rather than the
scale of the financial allocation to it. That and perhaps Child Link fall into that category. The others
are on that list because they are over $100 million. I have been encouraged to suggest that that is the
complete list of new high-value, high-risk projects that are included in this year’s budget.
Mr DAVIS: I thank you, Minister, for that. As I understand it, that is the whole list for this year’s
budget. What I would also seek from you is the list of other active, ongoing high-risk, high-value
projects. Could you provide that list? I understand you may not have it with you now.
Mr JENNINGS: I imagine that you are after a list of projects that have fallen into that category
since the government came to office in 2014.
Mr Davis: Or indeed even ones that came up from earlier if you are asking for such a thing.
Mr JENNINGS: Of all the things that may be asked of me, that may be something that I am
actually able to provide, so I will ask for that to occur.
Mr DAVIS: Thank you. Further to the issue of high-risk, high-value projects, the Auditor-General
in his report on level crossings pointed out at page 41 that the business case did not adhere to the highvalue, high-risk guidelines in a number of ways, including by, and I will just read these for the record:
•

not providing cost estimates for more than one option per site—the HVHR guidelines expect project
options to be thoroughly analysed in the business case, including expressing a cost range

•

basing business case costings on a like-for-like replacement of existing infrastructure

•

not considering operational or maintenance costs, or other rail programs impacting the LXRP

•

not updating the business case to reflect ongoing changes to program cost estimates—these changes
include the addition of two level crossing … sites and changes to preferred reference options.

I reference that because it seems that a number of the projects have not adhered to the high-risk, highvalue guidelines. What I am seeking from you is a commitment that the projects that are listed in
table 1 will in fact, going forward, adhere to the high-risk, high-value guidelines that the government
says it imposes on itself.
Mr JENNINGS: Given that many, many activities that the government has included in initiatives,
particularly asset commitments that the government has made—for instance, many infrastructure
programs in the education and health portfolios—are not there, the government has made a decision
to include them in that framework and publish it in this form. So I think it is incumbent upon the
government to adhere to what you are asking of us—that is, to acquit the management of those projects
in that manner.
Mr DAVIS: ‘I think it is incumbent’. I take it that means you will.
Mr JENNINGS: I accept that it is incumbent upon us to do so, and for what comfort that provides
you, I hope it provides you with some.
Mr DAVIS: I am going to leave that point, but I just do want to make clear my concern about a
number of these failures of the government to provide answers to very legitimate questions that are
very much a part of this year’s budget. I will certainly be pursuing these matters elsewhere.
Mr Dalidakis interjected.
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Mr DAVIS: You may laugh, Mr Dalidakis, but the fact is that the government has chosen on this
occasion to not provide answers to legitimate questions, and I think that that is much to its discredit.
Ms BATH: Minister, I hope this is an area of your interest. In budget paper 3, page 3 goes to the
outputs in Aboriginal affairs and lists a number of items there where funding is being directed. In
conjunction with that, also in budget paper 3, on page 39, the ‘Fire and emergency management’
section of that table does not list anything about Safer Together or the original Indigenous affairs
portfolio about cool mosaic firestick burns. If you have ever heard me speak on this, I am very
passionate about it, and it is also quite relevant to a number of portfolios—the culture of Indigenous
people embracing their history and understanding what was very much a common practice in decades
and centuries ago. The ‘Managing bushfire risk’ section does not identify anything, so my question is:
is the government going to do any of these cool firestick preparatory burns? Is it going to be a priority?
Is it tucked in there where we cannot see it, or is it not on the agenda at all?
Mr JENNINGS: I thank Ms Bath for her question. Earlier on in the committee I explained to
Ms Wooldridge that many activities that are funded within the budget and within departmental
programs may not be immediately identified within the budget papers or certainly the appropriation
bill, which is what we are formally doing in the Parliament today, because a lot of really good work is
undertaken by a lot of people within base programs or ongoing programs—activities that run from one
year to the next. In relation to the method of Aboriginal community participation in the fuel reduction
burning program, as you would be aware, there is ongoing activity that the Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning undertake every year that funds significantly the fuel
reduction burning program. For the engagement of Aboriginal people in that program, I have to say
that I would actually seek advice, although I have been made aware and I am aware of the talents,
attribution and activity that has been undertaken by many members of the Aboriginal community and
how certain traditional owners have actually been engaged by and work collaboratively with the
department to undertake that program.
My colleague Ms Shing has taken the opportunity to hand me an article that appears to be in relation
to one of those collaborations with members of the Dja Dja Wurrung community, which is in northwestern Victoria, to support the activity that you have described. Indeed I know that there are a number
of other very important members of the Aboriginal community in the eastern half of the state who
undertake that work as well. So there is activity within the base funding of the department. It has not
been called out and had attention drawn to it as an initiative in this year’s budget, but I would be very
surprised if there would be a reduction in that effort, because I think, obviously, for the reasons that
you have outlined—for community engagement, for appropriate respect that is shown to Aboriginal
people in relation to safe burning practices and for the effect that that may actually have on reducing
the fire risk—then it certainly is a project of merit. If you and others in the Parliament are advocates
for that work, then I think hopefully we will see its ongoing support within that program.
Ms BATH: Thank you for that response, Minister. I am sure one of the key factors, in my humble
opinion, is not just isolated pockets in certain areas but a whole, consolidated sense and program. I
look forward to seeing, if there are isolated incidents, that it be actually brought out across the whole
state in a very fulsome way with scientific backup and measurement as to how biodiversity and the
like can be improved as well as cultural integrity and rejuvenation.
Ms CROZIER: Minister, I have just got a couple of questions. I would just like to go to page 128
of budget paper 3, ‘Outstanding capital commitments’. There are two items in the budget papers that
are held in contingency—a women’s and children’s hospital for Geelong of $100 million and building
a world-class hospital in Maryborough. I am just wondering: what are the time frames for those two
projects to be coming online?
Mr JENNINGS: It is a good question, and with quite a lot of good questions sometimes they
cannot be answered at the time. If there had been a determination about when that funding profile
would be committed in the forward estimates, it would have appeared in the budget. So the decisions
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that have actually been provided for in the framing of the budget are to account for those commitments
in the way that has been identified in table 1.29, as you have identified, and accounted for within the
contingencies that are also identified within the budget, but at a time and a cash flow that are yet to be
determined.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you for that response, Minister. I understand what you have said in relation
to, ‘Well, we’ve got that money held here’, but in actual fact because there is no money in the forward
estimates, these two projects are not guaranteed. There is money just held in contingency, but it does
not mean that they will take shape in the near future—correct?
Mr JENNINGS: No, I am not in a position to be able to say correct or incorrect; what I am saying
is that the government intends to fund the projects, it is prepared to fund the projects, it will commit to
fund the projects, but it is just not announcing the time frame by which they will be constructed at this
point in time.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you. I do not have any time frames on this, so I will just have to wait and
see what falls into place, if anything, in the next budget, I suspect. Minister, if I could just go to another
issue that I know is dear to your heart, end-of-life choices. I think that is itemised on page 50 and an
explanation is on page 53, where there has been $72 million allocated over the forward estimates
for end-of-life choices. The explanatory component of the budget talks about support for end-oflife care—‘including home-based palliative care in rural and regional Victoria and regional
palliative care consultancy’, including a 24-hour support line. I am wondering if you could
provide me with a breakdown, an estimate, of that $72 million that will be going towards
palliative care and perhaps towards the government’s policy for voluntary assisted dying?
Mr JENNINGS: Thank you for allowing me to delay. I was trying to see with the material before
me whether there was a breakdown of that particular line item in the material that is available to me. I
think you are quite right to say that there has not been a delineation identified within the budget papers
about the way in which that allocation would be broken down. In fact you will note that there is a
footnote.
Ms Crozier: I’m coming to the footnote.
Mr JENNINGS: Okay. I was going to volunteer the answer to the footnote.
Ms Crozier: Please do. I was going to ask you about the footnote.
Mr JENNINGS: In relation to the footnote, the commonwealth’s revenue in relation to responding
to people’s end-of-life care choices is $6.689 million of that funding envelope.
Ms Crozier: Sorry, my apologies, Minister. Is that your footnote or a footnote in the budget?
Mr JENNINGS: The footnote in the budget. I was going to actually tell you the connection
between the commonwealth, so footnote (a)—
Ms Crozier: Yes, that’s what I want an explanation on.
Mr JENNINGS: That number, the commonwealth contribution as part of the agreement—we
estimate the commonwealth contribution would be $6.689 million of that funding envelope, as their
contribution to that program.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you, because I did want to understand what the commonwealth component
was. Obviously—correct me if I am wrong—that will be based on the number of patients that are
actually taking up the services for palliative care or the funding that is allocated through the services
that are provided. But does the government have an estimate of those patients that will require
palliative care but also want to access the voluntary assisted dying scheme? I suppose what I am trying
to ask is: does that have a breakdown of both those two components?
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Mr JENNINGS: Yes. I would be extremely surprised if anybody in the box could actually go
beyond what my instincts are telling me is my best guess.
Ms Crozier: I did think you would have an interest in this.
Mr JENNINGS: Yes, I do have an interest in this. I will go and discuss this with them.
But I would imagine that the majority of the funding within that envelope will be for palliative care
services, as we discussed in the committee stage of the bill, because the number of people who will
continue to receive palliative care will be far greater than the number of people who will be seeking
to use this form of assisted dying and the services that are associated with it, so the majority of it will
continue to be in palliative care.
I would estimate that if it is $6.5 million, then in fact there will be a commensurate matching allocation,
which would mean the state would contribute a little bit more to that funding than the commonwealth
based upon most of those formulas that apply within health. So that would take that number, I would
guess, to $13 million or $14 million, but that is actually a guess. I will go and ask the advisers, but I
would imagine that we are talking in the order of magnitude that you would possibly expect.
Ms CROZIER: I am just seeking your clarification. Thank you, Minister.
Mr JENNINGS: They certainly did not tell me I was wrong. They certainly confirmed that my
instincts were right. It is just that they cannot absolutely tell me because the health minister is sick
today and she is not in the office. Otherwise I could have rung her whilst I was here. We are trying to
ascertain exactly, but in the ballpark of what I suggested to you will be correct. There will be the
establishment and a small amount of money, if any, that is allocated through this line item to deal with
the program, but the vast majority of it, if not all of it, will be expended in palliative care.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you very much, Minister. If you could provide that information to the
committee when it is available, that would be appreciated. If I could go to another item, page 51 of
budget paper 3, ‘More help for new Victorian mums and dads’, which is an allocated amount of
$90.7 million.
Mr Jennings interjected.
Ms CROZIER: What are you laughing about?
Mr Jennings: I am just seeing what my answer can be. We are used to answers to questions here
in this chamber.
Ms CROZIER: I am sure you will be able to help me out on this, because I have got some
important questions that I would like to ask about it. On page 61 the explanation says:
… 7 000 vulnerable new families will receive extra home-based sleep support from a Maternal Child
Health nurse.

I am wondering if that means the maternal and child health nurse stays overnight. If so, what are the
estimates that the government thinks about how many nights that will be for those 7000 new families?
I am just trying to work out if that is a live-in. Is it for one night, two nights, on a needs basis? Has the
government got some estimates on how many will be required?
Mr JENNINGS: I can understand why you ask me, but it may well be wise for your colleagues to
ask that question at PAEC.
Ms Crozier: Really?
Mr JENNINGS: I think it might be wise, because in fact the level of detail in relation to the design
of a program and how a specific program will run is really not what is wise for me to even start
contemplating or guessing beyond what may be available to me. One thing I can tell you from my
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personal experience is that sleep school failed—monumentally failed. He is 25. It has continued to fail
through his whole life.
Ms Crozier: I don’t know how to respond to that.
Mr JENNINGS: Neither do I, and neither does my son. Eventually he may actually learn how to
sleep, but certainly sleep school did not work for us.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you, Minister, for your personal account. I know it can be extremely
difficult for young parents and for unsettled babies and how distressing it can become. I know that
from my experience as a midwife. Even the most experienced parents can have trouble with their
newborn babies even though they have been parents before.
Nevertheless, if I can still go to that same item and explanation on page 61, the government has
obviously included in this that payroll tax exemptions will be offered to employers to encourage
fathers to take parental leave. So I am wondering: has the government got an estimate of how many
employers will take up that offer?
Mr JENNINGS: We will do our best to tell you the answer to that question. My colleagues are
working to extract that information, and when we have it—if it is before the end of the committee—I
will share it with you. Otherwise, I commit to getting it to you.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you very much, Minister. I am interested in the numbers but also in what
the government hopes to be able to provide in terms of a monetary figure as well—not just the number
of employers that will take part in that scheme.
Minister, if I could just go to budget paper 4, in relation to what I think we all would agree are very
important projects, and that is around cemeteries. Yes, you might look shocked, but we have to make
provision—
Mr Jennings: I did not highlight that.
Ms CROZIER: You did not?
Mr Jennings: I did not, no.
Ms CROZIER: Well, I am sure you will be able to help me in relation to the questions I have. I
refer to page 99 in relation to the existing projects. There are a number of projects that have got
explanations to the budget expenditure. I will just go to the Ely Court development in Keilor, if I could:
Project TEI has decreased compared with the 2018–19 budget as a result of a re-profiled budget expenditure.

I am wondering if you could provide the committee with an explanation as to that re-profiled budget
expenditure, please.
Mr JENNINGS: I will ask for that information in a second if I can have that explained.
I just want to give credit to my colleague the Minister for Health. Ms Mikakos has actually texted in
relation to two items that you have raised with me, so that I am able to provide an answer to two of
the matters that you have raised. In relation to the end-of-life funding, the Minister for Health informs
me that there is no funding for voluntary assisted dying within that. The funding allocation is entirely
for palliative care, as we discussed. Then in relation to the question on maternal child health and the
approximately 6 hours of additional home help for support for the family, and that could be spread out
over multiple visits over 6 hours. This is in relation to the sleep. They are day packages; overnight
stays are not envisaged. I appreciate the Minister for Health providing me those answers personally,
and I am sure you are appreciative as well.
Ms Crozier: I am.
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Mr JENNINGS: I took that as a sort of mental arithmetic challenge that you created for me. I had
a look across those line items and I started doing an add up, the amount of money that has actually
been expended up until now plus the amount that we expect in the next year plus the remaining
expenditure. I looked at it and I thought, ‘That pretty much adds up to the total estimated investment’—
and it does.
Ms Crozier interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: The footnote does relate to what was in last year’s budget, so what was the
estimated cost of the project at that time. The numbers here actually add up to the same total, but we
are going to check what was in last year’s budget to actually fully answer your question.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you, Minister. I appreciate that clarification. Could I go back, if I may, to
the response that you provided for me through the minister as she texted you in relation to the 6 hours
of additional parenting sleep support. Are the 6 hours contact hours or would travel time be included
in that 6 hours? I am especially interested from a rural or regional family perspective where a maternal
and child health nurse might have to travel some distance. Would that therefore cut into the 6 hours
that have been allocated?
Mr JENNINGS: The Minister for Health looks forward to now actually providing you with that
level of detail at PAEC.
Ms Crozier interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: Yes, I understand. She now realises what I have facilitated and now she actually
wants to go back to a more formal process of engagement.
Ms CROZIER: If the minister is watching, maybe she could put that in her opening statement to
clarify this from the committee stage, rather than my asking a repeat question in the PAEC process. I
would appreciate that, Minister.
Mr JENNINGS: I will ask her to include it in her slide presentation. I might fail.
Ms CROZIER: I will go back, if I may, to another program that I know is important to the minister
and the government, and that is the free dental care for government school students. Page 61 of budget
paper 3 says, ‘The program will be demand driven’. We know it is rolling out in four areas—if my
memory serves me right—that the government has done. It is not putting the vans out everywhere with
a full rollout. I am just wondering what the government estimates the number of children will be to
take up that program in the areas that have been designated in the initial stages of the rollout.
Mr JENNINGS: I will take my phone and go over to the box to see whether this is actually provided.
Ms Crozier: No text message from the minister?
Mr JENNINGS: Yes, there were three text messages from the minister but also some others. I am
dealing with two sources at this moment, so I will work from both. The minister has made sure that I
am aware that the election commitment was to start in 2020 and we are actually starting the program
early. So we are effectively starting it in the last quarter of this year. In terms of how we are rolling it
out, at the moment we are dealing with schools, through the education department, to work out how
many schools will be able to schedule their programs to enable the program to start early.
As you would be aware, there are in total, when the scheme reaches maturity after four years,
620 000 Victorian children that we believe will have access to the check-ups every year. In terms of
the scaling up of the program it would be a bit premature to actually guess how many will take up that
opportunity immediately, one of the reasons being that we think that at the moment only 20 per cent
of eligible children take up the option of public dental care which is available to children up to the age
of 12. At the moment only one in five children who are eligible takes advantage of that program.
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In terms of matching the capacity with the number of children who will seek this service, we are
hoping to turn around that profile; we are coming off a base of only 20 per cent of children accessing
it who are eligible. We are actually making it available to 620 000 children, and we are hoping to
maximise that engagement. In terms of the rollout of the program it is a bit premature to say exactly
what that number will be, but we will increasingly grow the program during the course of this term so
that at full maturity we would hope that it will be available to 620 000 children a year and that will be
the number of children who will avail themselves of that opportunity.
Sitting suspended 6.32 p.m. until 7.32 p.m.
Ms CROZIER: Minister, before the dinner break I was asking about the expected demand for the
dental program, and you provided me with an estimate, an answer, of around 20 per cent. You
indicated—
Mr JENNINGS: That is the pre-existing history of those who are eligible—children under the age
of 12. The number of children who access public dental care is currently about 20 per cent of those
who are eligible to do so.
Ms CROZIER: I thought it was slightly higher than that, but thanks for that clarification. Then
you went on to say that it was the government’s intention to have the program rolled out to 100 per
cent. You said 620 000 children based on the current number of children in the public school system.
Over the years obviously that will increase due to population increases and be comparative. With the
rollout the minister said, ‘We are bringing it forward to the last quarter of 2019, and the department is
working the department of education to ensure that that occurs’. Based on what you told me prior to
dinner in relation to the 20 per cent and then going to 100 per cent, when does the government think
they will achieve that?
Mr JENNINGS: Page 51 of budget paper 3 indicates in the forward estimates that $25 million will
be allocated this year, $92 million in the subsequent year, $97.9 million the following year and then
$106 million in the last year of the forward estimates. As you can actually see, by the fourth year of
the program it is a little bit over four times the number of students who will be able to be supported in
year one and it will be an incremental increase on year three. It looks to me from that pattern that it is
getting close to maturity somewhere around year three or four in terms of what the anticipated forward
estimates may be. In fact the full rollout is occurring in that final year, 2022–23.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you, Minister. I know that if I asked you a number of other questions, you
would say they are actually for PAEC, so I will not go there in relation to the program. I think there
are significant questions in relation to the rollout and the program. Nevertheless, perhaps you can help
me with the costings that you have just highlighted to the committee. That adds up to a total of
$321.9 million, but in actual fact the government promised $395 million for the full program and
rollout. I am wondering why there has been a cut of $74 million in the program. You are also bringing
it forward a quarter, as you said, so I am trying to understand why there was a cut of $74 million.
Mr JENNINGS: Do not think of it as a cut of $74 million; think of it as a bringing forward of
$25 million, and then a four-year program which will be fully funded at that level—the $395 million
level—will be accounted for from the year 2020–21 onwards beyond the forward estimates period. So
you can expect another $106 million after 2022–23. That is where the $395 million will come from.
In fact the $25 million is a bringing forward effectively of what was originally not envisaged in the
program.
Ms CROZIER: I do not want to be pedantic over it, but even if you are saying that the $25 million
has been brought forward, then in actual fact it still does not add up over what was promised in the
four years. You are saying we are going to put another $100 million in—whatever the figure you
referred to—in 2022–23, but that is not here. It is not in the budget papers, is it, to add up to that
$395 million?
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Mr JENNINGS: Let us take it another way. If the commitment was cashflowed in the way of the
original election commitment, there would have been no money allocated in this budget. In fact the
forward estimates would include $92 million in 2020–21, $97 million in 2021–22, $106.7 million in
2022–23, and in next year’s budget there would have been the following allocation for 2023–24 of
somewhere close to $100 million. Those four years would have added up to $395 million, but basically
what has happened is because we want to start the program early, we have brought the program
forward. It will still have to be fully funded, but in fact as you can see from the budget paper there is
no 2023–24 line item here because we only do four years.
Ms CROZIER: Minister, can you just clarify for me whether there are four sites or five sites? I
just cannot quite remember.
Mr JENNINGS: The number of sites is yet to be determined because there are conversations
taking place with the Department of Education and Training about which schools will participate in
the program in the first financial year.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you, Minister, for that clarification. So of the $25 million, if the discussions
are taking place with the number of schools that are going to be participating in the scheme, could you
give me an estimate of the breakdown of what that $25 million will be? What will the number of vans
be in that $25 million? What is the breakdown of equipment, vans and personnel? How did the
government get to that figure if you still do not know how many schools will participate?
Mr JENNINGS: I think in terms of that level of inquiry, it would be wise in terms of the final level
of detail that you are after in those questions about vans and personnel. What I can indicate to you,
thanks to a text message that I have been sent from the minister, who I inadvertently referred to as
being unwell—I offended her greatly because when I referred to her earlier I was thinking of the
previous Minister for Health, who is currently unwell—is that the current Minister for Health is not
unwell. She is very determined to provide me with some background material for you, but she knows
her limits and my limits. The limits at the moment are that we have announced four geographic
locations where we are working with those schools. They are in Box Hill, Cranbourne, Barwon South
and Wodonga.
Ms CROZIER: Thank you, Minister. I know we are running out of time. This is the last question
I have. On page 61, in relation to the follow-up treatment at a public dental service, of the numbers
that you spoke about—the demand and the children that will take up the program—how many are the
government estimating will go to that public dental service as opposed to the follow-up with the vans?
Mr JENNINGS: I would anticipate that that is a little bit of a chicken-and-egg question in relation
to this. Until we know exactly how many vans will be going into exactly how many schools, in terms
of the additional capacity or the need that will generate the demand in relation to that follow-up, I think
that needs to be looked at. But at the moment I can reiterate the pre-existing policy settings that children
are eligible to access public dental services currently. The funding is actually allocated within the
public dental scheme as a needs-based service and is funded accordingly. If that need is demonstrated
by the children in question, then they will get access to that scheme.
Ms CROZIER: Just quickly on that point, isn’t it a fact, though, that those children are provided
with that scheme under the national dental benefits scheme in relation to being able to be bulk-billed
under that public dental scheme? I am just getting some clarification from you on that point.
Mr JENNINGS: It has been some time since I had an acute sense of the funding arrangements,
but I know that there is a mixture of allocation of funding that is provided through national agreements.
There would be access to a fee for service that would be funded in the way that you suggest and some
other block funding that is also provided to public dental out of the Victorian budget. They will
augment one another, I believe, in relation to the total service.
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Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, I would like to ask you a couple of policy questions in the time
remaining. The Treasurer, over a course of announcements over the last four years and leading up to
the budget, has taken credit for jobs created in Victoria and has taken credit for the reduction in the
unemployment rate over the last four years. In fact his most recent press release, ‘Vic regional
unemployment rate lowest of the states’, attributes this to government policy. Likewise, the press
release headed ‘More than 460 000 jobs created in Victoria under Labor’ again attributes those
outcomes to policy settings of the government. I ask: what policy settings in the budget have led to the
Treasurer taking credit for reduced unemployment and increased employment? Is it a reasonable claim?
Mr JENNINGS: Of all the things that are said about the budget and all the things that are said
about the budget settings that I would have been worried about in terms of having exposure and in
terms of answering your question, I do not find this a particularly confronting question, the reason
being many of your colleagues have criticised the government significantly for the size of its
infrastructure program and the debt profile that may be associated with what has been quite
extraordinary growth in the infrastructure profile of the state of Victoria. Upon coming to government
in 2014, as you would know, somewhere in the order of $4 billion to $5 billion was the annual
allocation of new infrastructure spending, and in this year’s budget it is close to peaking out at
$15 billion during the forward estimates. So it has been a massive increase in the number of capital
programs and infrastructure spending that the government has been associated with.
Out of that infrastructure program somewhere in the order of 100 000 jobs have been generated
through that in the level of investment—that is, the number of people who are associated with building
and creating those projects. You would have in your own mind what the multiplier effect of the
employment generation may be, but it is not beyond the pale to indicate that that multiplier effect from
that direct generation of economic activity would be in the order of two to three times the order of
magnitude of direct employment that has been created.
On that basis I think there is a high degree of confidence that the government asserts in relation to
creating the preconditions of employment growth in the state. In fact I would have thought it would
be more likely for you and your colleagues to criticise the government for overly pump priming the
economy through our investments rather than saying we have not been associated with that
employment growth.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Minister, thank you for that answer. I was keen to understand your
appreciation of the nexus between the government’s policy settings and the employment/
unemployment outcome. I would like to ask you about the ‘Strategy and Outlook’ budget paper—
budget paper 2—page 21, which has the forecasts for the economy over the forward estimates. In
particular I would like to ask you about the unemployment rate which has been forecast in the budget
papers. It shows that the unemployment rate for 2018–19 is forecast at 4.5 per cent to then increase to
4.75 per cent next year, increase further to 5 per cent the year after that, then increase to 5.25 per cent,
further increase to 5.5 per cent in 2022–23 and presumably continue to increase beyond the forward
estimates. Given what you have said about the nexus between your government’s policy settings and
employment, why are we now seeing unemployment rise continually and rapidly over the forward
estimates?
Mr JENNINGS: I was just trying to work through how I would explain it. Obviously the Treasury
has a forecast that has given an expectation for why this would be the case. I will have a conversation
with them about their view about why this is the forecast that they have provided within the budget
papers. It does not contradict necessarily what I have said in relation to the activity, and, as you would
also understand, with the major infrastructure program that the government has been embarking upon
obviously there is a capacity issue in relation to how many jobs you can keep on adding through
infrastructure, because the availability of a workforce may reach a ceiling where in fact you might not
be able to continue to add the number of jobs.
Mr Rich-Phillips interjected.
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Mr JENNINGS: I understand, but I am just indicating to you that the other activity in the economy
may come off the boil and this may be the reason. I will go and talk to the people in the box about it.
I am going to come back to you. It is an estimation about what we think is going to happen with the
population base.
Effectively I have been told that it is a conservative element in the model. Treasury anticipate that the
unemployment rate will reverse to trend and an average rather than—
Ms Crozier interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: It is what I have been told, except I have added the word ‘conservative’ to it. So
what it means is that there is an expectation that the increase in the employment rate will slow and
there will be a return to trend in relation to the unemployment rate rather than necessarily being
something that is preloaded into the model. In terms of a forecast, it is actually more reflecting of the
model that Treasury has applied to the budget papers.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister. But it is true, though, that it is a departure from the
approach that Treasury has taken in previous years to this economic forecasting where the forecasts
were more bullish. It is not just unemployment in this table that is on a negative trend. You see gross
state product (GSP) growth—economic growth—is trending down, employment growth is trending
down, unemployment is trending up, inflation is trending up, wages are increasing and population
growth is declining. So virtually all of those measures, with the exception of wages growth, are on a
negative trend. Notwithstanding the conservative modelling of Treasury, that has not been the case in
previous years. This is a departure from what has been the baseline, if you like, in previous budgets
for forecasting, and it clearly shows all those key parameters are on a negative trend.
Mr JENNINGS: Yes, I can confirm that your reading of the table is correct. I am suggesting to
you that, on the modelling and the expected outcome, personally I think that at a time of significant
writedown in certain revenues to the state it is wise to make certain assumptions that are not overly
optimistic. I think it is appropriate to consider effectively how this may impact upon revenues or other
levels of economic activity in the state. That could ultimately have an upside rather than a downside.
It is not a bad method to adopt at this point in time in the cycle.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS: Thank you, Minister. It does, though, call into question either the
Treasurer’s claimed nexus between the policy settings of the Victorian budget and the economic
outcomes or the effectiveness of the policy settings that the government has adopted.
Mr JENNINGS: Well, I do not think there is any doubt about the effectiveness of the policy
settings since there is an insatiable demand in our community for infrastructure growth and service
delivery, and this budget provides for that. There are other elements, as you would be aware.
Downturns in the economy in relation to the housing market, for example, have led to a deterioration
in the revenue position, and the government believes it has to be prudent in the way that it takes account
of that. But we continue to deliver the infrastructure and services that the community require, and we
believe there is enough headroom in the system for us to be able to cut our cloth accordingly to meet
those expectations in the future. There is some degree of caution in the forward estimates.
Ms MAXWELL: My question is: on what specifically will the $2.4 million earmarked for the
planning work on the Wangaratta hospital redevelopment be spent and over what period? Furthermore,
does this mean there has been any change in the time lines for the start of the actual Wangaratta hospital
redevelopment, and on what date is that work currently projected to begin?
Mr JENNINGS: I am going to have to take some advice on that. I would have liked to have been
able to answer your question straight off the bat, but I am going to have to get some supplementary
advice. I have not got the answer as yet; I am sorry.
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My apologies for the delay. I hope that what I am about to read to you is something you have not
actually discovered yourself previously, but I will read what I have got. Funding of $2.381 million is
required to fully plan redevelopment options for the Northeast Health Wangaratta campus. This will
complement the $10 million allocation the government committed in 2018 for the redevelopment of
the hospital. Planning activities include updating the health services plan, including refreshing demand
data, undertaking a service delivery model, developing a strategic functional brief to inform campus
design, campus master planning, a campus facility study, cost planning and the development of a
Department of Treasury and Finance business case.
I think that in the rest she just goes on to describe Wangaratta. Going back to your question, if you are
hoping for a level of detail that would indicate when that is actually going to come to fruition, I am
not going to be able to provide you with that answer, but I will alert the Minister for Health to the
expectation in your question that I have not answered.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister, for following up on that question. That would be greatly
appreciated. Is the government able to clarify how many of the up to 18 new VLocity trains for the
regional network will be allocated to the north of the state and on which lines specifically they would
be? From when will the spending on the new trains commence and from when will the first of the new
trains start service?
Mr JENNINGS: I have said to my colleague the Minister for Regional Development that with the
confidence in the way in which she describes the answer to this question she could have come here
and answered it. She assures me that our commitment is to have services on the line by 2021–22,
subject to the consideration of the commonwealth acquitting its obligations to upgrade the line to
enable us to run those trains at that time. We will place the appropriate orders for the VLocity train
sets to run on that line in that time frame when we are certain that the service will be available for us
to run on. We have a range of what we expect to be the requirements, but we will factor in our ordering
of those train sets to make sure we can meet the service delivery requirements at that time, 2021–22.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Ms Maxwell, your time has expired.
Ms MAXWELL: Am I able to seek leave to ask further questions?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Maybe after the other crossbenchers have done theirs, we will then
deal with the seeking of leave for further questions.
Dr RATNAM: Minister, in budget paper 5 on page 31 there is a table titled ‘Expenses by
classification of the functions of government’ that demonstrates that spending on the environment
decreases over the forward estimates while most other functions of government increase. In a time of
unprecedented global environmental crisis, can the government explain and/or justify environment
spending declining over the forward estimates?
Mr JENNINGS: What I can indicate is that there are a number of elements of the environment
portfolio that are not always immediately identified as appropriations or in the forward estimates
because they are funded through a number of programs. I am mindful of the fire programs that are
funded on an annual appropriation in relation to the fire services. I am also mindful of the allocation
of moneys that come through the Sustainability Fund and through the environmental water
contribution. There are a number of programs that have a significant amount of investment that are
not necessarily preloaded and locked in to the environment budget. So your reading of this table is
correct in that what is locked in to the forward estimates has that profile, but you should not read it
down to actually say that the result will be that case, because in fact there is augmentation that takes
place through those funding sources that I am confident will not lead to a deterioration of effort.
Interestingly the reason why I am mindful of this issue is that I have regularly complained of the
structure of the environment budget because there are a couple of other—the parks charge—funds that
are appropriated each and every year that are not necessarily factored into the base of the environment
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department. I think one day it would be a good idea for them to be so, so that it means that the
government could not actually have a legitimate question, such as the question that you have asked,
appearing to be an article of fact, because in a sense I am confident that the expenditures will be far
beyond this, but I cannot—apart from the historical basis on which those decisions are made, whether
you believe that or not—convince you of what is there in black letter on that page.
Dr RATNAM: Thank you, Minister. That warrants a rethink of how we report budgets, both the
forecast budget but how we report on outcomes as well. As we have seen other precedents around the
world now of budgets being reported on health and wellbeing, perhaps climate and environment as
well could help alleviate that problem, if the investment really is there. My follow-up question is: can
you indicate how much of the budget for the Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions will be spent
on supporting coal and gas projects and the coal and gas industry in Victoria?
Mr JENNINGS: I would really encourage you to ask your colleague who is on the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee to ask that question of my ministerial colleagues—one of whom may be in
the chamber—because in relation to program spending I have helped some members of the committee
in going back through what is in the base allocation of programs. But today I am actually dealing with
what is in the forward estimates, and I do not believe that there is any line item in the budget or the
appropriation that relates to that expenditure. But there may be some allocation in the base that would
be considered in the way that you asked the question.
Dr RATNAM: Thank you, Minister. I would like to move on to recycling. The budget papers
indicate the government’s intention to spend $100 million from the Sustainability Fund over five
years. Can you confirm that the fund receives an average of around $200 million a year, and does the
government have a target amount it seeks to keep in the Sustainability Fund over time? There seems
to be a reluctance to spend that Sustainability Fund. Is there more that you could add on that reluctance
to spend more of what is in there?
Mr JENNINGS: There is an order of magnitude. Your supposition is correct that in fact there has
been an accumulation of funds through the Sustainability Fund due to a lack of disbursements that
were made by and large during the period 2010 to 2014, and the fund has been drawn down at a greater
rate since the Andrews government has been in office. Halfway through our last term we made a
consideration that we want to draw down, into a neutral position, that fund. The time frame by which
we may achieve that is dependent upon two things. One is the structure of the budget in terms of what
would be the adjustment of our expenditure levels but also, more importantly, what projects and
investments are wise decisions to make in relation to the allocation of that resource.
For instance—and again, I do not want to necessarily get into the policy consideration of how the
$100 million will be spent—I say to you it may well be in an environment where there is a lack of a
market for recycled products that we could spend hundreds of millions of dollars in the name of
recycling material that would just be effectively stockpiled. Now, I know that you are not saying that;
that is an undesirable outcome.
Ultimately at the end of the day in relation to driving recycling, which is a conversation we have had
often, you need to have a combination of a regulatory instrument, you need to have the logistics
covered in relation to the accumulation of the resource and you need investment on a large scale in
relation to the reprocessing and then ultimately, either through regulation or market generation, that
material being used. The money should be spent wisely, evenly—well, not necessarily evenly but
proportionately—across those elements to actually generate sustainable outcomes. If there are mature
proposals, then we might increase the drawdown on the Sustainability Fund to achieve those
outcomes. But the same argument could apply to other areas; industrial waste may be one of those.
Dr RATNAM: Thank you, Minister. I would like to move on to the topic of the public service.
Referring to the almost $2 billion in cuts to the public service, as outlined on page 126 of budget
paper 3, can you guarantee there will be no job losses as a result of these cuts?
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Mr JENNINGS: In fact I was a bit surprised that we had been in the committee stage for nearly
2½ hours and no-one had asked me this question. The critical issue is this in relation to the savings:
there is an expectation that departments will review the effectiveness of their activity and the priorities
that actually reflect the community’s priorities and the priorities of the government. Within that review
there is ample opportunity for us to start off by limiting the amount of labour hire and contracting that
occurs across the public sector. There is a range of other efficiencies that could be driven in relation to
cost savings through either technology or through changed processes and the way in which we do
business to save a significant amount of money.
There may be enhanced flexibility across the public service and the public sector in relation to
employees being shifted from one department to another to achieve that outcome. There is not
necessarily one job that is preloaded as being lost—that has been preloaded into those savings
measures. Our challenge is to manage that degree of saving expectation in a way that actually protects
jobs and so people do not feel as if they have been disadvantaged by that change, but there is a lot of
headspace in relation to labour hire and contracting outside the public service.
Mr LIMBRICK: My first question is on the issue of the Victorian Premier’s Jobs and Investment
Fund. There is $150 million set aside to boost jobs, and it says in the budget papers that it is to:
… continue to attract investors to our state, building on big names like David Jones and the Alibaba Group
that moved to Victoria, with further funding to attract even more investors.

So my question is: how is this fund actually going to be used to attract these companies?
Mr JENNINGS: The examples that the member refers to are examples where companies have
indicated to the Victorian government a number of things. One is that there may be some logistic
expenditure that may be associated with a relocation or the establishment of activity that may have
been in another jurisdiction. There may also be an environment in relation to plant and equipment that
may be required as key investments that it may be appropriate to support to enable the facilitation of
job creation. There may be certain requirements in relation to completing associated works or
approvals that may be warranted, which in the government’s view are justified in the name of increased
economic activity and the spread of economic activity across the state. We may ultimately have a need
to create jobs in certain locations, in particular in rural and regional communities or in certain
employment clusters or other parts of the economy, that would warrant our investment, and those
decisions have been recommended in the past through an advisory body to the Premier. The Premier,
in consultation with his ministers, and other ministers have sought access to that fund to provide that
degree of support.
Mr LIMBRICK: Thank you, Minister. There was another line item of $143 million for
biosecurity. I read the description of that, and it was talking about protecting food and fibre industries
and stuff like that, but it was not quite clear exactly what that money would be used for. Could you
provide some more clarification on that, please?
Mr JENNINGS: Yes. There is a minister who is coming to clarify that for me at this moment.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Would the minister like to answer?
Mr JENNINGS: Not only am I very well informed; I have got the sales method too. It is a job
creation program, but more importantly it is an internationally competitive job creation program. What
I am advised is that we need biosecurity officers who are able to make assessments about the ongoing
integrity of our primary production and who ensure that we have methods of detecting and then
ultimately eradicating what might be biosecurity risks. So we need to be able to attract international
talent in relation to this—it is a very specialised field. Similarly in relation to veterinary services, within
Victoria’s animal livestock there are exposures to very adverse diseases that may have been imported
inadvertently through other jurisdictions or through other interventions that similarly warrant the
intention to make sure that our stock is in prime condition.
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Mr LIMBRICK: Thank you, Minister. That does clarify it. There is very large infrastructure
spending in this budget, but one piece of infrastructure that was not there that had been promised some
time ago was the rail line out to Rowville. It was talked about for some time, but it was not mentioned
in this budget, and there was a bit of disappointment amongst the community. Can I ask why that was
deprioritised?
Mr JENNINGS: The disappointment was generated by members of the Liberal Party, because it
was their commitment rather than the government’s commitment. The commitment that the state of
Victoria has entered into an understanding on with the commonwealth government, so there is some
degree of collaboration on this front, is for a light rail connection from Caulfield station and certainly
most of the way to Rowville and Monash University, and there is a business case being developed
now to look at the appropriate construction and alignment of a light rail into that community.
Mr LIMBRICK: Thank you for that answer also, Minister. One last question: this is quite a small
line item, but I cannot for the life of me figure it out. There was $350 000 allocated for 32 free mobile
phone charging bars at Parliament station, Flagstaff, Flinders Street et cetera—a few other stations.
Dr Cumming: Where’s Footscray?
Mr LIMBRICK: Footscray is not in there, nor South Yarra and Richmond. Maybe for some of
the stations, like Southern Cross, people might spend a lot of time there, but I cannot figure out why
someone would spend a lot of time at the station to charge their phone. I just cannot figure it out, so
could you explain that for me, please?
Mr JENNINGS: Well, I certainly know what it is like when your phone has run out. I know what
that is like, and if it was important I might spend a few minutes—
Dr Cumming: So it’s not important in the western suburbs.
Mr JENNINGS: Well, no, I am sure it could be important in a whole range of areas. In terms of
the decision that is associated with this program, I can go and ask these people—well, confidently
asserted since it is part of our election commitments. But in fact I think we are actually going back to
the genesis and the construct of this priority. You are quite right. There are two aspects. One is that it
is, in budget terms, a relatively modest expenditure. As to whether it fits a community need, a
perceived need—whether it is actually seen to be a successful program—we will look at its success
and its applicability to other locations as we roll out the system.
Mr QUILTY: We gave out some notice of these questions, so hopefully there are some answers
floating around somewhere.
Mr Jennings: Did you? Who did you give them to? Did you give them in the second reading?
Mr QUILTY: We sent it to someone—some office. They have gone out. Can you tell us what is
driving the increase in expected traffic fine revenue in the budget?
Mr JENNINGS: I have good news and bad news. The good news is that the questions that you are
seeking answers to have been received. The unfortunate news—the rejoinder—is that the answers
have not been provided as yet, but they will be provided to you, including, as I understand it, this
question that you have just asked me. But you can ask me other questions if you like.
Mr QUILTY: I will continue asking a couple more. These are all from the list. What is the expected
deadweight loss of the government’s new taxes, and relating to that, what is the gross job loss expected
from the government’s new taxes?
Mr JENNINGS: It is an interestingly provocative question, and I will not be provocative in my
answer, but I can say to you that this is an appropriation bill, and questions about tax I am looking
forward to later in the week. So they might be able to answer your question by the time that I am in
the committee stage of the State Taxation Acts Amendment Bill 2019, where I imagine that if they
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have not provided an answer in response to some of this—maybe not the deadweight bit—I am sure
you will ask me again.
Mr QUILTY: My staffer Dean, who worked in the Senate previously, is quite distressed that there
are no per capita percentages of GSP figures in the budget, and we are wondering why those are not
provided.
Mr JENNINGS: I am reliably informed it is on the list.
Mr QUILTY: Relating to that, in real per capita terms what is the difference between total
government spending in regional and rural areas versus total government spending in other areas—
the city presumably?
Mr JENNINGS: I think one thing I can actually say that might provide me with the technical and
the real answer to this question is I heard your contribution before. The pound and the penny thing
will not stack up per capita, because it will not be in the order of 240 to 1.
Mr QUILTY: I will follow on from that. In real per capita terms what is the difference between
total taxation in regional and rural areas versus taxation from other areas?
Mr JENNINGS: Sorry. Maybe it would be better for you to remind me of the question again. I
might be able to answer this one.
Mr QUILTY: In real per capita terms what is the difference between total taxation in regional and
rural areas versus total taxation coming from other areas?
Mr JENNINGS: I thought you were asking me a Dorothy Dixer in relation to payroll tax that
applies in the regions, stamp duty that might apply in the regions or some of those clear savings that
we are actually making to businesses in rural and regional areas, but I have not got that on a per capita
basis. But you would appreciate that you have, and you are quite entitled to, a firm philosophical view
about taxes and the distribution of them. In relation to the government’s commitment to regional
Victoria, I do not think that we have a profound philosophical difference. We might be arguing the
order of magnitude, but we are not actually arguing about the justice of support to rural and regional
communities and the need to try to ensure that there are equitable outcomes. It is an order of magnitude
question rather than a philosophical one.
Mr QUILTY: I might leave it there, and we will wait for future responses.
Ms PATTEN: I appreciate that you have said during this committee process that questions on
performance measures are probably best left to PAEC, although you have been quite generous in
answering those questions. In looking at those performance measures and in looking at how we judge
the success of the budget, performance measures show what we have spent it on, but do they actually
answer the questions of what we want to achieve from the budget? I look at chapter 2 of budget
paper 3, where we are looking into the performance measures and then the departments are funded to
deliver and achieve these objectives. So I guess my question goes to: has the government ever
considered other ways to look at the success of a budget? For example, if we were looking at
homelessness or suicide, would that not be in the budget? I note that New Zealand has just done their
first wellbeing budget, and I wondered whether the government is planning to look at different ways
to test the success of their budget and test that the spending has achieved the objectives that have been
set out not only in the budget papers but in the Treasurer’s speech.
Mr JENNINGS: Thank you for what in effect is a Dorothy Dixer. In 2016 I achieved cabinet
support to embark upon a bill developing an outcome framework for the budget. There has been work
that has been undertaken that has not come to publication yet because in fact we are working through
what that outcome framework may look like and how it then would intersect with what has been an
output structure of a budget for exactly the reasons that you described—in terms of what is the effect
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of the way in which public money is spent and the community benefit and the measure of success in
terms of the quality of life of our citizens.
That project now has been running in parallel, not necessarily at full scale, to the budget, so I do not
want you to overestimate that in fact the outcome budgeting is going to be a prominent feature
necessarily next year, or even necessarily the year after, but we are looking at ways in which we can
move to that structure of the budget and that measurement for exactly the reasons that you have
indicated. So I am pleased to say that cabinet did see the value of us embarking upon that program,
and with the support of the then Minister for Finance and now the Assistant Treasurer I am looking
forward to that work coming to maturity.
Ms PATTEN: Thank you, Minister. Hopefully sooner rather than later. I think we are seeing that
emerging in other jurisdictions. I just wanted to turn quickly to housing. I was wondering if you could
give me some clarification on the housing spend, because I note that the budget says that there will be
an investment in public housing of $209 million to build 1000 new properties. Now, this seems to be
extraordinarily good value and I am just wondering if it is extraordinarily good value or if I am missing
something.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: No, it has been silly before. Well, if it is delivered, if 1000 new dwellings are
delivered for this budget allocation, then I am pleased that you identify that it is good value and a good
outcome. The government, as you would remember, committed to these dwellings at the election. It
is our intention to deliver on them. I know the incoming Minister for Housing has spent a lot of time
looking at the ways in which that can be achieved. And ultimately it depends, to be perfectly honest,
upon the value of land and where these dwellings are built. So in fact if you do not actually have to
purchase new land and can have a look at where we can use the land assets of the state of Victoria to
deliver that outcome, we might be able to achieve that outcome. Again, without necessarily getting to
the design and the implementation of how that promise will be achieved, I can assure you that there
has been a lot of consideration within government about how that policy can be achieved. It will
change the cost profile of some of the pre-existing public housing build, but we are confident that it is
able to be delivered.
Ms PATTEN: Thank you, Minister. Given that the average cost I think in the last budget papers
for building new public housing was about $400 000 per unit, this is a remarkably good saving—that
you are halving the cost of them—so I watch on with interest on that. I just wanted to seek comments
on the justice budget, where $1.8 billion has been set aside for 1600 new prison beds and new prison
infrastructure compared to $27 million on diversion, rehabilitation and reintegration programs to help
ex-prisoners and presumably to reduce our very high rate of recidivism. Could you maybe comment
on the decision to spend so much at the pointy end of your justice system rather than investing in
measures to reduce recidivism and reduce the number of people going into our jails?
Mr JENNINGS: Yes. As you know, sometimes you ask me questions and you know my view on
certain matters, and you know my view on this matter too. The issue of our investments in relation to
the corrections system has been driven by the demand that is in the justice system currently and what
it is projected to be on the basis of the existing sentencing regime as applied through the court’s
deliberations into the forward estimates period. The government makes that investment because we
have to respond ultimately—and it is very ironic—in a human rights framework in relation to the
appropriate accommodation standard and environment that prisoners should be constrained within. So
there is an obligation because of that demand to make that degree of investment.
If you are asking me or any member of the government, ‘Is this the investment that you would want
to make in physical buildings in the corrections system as distinct from investing in our citizens?’, our
answer is: we want to invest in our citizens, and the day that we can actually start looking at increases
in restorative justice and the ways in which we can reduce recidivism, the ways in which we can
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appropriately provide housing opportunities, alcohol and drug services and mental health services that
actually mitigate against the prison population that has a very, very high incidence of all those service
needs, we will be able to remedy this situation. We have got to invest in all of those issues significantly
and determinedly over time.
Ms PATTEN: Thank you, Minister. I think that just follows on quite nicely. So when will that
happen? I note that we have invested $1.8 billion for 1600 new prison beds, and I appreciate the cost
of prison infrastructure and the need to meet those human rights requirements, but in this budget you
are building 58 rehabilitation beds. When will the government, I suppose, try and flip that so we will
be building more rehabilitation beds rather than prison beds—so beds where we can stop people from
going to prison? Is there a time line for it?
Mr JENNINGS: Well, what I can guarantee the member is that the cabinet have spent a lot of time
in the last few months since the election discussing the policy considerations exactly as you have
described them for exactly the reason you have described them. This is actually something that my
colleagues and I are determined to look at: the most appropriate way to redress this problem that you
have called out.
Dr CUMMING: I hope you will be kind to me—obviously this is my first budget. I spent 20 years
on local council, and the budget process was extremely different, being that as a councillor I was
normally dragged away for a weekend, I explained to my officers and managers what the community’s
wants and wishes were and then we put out the budget for 30 days so the community could actually
put in a budget submission. If there were things in the budget that they did not want, we actually had
room to add those community wants and wishes in.
I was very pleased that the last state government had the Pick My Project program within their budget.
It gave the community from the ground up an opportunity to frame a budget and to actually say to the
government, ‘These are the projects we wish our taxes to be spent on in our local area’. Minister, is it
in the budget this year?
Ms Symes interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: My colleague, who is a frontbencher but is currently in the back stall, was actually
indicating that the government continues to roll out projects that were supported by the community in
just the way that you described last year and that they are still rolling them out and implementing them
during the course of this year. Our government during the last term did introduce Pick My Project, but
it also introduced regional partnerships that ran across Victoria and a very detailed series of
engagements that actually happened in catchments larger than neighbourhoods that considered what
the priorities should be for those catchments. As you would be aware, there were nine regional
partnerships across rural and regional Victoria and there were six in the metropolitan area.
The reason I have drawn attention to those two issues, the one that you have identified, Pick My
Project, and the regional partnerships, is because we tested Pick My Project to actually see the level
of community support and engagement and the desirability of participating in a process where people
select their own project after they have been effectively nominated—so you get to vote on them—as
distinct from the method of larger catchments coming together and identifying a list of key investments
that they want over a bigger catchment and then the government responding in budget times to those
decisions. We wanted to actually get the mix and match of how that felt.
Pick My Project is not a feature of this year’s budget, but the government is reviewing the way in
which we get that balance right between the regional partnership model and the Pick My Project
model. I am certain that when my colleagues actually work through what is the most desirable way in
which those programs could go forward, personally, I will be very surprised if the Pick My Project
model does not appeal and actually re-emerge as a funding opportunity for communities. That is
something that we are teasing out at the moment.
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Dr CUMMING: Minister, I am pleased to hear the response, because most councils have within
their own budget a grants system where communities can come to that council and look for a grant. I
would hope that the government from now on actually listens to the community and allows the
community to have more say in the budget via Pick My Project or regional projects. Seeing that, I
have no doubt that the government would receive more applications for funds than there are funds
available. I know this because on local council the amount of money that we would put aside for grants
and the amount of community wants in terms of grants well exceeded whatever individual councils
put into their budgets for those community grants.
I hope that the government allows the community to have more say in budgets in the future by allowing
them to have an opportunity to always be able to put up projects from the ground up. I have said to the
Treasurer numerous times there are a lot of smaller projects out in the community that I believe the
community wants but that they need to somehow be fed into the government. During this budget
process there needs to be room, flexibility and availability, and if that is from a grants program such
as Pick My Project, then I hope that the government—not just before an election, because I think that
was where the misgivings were in that the community thought that that was just it—actually fund it
every year. I think the community and the government will be that much richer if local communities
have the ability to have their pet projects funded by the government in the budget process, but there
needs to be that flexibility.
Mr JENNINGS: I think Dr Cumming has actually made it very clear what her philosophical and
community-based approach to budget setting is. I think it is actually laudable, and in fact I hope she
heard from my previous answer that the government is very much alive to what she is urging us to do.
Dr CUMMING: I guess I am predictable in the way of the waste levy and my wishes and wants
for money to be spent on organic waste systems. Obviously I heard the response that you gave earlier
to Dr Ratnam, but I believe that there are probably many projects, if you were to contact local councils,
that they would want the waste levy spent on, some of them being that there are only 15 councils
across the whole of Victoria that actually collect food waste currently. Local councils do not normally
have the availability of funds to even purchase green bins. There are some councils out there that just
do not have those funds. I would hope that future governments can look at this and actually spend the
waste levy where it needs to be spent in local councils. I will leave it at that.
Mr JENNINGS: Again, I congratulate you for your concern about this issue. It is an issue that I
share a concern about. Apart from the answer you have heard and taken as a given, within the last
month, on behalf of the government, I have issued a request to Infrastructure Victoria—which is the
body set up to look at our infrastructure needs into the future—to look at recycling and resource
recovery generally on an industry scale, to look at what are the various elements that you need to put
in place to deliver the outcomes you suggest.
As you would realise, the volume of material that currently goes into the waste stream is a waste in
every sense of the word. Where we do not see resource recovery it is an economic opportunity that is
lost to Victoria. It can be the generator of employment, it can be the generator of new products and
services, and we should work very, very hard to actually achieve, if we can, a closed loop in relation
to the production cycle in Victoria. Now, that is our challenge: to actually make the wise decisions
about what infrastructure you need, what industry you need, what markets you need, what product
lines that you need to regulate, either going in or coming out of the system, to actually deliver that
outcome. That is the reason why it is being looked at as a total system through that reference, and
hopefully the government will be well-placed, on the basis of our existing arrangements with local
government and industry and the investments that we have just made, to change that in the future,
because you and I are both very unhappy about the current circumstance and the current rate of
resource recovery.
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Mr GRIMLEY: In relation to the funding that has been announced for behavioural change
programs and the intensive management of perpetrators with complex needs, is the minister able to
provide any breakdown of the regions and programs being funded?
Mr JENNINGS: Probably I could go back and forth to my friends in the box, who would probably
be seeking some additional advice in relation to that program, so if you would like, I could take that
on notice and get back to you.
Mr GRIMLEY: Thank you, Minister. I appreciate that. Is the minister able to provide any specific
information about the $1.2 million being devoted to the Regional Presence Project and clarify whether
the youth workers delivering that program are government employees or from the private sector?
Mr JENNINGS: I would be amazed if they were able to tell me that answer very quickly. It
depends at the moment—we are actually going to be doing an assessment—on how many questions
you have got for me.
Mr Grimley interjected.
Mr JENNINGS: One more? I could actually try to find the answer to that one. We are going to
come back to you on that.
Mr GRIMLEY: Thank you, Minister. I have just one more question. In relation to the engaging
at-risk youth program mentioned on page 24 of budget paper 3, is there anywhere a member of the
public can see the content of this program and in which specific locations in Victoria the program will
be funded through this budget?
Mr JENNINGS: I will certainly raise this matter with my colleague the Minister for Education
and see what answer I can get back to you with.
Ms PATTEN: I was hoping to seek leave just to ask a couple more questions in line with the fact
that not all crossbenchers have asked questions, and the crossbenchers that have not have been very
willing to offer their time up for a few of us to continue with a few questions.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Is leave granted?
Mr JENNINGS: Yes. I was fully expecting to be here for the full duration.
Ms PATTEN: I just wanted to follow up a little bit on some of the budget items under ‘Addressing
drug harms’, and I appreciate that $2.1 million has been allocated for this for 2019–20 and 2020–21.
It is only for two years. I appreciate that that $2.1 million was for the increased hours at the medically
supervised injecting centre, but it was also intended to roll out naloxone and to increase the needle
exchange. My first question is—and I appreciate that we are on a trial for the supervised injecting
centre, so I understand that there is no funding in the forward estimates for that: is there any reason
why there is no forward funding allocated for naloxone, and has any of that money been allocated for
research into alcohol and other drugs?
Mr JENNINGS: From memory on the naloxone issue, there is an element of this funding that is
provided for that, but that is actually referred to in the budget paper. I was thinking that you would
have noticed that that was there. That is in the budget paper. The research element to it we are getting
some further advice on.
Ms PATTEN: Thank you, Minister. I guess what I was asking was why the funding is only being
budgeted for two years for naloxone. Presumably, given the decision to roll it out, one would be rolling
it out for the next four years. So it was just that question, and I wondered whether there was some link
or there was some reason why there was only an allocation for two years.
Mr JENNINGS: With the exception that there have been a number of initiatives in this budget that
have not been funded for the full four years.
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Ms PATTEN: Minister, I am not sure whether this is a question I can ask today, but just noting
that the RBA cut rates by 25 points today, is there any speculation or any thoughts on whether that
will have positive or negative effects on the overall budget outcomes? I see Mr Quilty did raise it in
his substantial.
Mr JENNINGS: Mr Quilty thinks that there is some upside to today. In real time I have not been
provided with any advice upon that impact. In fact, as far as I am concerned, that is news. I will go
and have a conversation.
The sensitivity analysis in budget paper 2, near the end of that budget paper, does provide some
estimation about what the impact upon interest rate variation may be. The specific circumstances you
referred to today were not factored into the budget, and they were less than what is actually factored
in here. So you should assume that a variation—the one that you have indicated to me—would be
assessed during the budget update later in the year, but would be less, you would assume, than what
that sensitivity analysis would actually indicate in the paper.
Ms PATTEN: I have got one question that I am not sure whether to ask today or whether to ask
tomorrow, because it is to do with the Appropriation (Parliament 2019–2020) Bill 2019, which we
have not actually debated yet.
Mr Jennings: Thursday.
Ms PATTEN: Are we doing it Thursday now?
Mr Jennings: Some people were hoping to do it tomorrow.
Ms PATTEN: Okay. I am going to leave my question until then.
Mr Jennings: Some people are hoping to do it on Wednesday.
Ms PATTEN: Yes, that is what I have heard.
Ms MAXWELL: How much of the budget’s funding will be allocated to the upgrade and
maintenance of roads in northern Victoria, and is there any funding specifically for upgrades to the
Murray Valley Highway, considering the high number of deaths over recent years?
Mr JENNINGS: I have not got an allocation of the profile of regional roads by region in front of me.
Okay. I have now got a couple of aspects to answer your question. The allocation overall of the road
maintenance budget is that the internal allocation is two-thirds into the regions and one-third in
metropolitan or around metropolitan Melbourne. That would indicate that somewhere in the order of
$450 million to $460 million is being spent in the regions. That has not been internally allocated within
each of the regional profiles, so the majority of the money is going to be spent outside of Melbourne
with a future decision about that profile.
In relation to the Murray Valley Highway, I have been asked to remind you of an upgrade that is due
to be completed shortly, which is a $20 million upgrade of the highway. Those works are scheduled
to be completed within the next few months.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister, for that answer. I have noted that in this year’s budget
there is no mention, unlike in last year’s budget, of expenditure for the new maximum security men’s
prison being built in Lara. Is it therefore fair to assume that there has been absolutely no change in the
past 12 months on any aspect of this project in relation to the proposed expenditure on it, and is the
minister able to provide any update on the progress on its construction?
Mr JENNINGS: In fact I will be looking through budget paper 4, so the answer to your question
and any other question that you might actually have about projects that have been committed to
previously, they are updated in budget paper 4 by department in terms of those projects that have not
been completed. What I am currently doing in answering your question is looking at the outcome of
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last year’s expenditure in the department of justice in terms of that specific project. This may relate to
the reason why you asked me the question specifically about Lara. I do not know whether it has
actually been included in the prison capacity expansion in Melbourne. There are two items that relate
to Melbourne, as distinct from Lara. I will go and ask that question about whether I can explain that
because I cannot see Lara as a standard.
I have now been informed that the reason I could not find it was because it was referred to in the budget
as Chisholm Road prison project expansion. It does not include its neighbourhood. That demonstrates
that $36 million has been expended on that project during the last 12 months and the expenditure in
this financial year will be $253 million.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister, for that answer. Just one final question for the minister. Is
the minister able to provide any breakdown of the spending, and the locations of that spending if
possible, of the $28.8 million allocated in the budget to prevent reoffending and to keep communities
safe with programs targeting people at risk?
Mr JENNINGS: I had a prophet who was anticipating where the questions may lead us. I am going
to have to take some advice. I think it would be wise at this point in time for me to take some advice
and come back to you with the details. I have a profile of the types of activity, but in terms of the
internal allocation and its geography it would be better for me to take advice and to get back to you.
Ms MAXWELL: Thank you, Minister, and I am very grateful and appreciative of your honesty.
Dr RATNAM: I just have a few further questions. We finished off on the public sector. I want to
come back to that should we have the time, Minister. I would like to move on to housing. On page 122
of budget paper 4, talking about the public housing renewal program, that was initially spoken about
last year as $185 million being allocated to the public housing renewal program. It looks like
$23 million of that was spent in the 2018–19 financial year, and the estimated expenditure, according
to the budget documents for the year 2019–2020, is $10 million. Can I ask what that money is being
spent on—so the $23 million, what is it being spent on and what is the $10 million this year for the
public housing renewal program going to be spent on?
Mr JENNINGS: This program, as you would be aware, has been associated with a number of
redevelopments of public housing estates across the metropolitan area and has been subjected to some
political controversy in relation to the mixture of public and private outcomes and the appropriate
balancing of how those objectives may be acquitted.
There has been a consideration within the government during the course of the last six months about
the ways in which clearly public benefit is derived and understood to be derived through the way in
which that program would run. The situation, as you would possibly be aware, is that a number of
those residents have actually been relocated to alternative accommodation in the interim waiting for
the redevelopment of those estates and that there is a tipping point between the desirability to
reconfigure the policy alignment and the funding alignment to actually guarantee the outcomes that I
have described, which is to be able to demonstrate a meaningful and deeply appreciated public benefit
assisting, from the way in which perhaps you and others may have described it, as actually deriving
an undue private benefit. But one way or another the government must get on and redevelop the
accommodation for tenants who have been relocated and expect to return to their home when a
redevelopment occurs. So what has happened is that there has been a slowing of that program, as you
indicated, as you have called out from the budget papers, for the consideration of government to try
and get through the eye of the needle of community expectation and commercial reality and the way
in which that could be delivered.
Dr RATNAM: Thank you, Minister, for that response. Moving on to the question of homelessness,
the ‘Responding to homelessness’ budget initiative provides $50 million over the next two years to
assist homelessness services—that is in budget paper 3, page 50. Stability of funding is key to ensuring
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services are effective over time. Can I ask what happens to those additional services after the 2020–
21 financial year, given the funding looks like it has been allocated for two years but there is no
indication of what happens post that two-year period?
Mr JENNINGS: As I indicated to Ms Patten in answering a previous question, there is nothing
necessarily read into a two-year funding profile of a budget allocation in this budget. On that very
same table of the item that you have referred to there are any number of initiatives that are funded fully
for four years, there are some that are funded for two years and there are some that are actually funded
for only one year, so it is a matter of where the government views either the maturity or the
successfulness of the program. It does not mean that in fact funding will not be provided in subsequent
years. There are a variety of reasons why the funding profile may be as it is, and in the consideration
of the budget going forward I would assume that one way or another most of this activity that is
included in this table, table 1.11, of which there is one item that you have called out, those programs
are more than likely—all of them—to actually continue in some shape or form.
Dr RATNAM: Thank you, Minister. The next question is in the area of cladding. The budget has
allocated $160 million for the cladding rectification program, which will be spent on Victorian
government and TAFE sites assessed as moderate or high risk in the cladding audit along with
additional funding for assessment of private buildings. I have got a few questions related to this
allocation. Can you identify how much of the additional funding will go towards removing cladding
on government buildings and how much is for the Victorian Building Authority to continue
assessments? The next part of the question is: what is the cost analysis of removing cladding from
government buildings? What assumptions have been made to decide the appropriate allocation?
Finally, has the VBA been given any additional funding to assist residents and owners to navigate the
cladding rectification process? I am happy to repeat any of those.
Mr JENNINGS: No, that is okay. My answer will be that the budget provides for some of the
support in all of the areas that you have described, but I will not be in a position to actually indicate
what the internal allocation within it is across the public sector in terms of support for the VBA and
support for some consumers who may have been adversely affected. The government is also
considering policy options that may be available to it in the future to enhance that effort beyond what
is in the budget, but they will be considerations of the government in the months to come.
Dr RATNAM: I look forward to that further work being done by the government. One of the
reasons that I do ask about that breakdown is that if there was a way to be able to get some round
figures around that, that would be most helpful, particularly for the residents going through this,
because a lot of those residents and owners are getting varied assessments of how much it is going to
cost to rectify their buildings. And if the government is undertaking that work with the resources that
government has, that is going to be really useful to those owners in terms of what ballpark figure they
should be expecting to rectify their own building. So that would be appreciated.
I have one final question in the time I have left, going back to the public service. The Treasurer has
previously announced a revision to the wages policy for government limiting increases to 2 per cent
for public sector workers whose enterprise bargaining agreements are up for renegotiation. The budget
papers indicates that inflation is expected to be over 2 per cent for the next financial year. Will the
government be going ahead with the 2 per cent wages policy, leading to some public sector workers
having a real pay cut?
Mr JENNINGS: The government has announced its wages policy, and the government has also
indicated—and I have confirmed this evening—that in fact it is not the intention for any savings
derived in the budget to be driven by job losses. So ultimately at the end of the day in relation to wage
costs going forward, how much of it contributes to wages growth and how much is it to support the
stability and maintenance of a workforce that has grown significantly during the life of the
government? They are the factors that the government needs to manage.
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I am certain that the unions representing a workforce that has been enhanced under the life of our
administration—in terms of seeing growth in the public service and the public sector during our term,
which came off the back of a reduction in the staffing profile across the public sector—and
representing their members’ interests will be mindful of the protection of jobs and job numbers in
seeking their wages aspiration for their members. And the government will try to respond
appropriately in relation to accounting for the appropriate costs of living that workers are subjected
to—that all members of our economy are subjected to—their relative contribution in relation to the
important role that those workers play and their right to reasonable rates of remuneration for that, being
mindful of how we can balance all of these factors to actually protect jobs in an environment where
savings have to be found. It is going to be a challenge, but the government intends to work in a very
collaborative way with its workforce to increase flexibility and to maintain effort rather than to have
it eroded. They are the balancing factors that we are trying to achieve with that outcome.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 10 agreed to; schedules 1 to 3 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (21:29): I move:
That the report be now adopted.

Motion agreed to.
Report adopted.
Third reading
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of
State, Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs) (21:29): I move:
That the bill be now read a third time.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
The PRESIDENT: Pursuant to standing order 14.27, the bill will be returned to the Assembly with
a message informing them that the Council have agreed to the bill without amendment.
BUDGET PAPERS 2019–20
The PRESIDENT: The question is:
That the Council take note of the budget papers 2019–20.

Question agreed to.
Adjournment
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Minister for Regional Development, Minister for Agriculture,
Minister for Resources) (21:30): I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

STATE FOREST ACCESS
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (21:30): My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Roads,
Minister Pulford. A submission to the government during the 58th Parliament listed approximately
36 000 kilometres of public roads throughout the state forests and parks in Victoria currently available
for four-wheel drive vehicles and recreationally registered motorcycles and proposed that they be
made available for side-by-side vehicles, along with a recreational registration scheme. National and
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international research, including the previous Victorian government’s Motorcycle Tourism Strategy
2013–2016, shows that there is an untapped economic potential in the expanded use of recreational
roads and trails in designated areas. The action I seek is for the minister to implement a pilot program
for side-by-side vehicles to have conditional registration and access to selected public land.
AIR POLLUTION
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (21:31): My adjournment matter this evening is for the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change. The action that I seek is that the minister does
everything in their power to ensure that the levels of air pollution, especially those of particulates, are
in line with the standards set by the World Health Organization. World Environment Day is the United
Nations’ main vehicle for raising awareness and action for the protection of our precious environment.
Each year it has a theme. This theme is adopted and advocated for by over 131 countries, including
major corporations. In 2019 the theme is ‘Air pollution’. Most Melbourne suburbs have experienced
a similar degree of air pollution—I am going to just stop.
The PRESIDENT: Would you want me to call you later?
Dr CUMMING: That might be a great idea.
The PRESIDENT: I am all in for great ideas.
MORNINGTON PENINSULA WATER SUPPLY
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (21:32): I raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Water, and it relates to the hinterland environmental water scheme, which proposes to extract class A
treated water from the south-eastern outfall as it passes under Dromana, re-treat it via reverse osmosis
and then pump it to our agricultural hinterland beyond Arthurs Seat. This important proposed project
has received a funding commitment of $300 000 for a business case from the federal member for
Flinders and the federal government. The estimated cost of the full business case is in the order of
$1 million. The action I seek from the minister is that she match the funding commitment from the
federal government and look to partner with Mornington Peninsula Shire Council and the federal
government to enable this full business case to be done.
The Mornington Peninsula hinterland contains very fertile soils, is zoned as a green wedge and is
already a productive area for agricultural production. This production could be significantly increased
with a more guaranteed water supply—a water supply that at the moment is otherwise being pumped
out at Gunnamatta, lost to the ocean. Currently the south-eastern outfall discharges an average of
350 million litres of class A water into Bass Strait every single day. This water could also be used for
fire mitigation and fire protection in the case of a bushfire—and we have seen bushfires in recent years
at Arthurs Seat and other places on the Mornington Peninsula.
I congratulate those involved on the development of this exciting project, I congratulate the federal
government on stepping up to the plate and committing $300 000 for this business case and I call on
the Minister for Water to match that funding to enable the full business case to be developed and to
look to using much of this water that is otherwise just pumped out into the ocean in Bass Strait.
WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION BUS SERVICES
Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan) (21:35): My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Public Transport, the Honourable Melissa Horne. I am delighted that the Andrews Labor government
has worked diligently to provide good, reliable and much-needed services that will connect commuters
in my electorate to schools, work and many lively hubs in the local area. Residents in Burnside Heights
have been asking for bus services, and I understand that one of the factors that could enable bus
services for Burnside Heights is the opening of the Westwood Drive bridge. Currently bus route 426
is scheduled to be adjusted to service Westwood Drive. The route realignment would bring services
into the area and connect residents to Caroline Springs Square and trains on the Sunbury rail line. This
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realignment would add to the Caroline Springs bus network upgrade, delivered in three stages over
2016 and 2017. As a government we are doing what we said and delivering for all Victorians. The
action I seek from the minister is for the minister to request the relevant department to communicate
these benefits to local residents to ensure they are able to utilise this new service to its full advantage.
BENALLA-TOCUMWAL–KATAMATITE-YARRAWONGA ROADS
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (21:36): My adjournment matter is directed to the Minister for
Roads and Minister for Road Safety and the TAC and relates to the perennially dangerous
T-intersection of Benalla-Tocumwal Road and Katamatite-Yarrawonga Road, which is located just north
of Katamatite. The action I seek from the minister is for the minister to order and to fund an immediate
safety upgrade of this intersection, including the installation of warning lights and rumble strips
applicable to motorists travelling in a westerly direction approaching this intersection. The intersection
in question is a T-intersection where the Katamatite-Yarrawonga Road meets the north–south BenallaTocumwal Road just north of the township of Katamatite. The intersection has been the scene of many
vehicle accidents over the years, including fatalities, serious collisions and many near misses.
I first raised the dangers of this intersection and the need for a safety upgrade in a constituency question
to the former minister, Mr Donnellan, on 9 March 2017. This was as a result of being contacted by a
constituent involved in a collision after unknowingly driving through the intersection. The minister’s
reply to me was that VicRoads was reviewing options to improve safety at the intersection as a priority.
Last week I was contacted by the owner of the property on the western side of the intersection, who is
regularly subjected to dealing with the accidents at this intersection, including cars coming through
her fence and onto her property. The constituent contacted me after two recent incidents where drivers
had been unaware of the approaching intersection and had driven right through it. In April a vehicle
drove through the intersection and crashed onto her property, destroying her fencing and her chicken
coop and narrowly missing her horse. Again last week a driver towing a boat drove straight through
the intersection, barely managing to maintain control but luckily avoiding crashing through the fence
onto my constituent’s property. My constituent informed me that the near-miss collision was the
seventh collision or incident at this intersection since her family moved into their home five years ago.
She is concerned not only for the safety of drivers but also for the safety of her family and their animals.
The constituent informed me that she has provided VicRoads in Benalla with video footage and photos
of these latest incidents and that they have agreed that warning lights and rumble strips are required
on Katamatite-Yarrawonga Road, but VicRoads also stated that adequate funding is required to install
these safety measures. The action that I seek of the minister is for the minister to order and to fund an
immediate safety upgrade of this intersection, including the installation of warning lights and rumble
strips applicable to motorists travelling in a westerly direction approaching the intersection.
MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEM
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (21:39): My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Mental Health. It is about yet another set of difficulties with cross-border arrangements between
Victoria and New South Wales, this time in relation to the memorandum of agreement on mental
health signed by the two states in 2011. It is bad enough that this agreement refers to the Victorian
Mental Health Act 1986 instead of its replacement act of 2014, but the problems run much deeper. I
do not have time in an adjournment to remotely do justice to all of them. However, I will say they are
particularly manifest in the inconsistency of the application of orders, especially assessment and
community treatment orders.
Another critical question about the cross-border arrangement is why the block funding from New
South Wales, to the best of my knowledge, has not increased for around a decade now. As it is, there
is already a stark imbalance in Victoria between the demand for and supply of mental health services
and infrastructure, including insufficient resourcing for primary mental health care, and these problems
are actually increasing given that the call on mental health services has continued to grow very
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substantially across Victoria over recent years. Accordingly, we surely cannot let the system be further
compromised by the persistence of nagging issues stemming from a cross-border agreement. We
literally cannot afford their continuation.
The action I therefore seek from the minister is that he clarify whether the effectiveness or otherwise
of the cross-border mental health agreement will specifically be examined as part of the current Royal
Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health System. If not, I would like him to explain in his reply
what the government will do and when to correct the range of inconsistencies in the treatment of
mental health patients across the respective sides of our border with New South Wales.
In a broader sense, I would also like to know what the government is doing independently of the royal
commission to address the need for planning and spending improvements across the full Victorian
mental health system. I ask this especially in light of the Auditor-General’s March 2019 report, Access
to Mental Health Services. In this report it was found that a longstanding lack of sufficient systemwide investment, planning and monitoring has seen Victoria fall well behind other jurisdictions in
terms of mental health funding and infrastructure and the proportion of our population that is
adequately supported.
TRANSPORT ACCIDENT COMMISSION
Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (21:41): My adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister
for Roads and Minister for Road Safety and the TAC and concerns the cuts in funding to the Transport
Accident Commission, all while the state continues to endure its worst road toll results in 14 years.
The government’s raid of $2.87 billion—I repeat, $2872 million—in dividends over the next four
years from the TAC is totally irresponsible. Road tolls are rising, particularly on regional roads such
as those in my electorate of Western Victoria Region. The regional road toll is 85. That is an increase
of 55 per cent in just one year.
The money taken by this government could have been used to match the federal government’s pledge
of $14 million to fix regional roads in south-west Victoria. It could have committed $318.3 million to
the much-needed Barwon Heads Road duplication, as promised at the last state election; funded the
testing of the driving ability of tourists who hire cars and endanger local drivers along the Great Ocean
Road; removed the out-of-control roadside vegetation, which obstructs drivers’ vision and causes
significant native animal roadkill; or even removed the wire rope barriers, which endanger
motorcyclists and wildlife and clearly have not saved lives. There could even be some spare change.
Instead, this government has chosen to prop up its budget and fake a surplus, masquerading its poor
economic management at the expense of the taxpayer and their safety. The minister has claimed the
funding was not taken from the operating budget of the TAC. Perhaps they need to prove it. The action
I seek from the minister is to clarify precisely where this TAC funding was previously being used and
outline how the government plans to reduce the rising toll on regional roads, apart from providing
slow-down signs and speed restrictions on their totally unsafe roads.
AIR POLLUTION
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (21:44): My adjournment matter this evening is for the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change. The action I seek is for the minister to do
everything in their power to ensure that the levels of air pollution, especially those of particulates, are
in line with the standards set by the World Health Organization. The current government standards are
too low. We are not doing enough for air quality because the emissions data we receive from the
Environment Protection Authority Victoria is of such a low standard that it is not considered best
practice or of a standard set by the World Health Organization.
World Environment Day is the United Nations’ main vehicle for raising awareness and action for the
protection of our precious environment. Each year there is a theme. This year’s theme is ‘Air
pollution’. The western suburbs experience a high degree of air pollution. As well as that, the western
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suburbs are in a low-lying area, which means they experience inferior air quality as pollutants tend to
settle in these areas. Currently around 75 per cent of Melbourne’s air pollution is caused by vehicle
emissions, gases and particulates. People living on or within 100 metres of a major road will also
experience an additional reduction in air quality.
Western Metropolitan Region is experiencing a marked increase in road traffic. In the past 12 years
the amount of freight moving around Victoria has increased by more than 30 per cent. At the port of
Melbourne the projections are even higher. Its current volume of 2 million containers a year is
projected to quadruple to 8 million by 2035, and unless something dramatic happens most of that will
be moved around on trucks through the western suburbs. Predictions for a drier and hotter climate,
together with projected population increases, will pose significant challenges to the western region’s
future air quality. People affected by asthma, those with lung or heart disease, children and those over
65 will experience adverse health effects as a result of this.
Dementia is also linked to poor air quality. Research has found that people over 50 in areas with the
highest pollution from nitrogen dioxide, diesel and other particulates have a 40 per cent greater chance
of developing dementia. The air quality and emissions data is not of a world standard. I call on the
government to improve regulations as advised by the World Health Organization to help mitigate
residents’ exposure to air pollution.
MELBOURNE REGIONAL LANDFILL
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (21:46): I wish to raise a matter for the attention of the Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, and it concerns a running sore in the western suburbs—
that is, the Ravenhall landfill. Now, for some years the people of Caroline Springs, Deer Park and
surrounds have put up with this landfill, and quite frankly, as I have referred to it before, it is nothing
but a stinking hole in the ground. Unfortunately the plan is to make it a very, very big stinking hole in
the ground that will affect many, many thousands of people throughout the western suburbs.
Locals have made their views very, very clear, and I have in years gone by spoken at public meetings—
very large public meetings—on this subject with the Honourable Marlene Kairouz from the other place
and also with my colleague Mr Melhem. We have on various occasions been in furious agreement on
this particular subject. However, there still remains the very real concern held by many thousands of
people throughout that region about what is going to happen with this landfill. Is it the government’s
intention to allow the expansion of this landfill, or is the government actually going to sool the EPA
onto the owners to ensure that local residents are protected?
What I am asking the minister to do tonight is to provide some certainty. This has been going on for a
very, very long time—certainly more than a decade. The local people have had a gutful, I have to tell
you. They have had more than enough of waiting for some certainty on this matter, and it is decision
time. The time has come for the government to make a firm decision on this one way or the other.
Obviously I would much prefer the government to make a decision which would stop the expansion
of this tip. In fact, as I have said before, I would like to see the closure of this tip. Whoever was
responsible for the opening of this tip so close to residential housing should be ashamed of themselves.
We need a decision from the government. The time has come to bite the bullet and to let local people
know exactly what is going on and allow them to make plans for the future. I ask the minister to
provide that certainty, to make the decision and to allow local people to get on with their lives.
RURAL AND REGIONAL FOOTBALL-NETBALL CLUBS
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (21:50): My adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for
Tourism, Sport and Major Events in the other place, and it relates to country netball and football clubs.
The action I seek from the minister is for him to initiate a comprehensive review into rural and regional
football-netball clubs and the role that the AFL plays in supporting or not supporting the viability and
sustainability of these clubs.
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Many of our country football and netball clubs are struggling to survive. Grassroots sporting clubs are
the fabric of our small country towns and larger centres. They provide a place for social interaction
and cohesion, physical exercise and positive mental health. They are largely run by volunteers; mums
and dads and grandparents fill the committee roles. Often they are the same hardworking people that
are also on the hall committees, run the school canteens, are part of the local CFA and are our guide
and scout leaders. Many of our clubs are struggling to field teams due to a lack of numbers and
crippling administrative costs. As well as senior teams, clubs are struggling to field juniors. For
example, the Sale and District under-16s and Traralgon under-16s have been forced to merge due to
lack of numbers. The Mid Gippsland Football League fields only four thirds teams.
Other clubs have healthy memberships but are being squeezed out of existence due to changing league
structures. One case in point is the Alberton Football Netball League—the other AFL. Indeed it
includes my old home town of Fish Creek—that is, the great, mighty Kangaroos. It is on its knees, and
it is not due to poor management but erosion of the league from its boundaries. It is landlocked, and
the only option is to go and play in Tasmania, which is just not an option. By contrast, the wealthiest
sporting club in our nation, AFL Victoria, receives funding from these clubs and leagues in return for
supposed governance and framework. The Andrews government, rather than channelling funds into
grassroots sporting activities and infrastructure, has recently granted AFL Victoria $225 million to
overhaul Docklands Stadium.
The broader issue is not just around infrastructure but around the fact that often rich institutions are
getting richer while our small and needy country clubs are on their knees. Many club presidents have
asked repeatedly for an independent review into what is working and what is not working between the
AFL and country football-netball clubs. There is precedent for a government review. In 2004 the Rural
and Regional Committee had a comprehensive inquiry into country football, and many of the
recommendations, including in the report, had directions and directives to the AFL on coaching and
development, governance and administration. This is so important to the health of our rural
communities. Sport is the lifeblood of our towns, and it is very important that the minister use his
influence and really step up and support these local communities and provide a comprehensive review.
RESPONSES
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (21:53): There were nine adjournment matters this evening. The first was from
Mr Bourman to the Minister for Roads in relation to the introduction of a pilot program. The second
was from Mr O’Donohue to the Minister for Water in relation to a business case for a water project in
his electorate. The third was from Ms Vaghela to Minister Horne in relation to bus services in her
electorate. The fourth was from Ms Lovell to Minister Pulford in relation to safety measures at a
certain T-intersection. The fifth was from Ms Maxwell to the Minister for Mental Health seeking
clarification on a cross-border agreement in relation to mental health. The sixth was from
Mrs McArthur to the Minister for Roads in relation to roads funding. The seventh was from
Dr Cumming to the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change in respect to air pollution
levels. The eighth was from Mr Finn to the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change in
relation to the Ravenhall landfill. The ninth was from Ms Bath to the Minister for Tourism, Sport and
Major Events in respect of the role of the AFL in relation to country netball and football clubs.
I also have written responses to nine adjournment debate matters raised by Ms Crozier on
19 December 2018; Mr Finn and Mr O’Donohue on 30 April 2019; Mr Barton, Mr Ondarchie and
Ms Patten on 1 May 2019; Mr Atkinson and Ms Lovell on 2 May 2019; and Mr O’Donohue on
30 May 2019.
The PRESIDENT: The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 9.55 p.m.
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Written adjournment responses
Responses have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

Tuesday, 4 June 2019
SOUTH MELBOURNE PUBLIC HOUSING SECURITY
In reply to Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (19 December 2018)
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs):
I thank Ms Crozier for her question regarding the safety of residents of and visitors to the Park Towers estate
in South Melbourne.
I share Ms Crozier’s concern for the welfare of residents and visitors at Park Towers, and indeed in all public
housing properties in Victoria.
In response to the recent tragic incidents at the estate, I am advised that the Department of Health and Human
Services has been working closely with Victoria Police on a range of measures to be implemented
immediately to improve security on this estate. There will be an increased and strong police presence at the
estate, including walk throughs across all floors of the high rise building.
I am further advised, a new twenty-four hour security service consisting of two foot patrol guards as well as
a new concierge booth and control room officer to manage building access have been introduced. These
arrangements will be permanent.
Safety audits are also being planned by Victoria police and the Department of Health and Human Services
with local tenants at the estate. This will involve walks through the estate and buildings to identify what
changes could be made to improve the long term security arrangements at Park Towers.

JOHN HENRY PRIMARY SCHOOL
In reply to Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (30 April 2019)
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education):
I am informed as follows:
The Andrews Labor Government is working to make school facilities accessible to all Victorians. The
Department of Education and Training promotes inclusive learning environments, including equal access to
modern and functional learning spaces. This includes ensuring that students with disabilities have reasonable
access to school facilities to ensure they receive an education that is in line with their peers.
When acquiring school sites, the Department endeavours to purchase properties with at least three street
frontages, preferably with indented parking to allow for a wider dispersal of parking spaces. The Department
provides on-site car parking for staff where practical to do so; however, it does not provide parent or non-staff
car parking on school grounds.
The provision of disabled parking spaces beyond school boundaries are local authority issues. I encourage
schools, including John Henry Primary School, to consult with VicRoads and their local council to resolve
any street parking concerns.
I appreciate your concern for the needs of students and parents with disabilities. I can assure you that we are
committed to providing inclusive educational facilities at every school.
I trust this information is of assistance.
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NEWPORT AND LAVERTON RAILWAY STATION PARKING
In reply to Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (30 April 2019)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure):
I thank the Member for his question; however, the matter raised falls within the portfolio of responsibilities
of the Minister for Public Transport, the Hon Melissa Horne MP. Therefore, the question should be directed
to the Minister for Public Transport.

MILL PARK AND SOUTH MORANG TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
In reply to Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (1 May 2019)
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating):
Plenty Road Upgrade traffic management
I note the Member for Northern Metropolitan Region’s question referencing the Plenty Road Upgrade. I
advise that as this project is the responsibility of the Minister for Transport Infrastructure, this question should
be directed to the responsible Minister.
Traffic light sequencing
In relation to traffic conditions along Childs Road, VicRoads advises that this part of the network may be
experiencing some changes in traffic patterns due to nearby construction activity associated with the Plenty
Road upgrade. While some congestion occurs outside St Francis of Assisi Primary School during peak school
pick-up and drop-off times, VicRoads considers that traffic lights are coordinated and are operating effectively
to move people as efficiently as possible and there is no need for a review of their operation.
Once construction along Plenty Road is complete, VicRoads will optimise the operation of each traffic signal
site and review the linking of the upgrade along Plenty Road (McKimmies Road to Bush Boulevard) and the
surrounding road network, to ensure optimal traffic signal sequencing.
Smart Traffic Lights
VicRoads is a customer of Transport for New South Wales Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System
(SCATS) and is trailing a number of initiatives to better balance demand at intersections, further the
development of the system under Melbourne’s unique traffic conditions.

ROWVILLE RAIL LINE
In reply to Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (1 May 2019)
Ms HORNE (Williamstown—Minister for Public Transport, Minister for Ports and Freight):
As this is a matter falls within the Transport Infrastructure Portfolio, please refer this matter to the Minister
for Transport Infrastructure.

POLICE CORRUPTION AND MISCONDUCT
In reply to Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (1 May 2019)
Mr JENNINGS (South Eastern Metropolitan—Leader of the Government, Special Minister of State,
Minister for Priority Precincts, Minister for Aboriginal Affairs):
The Government is currently considering recommendations directed to it in the Independent Broad-based
Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) Committee’s report on the Inquiry into the external oversight of police
corruption and misconduct in Victoria (report), and will table a Government Response in Parliament in due
course.
I note recommendation 2 in the report, that IBAC should formally establish a dedicated Police Corruption
and Misconduct Division, is directed to IBAC. As IBAC is an independent body, the Government cannot
commit IBAC to implement this recommendation.
The Government is committed to:
•

supporting the ongoing role of IBAC in the external oversight of police;
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•

ensuring both IBAC and Victoria Police continue to play important roles in embedding and
upholding integrity within Victoria Police;

•

ensuring that IBAC has all the powers necessary to effectively oversee and investigate allegations
of police misconduct and corruption; and

•

providing a police complaints system that is transparent, accessible, and focused on improving the
experience and protecting the well-being of complainants.
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The Government will continue to work with stakeholders and the community to progress this important work.

GRAHAMVALE AND KIALLA WEST PRIMARY SCHOOLS PEDESTRIAN
CROSSINGS
In reply to Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (2 May 2019)
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Roads, Minister for Road Safety and the TAC,
Minister for Fishing and Boating):
Regional Roads Victoria (RRV) advises me that it is working with the school communities and Greater
Shepparton City Council (Council) to address safety concerns at each location.
I am pleased to advise that a speed reduction from 80 km/h to 60 km/h has been introduced at Grahamvale
Primary School. During school pick up and drop off times this will be reduced to 40 km/h. This improvement
will allow safer turning movements in and out of the school.
RRV also advises me of the safety improvements made on the Goulburn Valley Highway at Kialla West
Primary School, which includes refreshing of linemarking, replacement of the school crossing posts, minor
vegetation removal and signage improvements.
RRV continues to meet with Kialla West Primary School and Council to develop a longer- term proposal for
a pedestrian underpass at this location. This proposal is being led by Greater Shepparton City Council.

CROYDON SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTAL SCHOOL
In reply to Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (2 May 2019)
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education):
I am informed as follows:
Investment in education and school infrastructure is a priority for the Victorian Government. We have
allocated more than $3.8 billion through the last four State Budgets to build, upgrade and maintain school
infrastructure across the state.
In October 2018, we announced $120,000 would be allocated to Croydon Special Developmental School
through the 2018-19 School Pride and Sports Fund for bathroom facility improvements. These works, which
directly relate to the WorkSafe issue you have raised, are currently in construction, with the works forecast
for completion mid-year.
As part of the 2017-18 Victorian School Asbestos Removal Program, the school was allocated $5,355 for the
removal and disposal of asbestos-containing materials (ACMs). In relation to asbestos in school buildings,
the Government has made a significant commitment to remove medium-risk ACMs from government schools
by 2020.
The Government is aware that schools, such as Croydon Special Developmental School, may have additional
capital or maintenance requirements. Our ongoing challenge, however, is to responsibly balance and prioritise
the needs of over 1,500 government schools, all in varying condition.
The infrastructure needs of all schools, including those of Croydon Special Developmental School, will
continue to receive fair and equitable consideration through the State Budget process, and when determining
future priorities for the school capital works program.
I trust this information is of assistance.
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SOMERVILLE TO BAXTER BIKE PATH
In reply to Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (30 May 2019)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure):
I thank the Member for his question. The matter raised falls within the portfolio of responsibilities of the
Minister for Roads, the Hon Jaala Pulford MP. Therefore, the question should be directed to the Minister for
Roads.

